ABSTRACT
CELLA, LEONARDO OLIVEIRA GOIS. New Imprecise-Probabilistic Methods for Statistical
Inference and Prediction . (Under the direction of Ryan Martin.)
Inferential Models (IMs) is a relatively new model based approach to probabilistic statistical
inference. Being model based means the IM formulation requires the specification of a statistical
model, so that the inferential targets are characterized in terms of the corresponding model
parameters. Being probabilistic means the IM uncertainty quantification is performed in terms of
degrees of belief assigned to general assertions about the inferential target. The most differential
characteristic of IMs when compared to other probabilistic approaches to statistical inference is the
validity of these degrees of belief, in the sense that the long run frequency of high degrees of belief
assigned to false assertions is controllably low. It turns out that this important validity property
is a direct consequence of the connection between IMs and non-additive imprecise probabilities.
More specifically, the IM output degrees of belief are genuine belief functions. Much has been
done in the past few years to further develop the IMs theory for it to be able to handle different
types of statistical problems, resulting in interesting applications in areas like satellite conjunction
analysis, insurance risk modeling and clinical research. However, the field is still new and there
remains much to be explored.
This thesis extends the IM approach to nonparametric problems, i.e., problems where the
inferential target is not defined as a model parameter. Of course, this poses a challenge to the
IMs, a naturally model based approach. But thanks to the generalized IM, an extension of the IM
approach that relaxes some of the roles played by the model in the IM construction, the possibility
of a nonparametric IM development is real and within reach.
Perhaps the most natural quantity that is not defined in terms of a model is a future observation.
The two mainstream approaches for quantifying prediction uncertainty use prediction regions
and predictive distribution, respectively, with the latter believed to be more informative because
it can perform other prediction-related tasks. The standard notion of validity, what we refer
to in this thesis as Type 1 validity, focuses on coverage probability bounds for prediction sets,
while a notion of validity relevant to the other prediction-related tasks performed by predictive
distributions is lacking. Here we present a new notion, called Type-2 validity, relevant to these
other prediction tasks. We establish connections between Type-2 validity and coherence properties,
and show that imprecise probability considerations are required in order to achieve it. A new class
of nonparametric IMs for prediction is then proposed, and we show that it achieves both types
of prediction validity. Important connections between this nonparametric IM and the powerful
Conformal Prediction are also made.
In addition to future observations, there are also fixed “real-world” quantities, which are
functionals of the true data-generating distribution whose existence does not rely on the correctness
of a posited statistical model, e.g., the quantiles. Uncertainty quantification about these quantities

through confidence regions and the corresponding notion of validity is well known. Here, we go
beyond this notion and formally establish what degrees of belief associated with general assertions
about the unknown quantity of interest have to satisfy in order for inferences based on them to
be valid. Once again, we show that imprecise probability considerations are fundamental to this
assertion-like validity. A nonparametric IM approach for inference is then proposed and, despite
being computationally intensive, it is sufficiently general in the sense that an appropriate loss
function and its corresponding M-estimator are essentially all that is needed to obtain approximate
valid degrees of belief.
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CHAPTER

1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Basic setup

Assuming a statistical model for the data at hand is a very common move in applied data analysis.
There are certainly benefits in doing so, such as the convenience of having an inferential target,
namely the parameters that define the model. Based on the inferences made on these parameters,
relevant questions about quantities of interest can be answered. Note that the quantities of interest
may not be equal to the parameters that define the model, so the former would have to be
defined as a function of the later. This situation is far from being the exception because, often,
the parameters that define a model are not “real”, i.e., they are pure mathematical entities with
no connection to reality. Take as an example the adoption of a gamma distribution for some
population of interest. It is hard to imagine that any scientific question is about its shape parameter.
On the other hand, quantities like the quantiles are real and practically interesting, but they are
(almost) never parameters in a model. Another extremely relevant context where these “model
independent” quantities arise is prediction: the future response is a well-defined quantity with or
without a statistical model.
A natural question that emerges from the above discussion is: If the real quantities of interest exist
independent of an assumed model, why adopt a model in the first place? After all, this creates a risk of
bias due to model misspecification and challenges associated with post-selection inference [Taylor
and Tibshirani, 2015]. If it were possible to carry out inferences or predictions without specifying
a model, then those risks/challenges could be avoided. An advantage of classical/frequentist
approaches is that they can circumvent this challenging modeling step and construct methods for
inference or prediction by taking advantage of other structures in the data. For example, in scalar
prediction problems, it is straightforward to construct valid prediction intervals based on order
statistics [e.g., Wilks, 1941]. However, when following these classical approaches, the data analyst
must be satisfied with merely the output of a calibrated procedure, e.g., a set estimate, as the
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final inferential or prediction product. As a result, the provided uncertainty quantification ends
up being rather limited in the sense that other tasks, such as evaluating probabilities (or degrees
of belief) about all sorts of assertions about the quantity of interest, cannot be accomplished. To
achieve this more general uncertainty quantification, a distribution for the quantity of interest is
necessary. And to obtain this distribution, the data analyst has to opt for a model-based approach
to statistical inference, a decision that is not always straightforward to put in practice.
Most obviously, something has to be done to circumvent the impossibility of applying a modelbased approach without a model. A common strategy is to make the model as wide/flexible
as possible, through the specification of a high- or infinite-dimensional parameter. For example,
both the nonparametric Bayesian [e.g., Ghosh and Ramamoorthi, 2003, Hjort et al., 2010, Ghosal
and van der Vaart, 2017] and nonparametric fiducial [e.g., Cui and Hannig, 2019, Martin, 2019b]
approaches make use of it, the former expressing the likelihood in terms of a density function and
the latter expressing the data generating equation in terms of a distribution function. This strategy
of making the model more flexible usually brings substantial computational challenges. In fact,
those two approaches often require non-trivial Monte Carlo methods that certainly limit their
use in applications. The data analyst might, of course, be willing to take on these challenges, but
not solely for the construction of set estimates. Indeed, as mentioned above, there are non-modelbased set estimates with provably exact/conservative coverage probability, while those derived
from a model-based distribution, at best, attain the target coverage probability asymptotically.
Therefore, the motivation for developing a distribution for uncertainty quantification must be the
aforementioned alternative tasks, i.e., assigning degrees of belief to general assertions about the
unknown quantity of interest.
Broadly speaking, the present thesis has two main goals. First, note that a key characteristic of
the nonparametric classical methods that provide valid set estimates for the unknown quantity of
interest is the fact that they are based on certain distributional results—a “quasi-model”—derived
from other weak, high-level assumptions about the data and structure of the problem. Therefore,
Goal 1: Explore the possibility of generalizing a model-based approach to the extent that it can
be applied at this quasi-model level.
Second, if, as argued above, belief assignments to general assertions about the unknown quantity
of interest are a priority in certain applications, then we ought to have a way to directly assess
their validity or reliability. After all, to quote Reid and Cox [2015]
“... it is unacceptable if a procedure. . . , if used repeatedly, give systematically misleading conclusions.”
If a distribution is to be used to evaluate the probability of a certain assertion of interest, then
the magnitude of this probability will be used to draw inferences about whether the assertion
is true. Therefore, to avoid making “systematically misleading conclusions,” controlling, at least
approximately, the rate at which the distribution assigns small probability to assertions that
happen to be true is fundamental. Note that this notion of validity goes beyond the typical
property boasted by the distributions derived from model based approaches, that set estimates
obtained from them achieve the nominal coverage probability. Thereby,
Goal 2: Develop a generalized model based approach, in the sense of Goal 1, where true
assertions about the unknown quantity of interest are rarely assigned small probabilities in the
long run.
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Here, we focus on a particular model-based approach to attempt to achieve the two aforementioned goals, namely, inferential models (IMs) for inference and prediction; see, e.g., Martin and
Liu [2013, 2016] and Martin and Lingham [2016]. It has close connections to other model-based
approaches, namely fiducial inference [Fisher, 1935, Taraldsen and Lindqvist, 2013], generalized
fiducial inference [Hannig et al., 2016], structural inference [Fraser, 1968], Dempster–Shafer theory
[Dempster, 2014, 1967, 1968b, 2008, Shafer, 1976a], and Bayesian inference [Martin and Liu, 2015a,
Remark 4]. Similarly to the generalized fiducial approach, the IM construction starts with a
so-called association, which is basically a way to write the adopted statistical model with the help
of an unobservable auxiliary variable with known distribution. In virtually every IM (or fiducial)
application, this association is effectively an algorithm for simulating data from a posited model,
which makes the approach “model-based.”
Reasons to believe that the IM approach has the potential to achieve Goal 1 above comes from
the developments in Martin [2015, 2018], where a generalized association is proposed, motivated
by the observation that the IM association need not fully characterize the data-generating process.
Breaking the link between the association and the data-generating process creates an opportunity
to construct an inferential model that, despite its name, is not model-based. However, this generalized
association is in terms of suitable functions that still require the specification of a statistical model.
As discussed above, this can be undesirable if the quantities of interest exist independent of the
assumed model. Therefore, it seems like the consideration of an even more general IM, one whose
association does not involve any model specification, is needed, and we take on this challenge
here. Now, evidence that this even more general IM could also accomplish Goal 2 comes from
what the IM approach is known to achieve in a parametric setting. Specifically, the IM is the only
model-based construction we are aware of that guarantees the validity of the degrees of belief
assigned to any assertion about the parameters that specify the assumed model.
The IM framework is based on random sets and belief functions. Random sets are introduced
to predict the auxiliary variable in the association, a unique move that distinguishes IMs and
other approaches that also deal with auxiliary variable, e.g., generalized fiducial. A consequence
of this use of random sets is that the IM output degrees of belief are not usual probabilities, but
probabilities associated with random sets, hence belief functions. Belief functions are a type of
non-additive measure that generalize probabilities, embraced by the general theory of Imprecise
probabilities; see Walley [1991]. A detailed survey of the IM aproach will be given is Chapter 2.
Because the use of random sets to characterize probability is not as widespread as random
variables, and, similarly, the use of imprecise probabilities to quantify uncertainty is not as
widespread as probabilities, the remainder of this chapter will briefly review these topics after an
overview, in Section 1.2, of the chapters to follow.

1.2

Contributions

Once again, the main objective of the present thesis is to supplement the IM theory so that
valid uncertainty quantification about unknown quantities of interest in a nonparametric setting is
achieved. The notion of validity adopted here goes beyond the usual coverage probability bounds
of confidence sets. It aims to assess the performance of degrees of belief associated with general
assertions about the unknown quantity of interest.
Before presenting the main developments of the thesis, we provide, in Chapter 2, a detailed
survey of the IM framework when a parametric statistical model is assumed for the data at hand.
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We go over its basic construction for both inference and prediction problems and finish with an
exposition of the so-called generalized IM, a fundamental development about which this thesis
is a direct extension of. The generalized IM relaxes the need for a full characterization of the
data-generating process in the IM construction. However, the specification of a statistical model is
still required, and here we take on the challenge of constructing an even more general generalized
IM, one that does not require statistical models at all.
Chapters 3 and 4 extend the generalized IM to the fundamental problem of reliable prediction
of future observations under minimal model assumptions. In Chapters 3, unsupervised learning
problems are considered, i.e., problems where data consists of a response variable alone. Supervised learning problems where the response is coupled with covariates are examined in Chapters 4.
For both scenarios, we establish connections between the stronger notion of validity adopted
in this thesis and coherence properties, and show that imprecise probability considerations are
required in order to achieve it. We also show that the proposed IM constructions are valid and
offer an alternative characterization in terms of conformal prediction [e.g., Vovk et al., 2005] where
the desired validity result is accomplished by interpreting the conformal prediction output as the
contour function of a consonant plausibility function.
Chapter 5 extends the generalized IM to nonparametric inference problems, i.e., problems
where the inferential target exists independent of the correctness of a posited statistical model.
We first formalize, in this context, the notion of validity of degrees of belief associated to general
assertions about the inferential target, evaluate its consequences and, once again, show that
imprecise probability considerations are required in order to achieve it. We then propose a
sufficiently general nonparametric IM, where the same construction can be used for a wide range
of different problems, and we prove its asymptotically validity.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we present some basic results on how to incorporate prior information
into the IM, a traditionally prior-free approach, and discuss some directions for future work in
this area.

1.3
1.3.1

Technical background
Random sets

Random sets theory is concerned with random objects whose realizations are sets. The not
uncommon situation where data come in the form of sets rather than points in a sample space, for
example, when data is imprecise due to the imperfection of measurement instruments, illustrates
how random sets can be valuable in data analysis. The reasoning is to represent the outcomes
of a random experiment as subsets containing the “true” observation values, rather than trying
to attribute unique values to the observations [Nguyen, 2006]. In Schreiber [2000], a statistical
procedure is proposed for estimation of the real distribution of some random variable of interest
based on a random set used to model the imprecise observations. Other important examples of
application of random sets in statistics include:
• Sampling Design Theory [Hájek and Dupač, 1981, Nguyen, 2006], where a sample (subset) of
a finite population (set) is taken; see Section 1.3.1.1;
• Confidence Regions [Neyman, 1935, Nguyen, 2006], which can be naturally described as
random sets;
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• Robust Bayesian statistics [Berger et al., 1994], where, due to the relationship between random
sets and some quantitative representation of degrees of belief (see Section 1.3.2), robust
Bayesian statistics can be sometimes formulated in terms of random sets;
• Inferential Models [Martin and Liu, 2013], where random sets are responsible for its differential
properties in statistical inference and prediction; see Chapter 2.
Besides the application of random sets in statistics, there are also statistics problems related to
random sets, e.g., estimation of distribution of random sets, averaging and expectations of random
sets, appropriate models for random sets. For a great exposition, see Molchanov [1997].
To illustrate some of the key differences between random variables and random sets, consider
that participants of a medical study have to fill out a form about their health characteristics, such
as height, weight, age and etc. The researchers are considering the following two ways of asking
for the height (in cm) of the participants:
• 1st way: Asking the respondents to provide an exact number corresponding to their height;
• 2nd way: Providing the following 5 interval options: 1) [120 ; 140); 2) [140 ; 160); 3) [160
; 180); 4) [180 ; 200); 5) [200 ; 220) and asking the participants to select the interval that
contains their height.
Under the first way, height can be treated as a non-negative quantitative random variable.
Under the second way, height is imprecise, i.e., the exact height of each participant of the study
is unknown and only information on its bounds is available. It is not reasonable to force the
provided intervals into single numbers, for example, by taking the center point of each interval,
because there is no information about the distribution of the height values inside any given
interval. Therefore, treating height as a random set that takes the five provided intervals as
possible outcomes seems more adequate. Important differences between random variables and
random sets can be further explored with this example.
Consider that the researches are interested in the proportion of participants that are taller than
170 cm, i.e., the proportion of participants whose heights are in the interval A = (170; 220). If
height is treated as a random variable (first way), a realization of it either agrees or disagrees
with A, as illustrated in Figure 1.3(a). However, when height is treated as a random set (second
way), this dichotomy no longer makes sense. Figure 1.3(b) shows three possible realizations of
this random set, namely, it can disagree completely with A, agree in parts with A and totally
agree with A. In other words, it may cast doubt in A, not cast doubt in A and support A; see
Section 1.3.2.1.
Consider that the study had 100 participants. The relative frequency of each height interval
option (2nd way) is illustrated in Figure 1.2. For example, 10% of the respondents are shorter
than 160 cm. This constitutes a complete description of a random set: collection of intervals with
frequencies (weights) attached to them. Of course, a histogram does not give the frequencies of
particular points inside a bin, just the overall frequency of the bin. Therefore, it is not possible to
know precisely the frequency of A = (170; 220). However, lower and upper bounds of this frequency
are possible to be obtained. We can imagine that all the frequency of the interval (160; 180] is
actually concentrated in the interval (160; 170). This would give an estimated frequency of 40% for
A. On the other hand, one can imagine that all the frequency of the interval (160; 180] is actually
concentrated in the interval [170; 180], resulting on an estimated frequency of 80% for A. As a
result, even though we do not know precisely the frequency of A, we know it is between 40% and
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1 Panel (a): Two possible realizations of height when treated as a positive random variable.
Panel (b): Three possible realizations of height when treated as a random set.

Figure 1.2 Histogram of height.

80%. With a similar reasoning, we know the frequency of Ac is between 20% and 60%. These are
examples of lower and upper bounds on the frequency (probability) of assertions associated with
random sets.
What follows is a brief summary of the theory of random sets. Random sets defined on finite
spaces, as the one introduced in the example above, are considered first, for the simple reason that
they bring intuition to the general theory of random sets on infinite spaces that is dealt with in
Section 1.3.1.2. The exposition is mostly based on Molchanov [2005a], Nguyen [2006]. Throughout
this section, consider the triple (Ω, A, P) to be a probability space in the background on which
all random sets are defined. Moreover, only nonempty random sets will be considered, as most
random sets in applications are nonempty [Nguyen, 2006]; but see Section 2.5.
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1.3.1.1

Finite Random Sets

Suppose Θ is a finite set. As the name suggests, a finite random set S takes as possible outcomes
subsets of Θ. Denoting the set of all subsets of Θ, the power set of Θ, by 2Θ , S is a measurable
function from Ω to 2Θ .
Definition 1.1. A finite random set with values in 2Θ is a map S : Ω 7→ 2Θ such that

S −1 ({ A}) = {ω ∈ Ω : S(ω ) = A} ∈ A,
for any A ⊆ Θ.
Letting E denote the power set of 2Θ , i.e., the σ-field of subsets of 2Θ , the pair (2Θ , E ) is a
measurable space. Therefore, the probability measure PS = PS −1 : E 7→ [0, 1], which assigns to
each B ⊆ E its probability PS (B), can be specified. In practice, however, the probability law PS
can be defined in a simpler way, via probability values on “singletons”, analogous the case of
finite random variables. Specifically, if mS : 2Θ 7→ [0, 1] is a probability mass function assumed to
satisfy mS (∅) = 0, where mS ( A) = P(S = A), then
PS (B ) =

∑

m S ( A ),

∀ A ⊆ Θ.

(1.1)

A ∈B

Every subset A of Θ such that mS ( A) > 0 is called a focal element [Shafer, 1976a]. In other words,
focal elements are the possible realizations/outcomes of a random set.
As an illustration, consider a finite population Θ composed by N subjects. A simple random
sample of size n without replacement is to be taken. This sampling design problem can be seen
as a random set S defined on the probability space (2Θ , E , PS ) where, for B ⊆ 2Θ , PS (B) can be
defined as in (1.1), with

 N1 if #(A) = n,
mS ( A) = ( n )
0
if #( A) 6= n.
Therefore, S follows a uniform distributions over the focal elements, which are the sets with n
elements all different from each other. On the other hand, if a simple random sample of size n
with replacement is to be taken,

mS ( A) =



 ( N +1n−1)!

if #(A) = n,


0

if #( A) 6= n.

n!( N −1)!

Thus, S is also uniformly distributed over the focal elements, but now the set of focal elements
contains all the sets of size n, with elements equal or different from each other. Note that different
PS leads to different sampling plans and mS is the probability sampling design in survey sampling
theory (see Kish [1965]).
There is a functional FS called a containment functional that can be seen as the analogue for
random sets of distribution functions for random vectors, being therefore convenient for specifying
the probability law of S in applications, specially when dealing with more general types of random
sets; see Section 1.3.1.2.
Definition 1.2. Let FS : 2Θ 7→ [0, 1] be
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A ⊆ Θ.

FS ( A) = PS (S ⊆ A),

FS is the containment functional of S and it satisfies the following properties:
(i) FS (∅) = 0 and FS (Θ) = 1;
(ii) FS is monotone of infinite order, i.e., for any A1 , · · · , An subsets of Θ, n ≥ 2,

FS

n
[



∑

≥

Ai

(−1)

| I |+1


FS

∅6= I ⊆{1,2,··· ,n}

i =1

\


Ai .

(1.2)

i∈ I

Note that, unlike distribution functions of random vectors, which are additive in the sense
that F ( A) + F ( Ac ) = 1, from (1.2)
FS ( A) + FS ( Ac ) ≤ 1.

(1.3)

This property is called super additivity.
On page 38 of Nguyen [2006], it is proved that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
mS and FS , namely that
FS ( A) = ∑ mS ( B), ∀ A ⊆ Θ.
(1.4)
B⊆ A

This fact leads to the important result that any set function F : 2Θ 7→ [0, 1] satisfying (i) and (ii) in
Definition 1.2 above defines a unique (nonempty) finite random set S such that F ( A) = PS (S ⊆ A),
∀ A ⊆ Θ.
It is also possible to characterize probability laws of finite random sets by a dual concept,
namely capacity functionals, whose axiomatic definition is the following.
Definition 1.3. Let TS : 2Θ 7→ [0, 1] be
TS ( A) = PS (S ∩ A 6= ∅),

A ⊆ Θ.

TS is the capacity functional of S and it satisfies:
(i) TS (∅) = 0 and TS (Θ) = 1;
(ii) TS is alternating of infinite order, i.e, for any A1 , · · · , An subsets of Θ, n ≥ 2,

TS

n
\
i =1


Ai

≤

∑

(−1)

| I |+1

∅6= I ⊆{1,2,··· ,n}


TS

[


Ai .

(1.5)

i∈ I

It follows from (1.5) that
TS ( A) + TS ( Ac ) ≥ 1,

(1.6)

a property known as sub additivity. Moreover, since

∑

TS ( A) = 1 − FS ( Ac ) =

m S ( B ),

A ⊆ Θ,

(1.7)

B ∩ A 6 =∅

PS can be also determined by TS , and for any set function T : 2Θ 7→ [0, 1] satisfying (i) and (ii) in
Definition 1.3 above, there exists an unique (nonempty) finite random set S with containment
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3 Panel (a): Focal elements A1 , A2 , A3 and A4 of a finite random set and a set B. In blue, the
focal elements that are contained in B; Panel (b): Focal elements A1 , A2 , A3 and A4 of a finite random set
and a set B. In blue, the focal elements that intersect with B.

function FS that can be deduced by T. Lastly, recall that, by the super additivity of FS stated in
(1.3), FS ( A) ≤ 1 − FS ( Ac ). Therefore, because of (1.7),
FS ( A) ≤ TS ( A),

A ⊆ Θ.

This property sheds light on the relationship between random sets and non-additive representation
of degrees of belief; see Section 1.3.2.
To illustrate the concepts discussed above, consider that a finite random set has A1 , A2 , A3
and A4 as its focal elements, as shown in Figure 1.3. Probabilities with respect to the subset B are
of interest. To calculate FS ( B) one would just have to add the densities of the focal elements that
are contained in B, as Figure 1.3(a) illustrates, which are A1 and A2 . Note that the super additivity
property in (1.3) can be also visualized. As A4 is the only subset of Bc and, consequently, A3 is
neither a subset of B nor a subset of Bc , FS ( B) + FS ( Bc ) < 1. To calculate TS ( B) one would just
have to add the densities of the focal elements that intersect with B, as Figure 1.3(b) illustrates,
which are A1 , A2 and A3 . As A3 and A4 intersect with Bc , and A3 intersects both with B and Bc ,
the sub additivity property in (1.6) follows, i.e., TS ( B) + TS ( Bc ) > 1.
1.3.1.2

Random Closed Sets

For more interesting applications, specially in the context of statistics where continuous random
quantities play an important role, we now consider the case where Θ is not finite, for example,
Θ = Rd . 1 The conventional theory of random sets deals with random closed sets, where the
sample space is composed by the family of all closed subsets of Rd . Random closed sets are
recognized to be general enough for applications and, interestingly, the theory of random vectors
becomes its special case when random sets are singletons, as singletons are closed sets.
1 Rd is one example of a locally compact Hausdorff second countable topological space (see Molchanov [2005a]) which, of
course, the discrete finite space considered in Section 1.3.1.1 is a special case. Even though the theory of random closed
sets can deal with more general cases, Rd will be the only case considered here as it is general enough for statistical
applications [Nguyen, 2006].
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Let F be the class of all closed subsets of Rd . The desire is to define a random closed set as a
measurable map S : Ω 7→ F , where measurability is defined by equipping F with an appropriate
σ-field, σ(F ), so that important functionals of random closed sets are measurable. But what is this
σ(F )? To address this question, consider the sets FK ⊂ F that contain all closed sets intersecting
a given compact set K,

FK = { F ∈ F : F ∩ K 6= ∅}.
For K ∈ K, where K is the family of compact subsets of Rd , the system of all FK generates the
σ-field σ(F ). Moreover, besides FK , σ(F ) also contains

F K = { F ∈ F : F ∩ K = ∅}
and

FG = { F ∈ F : F ∩ G 6= ∅},
for every G from the family G of open subsets of Rd . Note that, when Θ is finite (Section 1.3.1.1),
all subsets of Θ are open, closed and compact, so K = F = G = 2Θ [Quinio and Matsuyama,
1991].
With σ (F ) specified, a random closed set is defined as the following.
Definition 1.4. A random closed set with values in F is a map S : Ω 7→ F such that

S −1 (K ) = {w : S(w) ∩ K 6= ∅} ∈ A,
for all compact K ⊆ Rd .
The next step is specifying probability measures on σ(F ) so that the distribution of random
closed sets is characterized. The probability law of S is the push-forward measure PS = PS −1 .
However, like in the random vectors scenario where the probability laws are defined on Rd
through distribution functions, the desire for random closed sets is also to be able to describe their
distribution in a more “economical” way. This is highly relevant for practical applications since
σ(F ) is so rich that it is infeasible to explicitly allocate probabilities to every event that belongs to
it [Molchanov, 2005b].
Recall from Section 1.3.1.1 that the containment functional or its dual, the capacity functional,
completely characterizes probability laws of finite random sets. The idea here is to generalize
these concepts for random closed sets. After all, Definition 1.4, along with σ(F ), implies that the
random closed set S is explored by the events where S hits (or not) a compact set K, suggesting
that the corresponding hitting probabilities might play an important role in the theory of random
closed sets [Molchanov and Molinari, 2014].
Definition 1.5. Let TS : K 7→ [0, 1] be
TS (K ) = PS (S ∩ K 6= ∅),
TS is the capacity functional of S and it satisfies:
(i) TS (∅) = 0 and 0 ≤ TS (K ) ≤ 1 for every K ∈ K;
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K ∈ K.

(ii) TS is alternating of infinite order, i.e. for any K1 , · · · , Kn ∈ K, n ≥ 2,

TS

n
\



≤

Ki

∑

(−1)

| I |+1


TS

∅6= I ⊆{1,2,··· ,n}

i =1

[


Ki ;

(1.8)

i∈ I

(iii) If Kn ↓ K then TS (Kn ) ↓ TS (K ).
The properties (i) and (ii) above are to be expected, as they generalize the properties of capacity
functionals for finite random sets in Definition 1.3. The additional continuity property in (iii) arises
from the connection of TS to a genuine probability measure. As in the finite random sets case,
it turns out that TS completely determines the distribution of a random closed set. Conversely,
a functional T on K defines a unique random closed set S if, and only if, it satisfies the three
properties above, for all K ∈ K. This fundamental result is the famous Choquet’s capacity theorem.
See Matheron [1975], p. 30 or Molchanov [2005a], p. 10. Containment functionals can be also
defined for random closed sets.
Definition 1.6. Let FS : F 7→ [0, 1] be
FS ( F ) = PS (S ⊂ F ),

F ∈ F.

FS is the containment functional of S and it satisfies:
(i) FS (∅) = 0 and 0 ≤ FS ( F ) ≤ 1 for every F ∈ F ;
(ii) FS is monotone of infinite order, i.e. for any F1 , · · · , Fn ∈ F , n ≥ 2,

FS

n
[
i =1


Fi

≥

∑

∅6= I ⊆{1,2,··· ,n}

(−1)

| I |+1


FS

\


Fi ;

(1.9)

i∈ I

(iii) If Fn ↓ F then FS ( Fn ) ↓ FS ( F ).
The containment functional FS is defined on the family F of all closed sets. Thus, it yields the
capacity functional extended to open sets in G , as
TS ( G ) = PS (S ∩ G 6= ∅) = 1 − PS (S ⊂ G c ) = 1 − FS ( F ).
By approximation, the containment function determines TS on the family K of all compact sets.
Therefore, the distribution of S can be also completely determined by the containment functional
defined on F [Molchanov and Molinari, 2014]. Capacity functionals or containment functionals
are, therefore, the analogue for random closed sets of distribution functions for random vectors.
Recall that random vectors are a special case of random closed sets. In fact, if S = { X } is a
random singleton with distribution function GX then TS and FS coincide and become GX .
As an illustration, let S = [sl , su ] be a random set on R where sl and su are two measurable
maps from Ω to R such that sl = −|U | and su = |U | and U ∼ N (0, 1). If K = [ a, b], then

{S ∩ K 6= ∅} = {sl < a, su ≥ a} ∪ {sl ∈ [ a, b]}
= {|U | ≥ | a|} ∪ {−|U | ∈ [ a, b]} ∈ A,
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because sl and su are random variables. Measurability for all compact sets K ⊂ R follows from
similar arguments. Let a < 0 and b > 0, then
FS ([ a, b]) = PU (−|U | ≥ a, |U | ≤ b) = 1 − 2Φ − min(− a, b)



and TS ([ a, b]) = 1.
1.3.1.3

Predictive Random Sets

Consider the following problem. One has to accurately predict the realization u∗ of a continuous
random quantity U, using some information about its known distribution PU .
A possible strategy is to to use an independent draw from PU as the prediction. However, such
strategy would hit the target u∗ with PU -probability zero. Hitting u∗ with positive probability
requires a genuine set. But accurate prediction would fail if the chosen set makes erroneous
predictions too often. Therefore, a set that contains a large PU -proportion of U values with high
probability is desired. More precisely, consider a random set S and define
γS (u) = PS (S 3 u),

(1.10)

a summary of S ’s distribution PS called plausibility contour. Validity (or accuracy) of S for
predicting U is defined in the following sense.
Definition 1.7. A random set S with distribution PS is valid for predicting a continuous U ∼ PU
if γS (U ), as a function of U, is stochastically no smaller than Unif (0, 1), i.e.,
PU (γS (U ) ≤ α) ≤ α,

∀α ∈ [0, 1].

(1.11)

If γS (U ) ∼ Unif (0, 1), then S is also efficient.
Intuitively, condition (1.11) suggests that S is “reliable” in the sense that it can cover a draw U
from PU with high probability (Martin, 2019). But how can we actually construct a random set
S ∼ PS such that (1.11) holds?
Towards this, the following result provides two conditions for the validity of a given random
set S .
Theorem 1.1. [Martin and Liu, 2013] Suppose that the predictive random set S , supported on S, with
distribution PS , satisfies the following:
1. The support S of S is nested, i.e for any pair of sets S and S0 in S, either S ⊆ S0 or S0 ⊆ S;
2. The distribution PS of S satisfies
PS {S ⊂ K } =

sup PU (S),

S∈S;S⊂K

K ⊆ U.

(1.12)

Then S is valid for predicting U ∼ PU in the sense of Definition 1.7.
Constructing a random set S that satisfies conditions 1 and 2 above is relatively easy; see
Corollary 1 in Martin and Liu [2013], where they provide some general strategies. In the context
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of the present thesis, where we will just deal with to-be-predicted quantities that are random
variables, if h is a continuous real-valued function on U, constant on only PU -null sets, then h(U )
is a continuous random variable and the random set

S = {u ∈ U : h(u) < h(Ũ )},

Ũ ∼ PU ,

with distribution PS determined by the push-forward of PU through the set-valued mapping
above is both valid and efficient; see Martin and Liu [2016, p. 61] for a proof.
In Chapters 2 and 5, the prediction of a uniform random variable will be fundamental for the
IM construction. Two options of valid predictive random sets in this context are

S = {u : |u − 0.5| ≤ |Ũ − 0.5|},

Ũ ∼ Uni f (0, 1)

(1.13)

and

S = [0, Ũ ),

Ũ ∼ Uni f (0, 1),

(1.14)

obtained with the mappings h(u) = |u − 0.5| and h(u) = u, respectively. It is clear that valid
predictive random sets are not unique. As we will see in the upcoming Chapters, the choice of a
particular predictive random set in the IM construction will be related to the form of the assertion
about the unknown quantity of interest one wants to evaluate.

1.3.2

Non-additive beliefs

One goal of a theory of evidence, when treated mathematically, is the numeric representation of
degrees of belief on assertions of interest, based on evidence, and the rules that these numbers
have to obey [Shafer, 1976a]. The most popular measure of degrees of belief is the usual probability,
where degrees of belief are ruled by the Kolmogorov probability axioms.
We now examine a body of work suggesting that probabilities are appropriate to model
degrees of belief on just some occasions. 2 On other occasions, there may be reasons for degrees of
belief to conform to other rules. More specifically, probabilities are additive, so degrees of belief
of mutually exclusive and exhaustive assertions must add up to one. However, depending upon
various properties of the evidence in hands, it may be appropriate to retain some of my belief and
allow the degrees of belief to not conform to additivity. The following example, adapted from
Shafer and Pearl [1990], illustrates this.
Suppose Betty tells John that a tree limb fell on his car. His subjective probability that Betty is
reliable is 0.8, and his subjective probability that she is unreliable is 0.2. Betty’s statement, which
must be true if she is reliable, is not necessarily false if she is unreliable. From her testimony alone,
John can justify a 0.8 degree of belief that a limb fell on his car, but only a 0 (not 0.2) degree of
belief that no limb fell on his car. The 0 here does not mean that it is impossible that a limb fell on
his car; it means that Betty’s testimony gives John no reason to believe that no limb fell on his car.
Note that the 0.8 and the 0 probabilities do not add to 1.
This section describe some particular non-additive measures that have been suggested in the literature to model degrees of belief, namely belief functions, possibility measures and Choquet capacities,
all of which generalize the familiar additive probability. It turns out these non-additive measures
2 Shortcomings

of probabilities to model degrees of belief can be found, for example, in Shafer [1976a], Talbott [2016],

Walley [1991].
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are embraced by the general theory of Imprecise Probabilities where, instead of representing degrees of belief with a single probability, an interval composed by lower and upper probabilities
is provided; see Walley [1991]. Specifically, let Π( A) and Π( A) denote, respectively, lower and
upper probabilities on an assertion A, with 0 ≤ Π( A) ≤ Π( A) ≤ 1. This basic interval structure is
shared by all different measures within the theory of Imprecise Probabilities [Lovric, 2011]. What
makes them different are additional properties assigned to the degrees of belief. Non-additive
measures satisfy the so-called conjugacy property, i.e.,
Π ( A ) = 1 − Π ( A c ).

(1.15)

More general measures, on the other hand, do not impose such restriction, treating the entire
interval [Π( A), Π( A)] as the basic entity; see Weichselberger [2000].
Regardless of the mathematical form of the imprecise probability model, the literature focuses
primarily on a subjective interpretation, à la de Finetti. That is, the lower and upper probabilities
are treated as subjective degrees of belief, but with an associated “action” or behavioral element
to connect it to the real world. The standard interpretation is that the lower probability Π( A) is
the the agent’s largest buying price for a gamble that pays $1 if the event A is realized. Similarly,
the upper probability Π( A) is the agent’s smallest selling price for a gamble that pays $1 if the
event A is realized. Given this gambling interpretation, it makes sense to consider what it takes to
ensure that the agent who follows such a policy cannot be made a sure loser. This property is
generally referred to as coherence, and there is a very rich literature on the theory of coherent lower
and upper probabilities; see, e.g., Walley [1991], Troffaes and de Cooman [2014], and the references
therein. For our purposes here, we do not need to define the coherence property formally. It is
enough for the reader to keep in mind that coherence is essential to the behavioral interpretation
of lower and upper probabilities, ensuring that the agent’s internal assessment of his uncertainty
is not irrational (see Chapters 3 and 4).
1.3.2.1

Belief functions

Following Dempster [1966, 1967, 1968a], Glen Shafer, in 1976, published his influential book A
Mathematical Theory of Evidence [Shafer, 1976a], where he proposes another view on the mathematical structure of degrees of belief given a body of evidence. This approach is known as
Dempster-Shafer theory. Shafer’s main criticism regarding the use of probabilities to model degrees
of belief is the requirement that they must be additive. Under Dempster-Shafer theory, degrees of
belief are modeled by non-additive measures called belief functions.
Before looking into the properties of belief functions, it is interesting and useful to understand
the way Shafer views the relationship between an assertion and evidence.3 For Shafer, a body of
evidence can impact an assertion in at least two ways:
1. the evidence may support the assertion, endowing it with a certain degree of belief (or degree
of support); and
2. the evidence may not cast doubt on the assertion, endowing it with a certain degree of
plausibility.
3 The

brief summary here exposed is based on Shafer [1976b], Section 1.
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This distinction is important because, even though degrees of belief and degrees of plausibility are
related to each other, they do not necessarily imply each other. A high degree of belief does imply
a high degree of plausibility, but a low degree of belief is compatible both with a low degree of
plausibility and with a high degree of plausibility. For example, if the evidence neither supports
the assertion A nor casts doubt on it, then a low degree of belief and a high degree of plausibility
is what makes more sense. But a high degree of plausibility on A implies a low support on Ac
(because a big support on Ac would cast doubt on A), so the degrees of belief on both A and Ac
are low. Note that this goes against additive beliefs, where a low degree of belief in an assertion
necessarily implies a high degree of belief on its complement.
As is customary in the literature on belief functions, let’s assume for the moment that Θ is a
finite set of possibilities, where an assertion of interest A corresponds to a subset of it. Let the set
of all subsets of Θ, which is also finite, be denoted by 2Θ . Then, the function
bel ( A) =

∑

m ( B ),

A ⊆ Θ,

(1.16)

B:B⊆ A

is a belief function, where m is a probability mass function defined on 2Θ , assumed to satisfy
m(∅) = 0. It is important to note that bel ( A) corresponds to the total belief that is committed to A,
not the total belief that is committed exactly to A. To put it another way, bel ( A) represents the total
belief that is committed exactly to A and to its proper subsets [Shafer, 1976a]. In addition, (1.16)
implies that belief functions are numbers between zero and one, satisfying the following three
basic properties. First, bel (∅) = 0, meaning that none of our belief should be committed to the
impossible assertion ∅. Second, bel (Θ) = 1, meaning that all of our belief should be committed to
the sure assertion Θ. Third, belief functions are monotone of infinite order, i.e., for any A1 , · · · , An
subsets of Θ, n ≥ 2,

bel

n
[
i =1


Ai

≥

∑

(−1)

∅6= I ⊆{1,2,··· ,n}

| I |+1


bel

\


Ai .

(1.17)

i∈ I

Note that the quantity on the right hand side of (1.17) measures the total belief that is committed
either to A1 , to A2 , · · · , to An or to the (n2 ), (n3 ), · · · , (nn) conjunctions of 2, 3, · · · , n Ai s, respectively.
S
All that belief must be included in the total belief committed to in=1 Ai , which is measured by
S
bel ( in=1 Ai ). For example, for n = 2, the total belief committed to A1 ∪ A2 includes the belief
committed to A1 , to A2 and to A1 ∩ A2 . In particular, for disjoint events, the belief in their
disjunction is greater than or equal to the sum of the beliefs in each of the components. Therefore,
belief functions are super-additive, and depending on the evidence in hands, it makes perfect sense
to have low values assigned to both A and Ac , since the belief not accorded to a assertion does
not have to be accorded to the negation of that assertion [Cattaneo, 2011]. The following example
illustrates a substantial practical advantage of supper-additivity, related to the mathematical
representation of ignorance.
Suppose that we are interested in the weekday θ (Sunday–Saturday) on which you, the reader,
were born. All seven days are plausible but we have no evidence to support the truthfulness of a
claim θ ∈ A for any proper subset A of Θ (the possible week days). Therefore, we may choose to
specify our beliefs based on the belief function bel ( A) = 0 for all proper subsets A of Θ. This is
known as the vacuous belief function [Shafer, 1976a]. Compare this to the additive beliefs approach,
where a probability of 17 is assigned to each of the possible weekdays, based on the so called
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Principle of Indifference; see Keynes [1921]. We can make an analogy between the uncertainty about
θ and the uncertainty about the outcome of an experiment that rolls a fair seven-sided die. The
latter is based on a judgement of symmetry, i.e., knowledge. Therefore, it is clear that additive
beliefs with equi-probable θ ∈ Θ do not describe the state of ignorance [Martin, 2019a].
As pointed out above, the way Shafer views the relationship between an assertion and evidence
suggests that bel ( A) is a necessary but not a sufficient way of describing one’s beliefs about A,
for bel ( A) does not reveal to what extent one doubts A. The full description is obtained with the
consideration of the plausibility function
pl ( A) = 1 − bel ( Ac ),

A ⊆ Θ,

(1.18)

that represents the totality of degrees of belief that do not contradict A. Recall that belief functions
are super-additive, i.e., bel ( A) + bel ( Ac ) ≤ 1, so bel ( A) ≤ 1 − bel ( Ac ) and, from (1.18),
bel ( A) ≤ pl ( A),

A ⊆ Θ.

(1.19)

Therefore, bel ( A) and pl ( A) are, respectively, lower and upper probabilities. Dempster [2008]
referred to the difference pl ( A) − bel ( A) as the “don’t know” probability, a measure of how
imprecise the imprecise model is. In addition, the inequality in (1.19) agrees with the intuition
that to believe in A, A must be plausible. But a plausible A does not imply a belief in A. In other
words, an assertion is always at least as plausible as it is believable [Martin, 2019a].
At this point, the similarities between belief/plausibility functions and the theory of finite
random sets presented in Section 1.3.1.1 are obvious:
1. The belief function defined on a finite set Θ is exactly the containment functional of a
non-empty random set S of a finite set Θ.
2. The plausibility function defined on a finite set Θ is exactly the capacity functional of a
non-empty random set S of a finite set Θ.
In summary, belief functions are bona fide distributions of a specific type of random elements,
namely random sets. But this equivalence only holds up in the case when Θ is a finite set. When Θ
is infinite, it turns out that random sets correspond to a special class of continuous belief functions
that satisfy (iii) in Definition 1.6, a condition which is not required for general belief functions.
In Chapters 2 and 5, the construction of a valid IM whose output is a random set containment
function will be described, being therefore equivalent to a framework built around continuous
belief functions.
1.3.2.2

Possibility measures and capacities

The belief functions presented in Section 1.3.2.1 are one instance of non-additive set functions
that have been suggested in the literature as measures of degrees of belief. Other non-additive
measures specially important in the field of statistics are necessity/possibility measures [Dubois,
2006, Dubois and Prade, 2012] and Choquet capacities of order two [Choquet, 1954, Denneberg, 1994,
Huber, 2004].
Consider a random sets S that is nested in the sense of condition 1 in Theorem 1.1. Then, S ’s
corresponding belief function is called consonant or, equivalently, a necessity measure. Its dual, the
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plausibility function, is called a possibility measure, and has the following surprising property:
pl ( A) = sup γS (ϑ ),
ϑ∈ A

where γS (ϑ ) is S ’s plausibility contour in (1.10). As we will see in the following Chapters, the
random sets used in the IM constructions are nested. Therefore, the IM output belief/plausibility
functions are necessity/possibility measures. In addition, Martin [2021a] found out an important
relationship between possibility measures and frequentist procedures. Specifically, he shows that
for every suitable testing or confidence procedure with error rate control guarantees, there exists a
possibility measure that leads to testing or confidence procedure that is no less efficient.
As stated in (1.17), belief functions are also ∞-monotone, a restrictive property that is not
shared by all others non-additive measures. As possibility measures are special types of belief
functions, this property is of course satisfied by them, but this is not the case for Choquet capacities
of order two. To see this, let c be a set function defined on a domain A ⊆ 2Θ , satisfying c(∅) = 0
and c(Θ) = 1. Then c is a capacity of order n if
c( A) ≥

∑

(−1)

∅6= I ⊆{1,2,··· ,n}

| I |+1


c

\


Ai ,

i∈ I

for every A ∈ A and every collection { A1 , . . . , An } of sets in A with Ai ⊆ A, a function that is said
to be n-monotone. Belief functions are, therefore, capacities of order ∞, as they are n-monotone for
all n ≥ 1. Moreover, it is easy to see that every capacity of order n is also a capacity of order n − 1,
so the class is shrinking in n, what makes capacities of order two the most general. In fact, they
have been investigated by statisticians specially in robustness studies, e.g., Huber and Strassen
[1973], Huber [1973, 2004] and Wasserman and Kadane [1990].
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CHAPTER

2
INFERENTIAL MODELS

2.1

Introduction

Consider that the uncertainty related to an observable variable Y is quantified by a probability
distribution PY |θ , indexed by an unknown parameter θ ∈ Θ. The primary interest is making
inferences about θ based on observed data Y = y. Note that the setup here is quite general: Y, θ,
or both can be scalars, vectors, or something else.
Martin [2021a] defines an inferential model as a map from observed data, statistical model,
prior information, etc. to a data-dependent capacity of order two Πy (·), where, for any assertion
A ⊆ Θ, the value Πy ( A) represents the degree of belief A has based on y, the posited model,
etc. Recall from Section 3.4.4 that capacities of order two are the most general non-additive
measure that generalizes the familiar additive probability. As a consequence, this inferential model
definition encompasses many different approaches to statistical inference, including the ones
whose output is a probability distribution e.g., Bayesian inference [Bernardo and Smith, 1994],
fiducial inference [Fisher, 1935, Taraldsen and Lindqvist, 2013], generalized fiducial inference
[Hannig et al., 2016]; and others whose output is a genuine imprecise probability, e.g., Dempster–
Shafer theory [Dempster, 2014, 1967, 1968b, 2008, Shafer, 1976a], Inferential Models [Martin and
Liu, 2016], other belief function frameworks [Denœux and Li, 2018, Denœux, 2014]. However, for
the output capacities to be relevant for scientific investigations, so that inferences drawn based on
them would not be systematically misleading, it is essential that they be valid in the sense that
Πy ( A), as a function of Y ∼ PY |θ , tends not to be large for any false assertion A. More precisely,
the degree of belief measure should satisfy
sup PY |θ {ΠY ( A) ≥ 1 − α} ≤ α,

for all α ∈ (0, 1) and all A ⊆ Θ.

θ 6∈ A
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(2.1)

Recall the capacity Πy dual
Π y ( A ) = 1 − Π y ( A c ),

A ⊆ Θ,

interpreted as a measure of how plausible the assertion A is. Then, it is easy to see that (2.1) is
equivalent to
sup PY |θ {ΠY ( A) ≤ α} ≤ α, for all α ∈ (0, 1) and all A ⊆ Θ.
(2.2)
θ∈ A

Similarly, this property says that true assertions will tend to be assigned relatively high plausibility.
Requiring capacities to satisfy the validity criteria in (2.1) raises a natural question: can any
capacity be valid or some additional mathematical structure is needed for validity? According
to the false confidence theorem in Balch et al. [2019], additivity and validity can’t be achieved
simultaneously. Therefore, the first requirement is that Πy is non-additive. Moreover, to our
knowledge, the only general construction that achieves (2.1) is the inferential models (IMs) first
presented in Martin and Liu [2013] and developed further in Martin and Liu [2016], where the
resulting capacity has the mathematical structure of a consonant belief function or, equivalently, a
necessity measure; see Section 1.3.2.2. This Chapter reviews this construction as well as further
developments in the IM framework that will be relevant to upcoming Chapters.

2.2

Valid inferential models construction

IMs are composed by three steps. First, in the association step (A-step), a set of unobservable
auxiliary variables U are introduced, being connected to the observable data Y and unknown
parameter θ. Next, in the prediction step (P-step), the unobserved value of U is predicted by a valid
user-defined predictive random set, in the sense of Section 1.3.1.3, on the auxiliary variable space.
Lastly, the combination step (C-step) is responsible for fusing the observed data, the statistical model
and the random set, originating a new random set on Θ, the parameter space. The distribution of
this random set contains all the relevant information about θ, given the observed data, and can
be used to determine degrees of belief on any assertion A of interest. As a consequence of the
IM random set output which happens to be nested, these degrees of belief are consonant belief
functions or, equivalently, necessity measures; see section 1.3.2.2. The three IM steps are detailed
below.

2.2.1

A-step

Write PY |θ in terms of an association between data Y, parameter θ and auxiliary variable U, i.e.,
Y = a(θ, U ),

(2.3)

where U ∈ U and has distribution PU that does not depend on any parameters. This association
can be seen as algorithm to simulate data from the statistical model. In addition, once Y = y is
observed, it defines a set Θy (u) of candidate parameter values indexed by particular values of U,
namely,
Θy (u) = {θ : y = a(u, θ )}, u ∈ U.
(2.4)
Writing the probability model in terms of an association involving U ∼ PU is not new in the
literature, and it is the key idea behind Fisher’s fiducial argument [e.g., Zabell, 1992, Dempster,
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1964]. Such associations always exist, and those familiar with simulating random variables on a
computer or dealing with, for example, linear models, might easily recognize. The interesting
point here is that once Y = y is observed, y and unknown θ must satisfy y = a(u∗ , θ ), where u∗ is
the unobserved realization of U. Uncertainty about θ given Y = y is, therefore, due the fact that U
is unobservable: if we knew u∗ we would just solve for θ and obtain the best possible inference for
θ [Martin and Liu, 2013].
It is also worth mentioning that, as it is advocated in Martin and Liu [2015b], some dimensionreduction steps should be taken before the association is defined, so the left hand side may be
something different from the observable data Y, e.g., a minimal sufficient statistic in regular
problems; see Sections 2.4.3 and 2.6.

2.2.2

P-step

Although θ and u∗ are both unknown, the available information about them is very different.
While it is only known that θ ∈ Θ, the distribution PU that “generated” u∗ is fully specified.
The IM approach proceeds by shifting the focus of the inference problem from θ to u∗ , trying to
accurately predict the latter as a mean to identify the former.
Towards accurate prediction of u∗ , a valid predictive random set S in the sense of Definition 1.7
in Section 1.3.1.3 is used. In summary, S is a random subset of U with distribution PS such
that there is a high probability that S 3 u∗ . This is achieved by selecting S that contains a large
PU -proportion of U values with high probability.

2.2.3

C-step

The third and final step in the IM construction is where the information about u∗ is transferred to
the parameter space. More specifically, the set valued maps (2.4) that emerge from the A-step are
combined with the random set S from the P-step to get a new random set in the θ-space:
Θy (S) =

[

Θ y ( u ).

u∈S

The intuition is this: as our belief that S contains u∗ is justified by the validity of S , we are equally
justified in believing that Θy (S) contain the true θ. If S is such that Θy (S) 6= ∅ with PS -probability
1 for all y, the theory exposed in Section 1.3.1 applies here, and the distribution of Θy (S) can be
summarized by containment functionals/belief functions and/or capacity functionals/plausibility
functions. More specifically, the degree of belief in some assertion A of interest is given by
Πy ( A) = PS {Θy (S) ⊆ A},

(2.5)

and the degree of plausibility in A is given by
Πy ( A) = 1 − Πy ( Ac ) = PS {Θy (S) ∩ A 6= ∅}.

(2.6)

Recall from Section 1.3.1.3 that the predictive random set S is nested. Consequently, Θy (S)
is also nested, so the belief function Πy ends up being consonant; see Section 1.3.2.2. Therefore,
belief/plausibility functions for any assertion A of interest can be fully determined by the
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plausibility contour
πy (θ ) = PS {Θy (S) 3 θ },

θ ∈ Θ,

(2.7)

e.g., Πy ( A) = supθ ∈ A πy (θ ). This alternative expression is important for at least two reasons.
First, the plausibility contour is an ordinary function, which makes it relatively easy to visualize
and compute when compared to a set-function. Second, the consonance property appears to be
fundamental to achieving validity both in the inference and prediction contexts; see, for example,
Martin [2021a].

2.3

IM validity

It turns out that validity of the IM output belief functions, in the sense of (2.1), is a direct
consequence of validity, in the sense of (1.11), of the user-specified random set in the P-step.
Theorem 2.1. [Martin and Liu, 2013] Suppose that S satisfies (1.11) and that Θy (S) is non-empty with
PS -probability 1 for each y. Then the inferential model with output Πy defined in (2.5) is valid in the sense
of (2.1).
Theorem 2.1 implies that the IM output plausibility function Πy is valid in the sense of (2.2).
An important consequence of this validity formulation is that it becomes straightforward to
construct procedures with guaranteed frequentist error rate control. For example, the set
Pα ( y ) = { θ : π y ( θ ) > α } ,

(2.8)

called plausibility region has frequentist coverage probability of at least 1 − α, being therefore a
confidence region.

2.4
2.4.1

Examples
Inference on the normal mean

Assume the uncertainty related to an observable variable Y is quantified by the N(θ, 1) model.
Inference on the unknown mean parameter θ based on sample of size n = 1 is desired. More
specifically, the interest is in the assertion A = {θ > 0}.
A–step. A possible association is:
Y = θ + Φ −1 (U ) ,

U ∼ Unif(0,1),

where Φ is the standard Gaussian distribution function. This association defines a set Θy (u) of
candidate parameter values indexed by particular values of U, namely,
Θy (u) = {θ : θ = y − Φ−1 (u)},

y ∈ R,

u ∈ [0, 1].

P–step. As U ∼ Unif (0, 1), the random set S defined in (1.13) may be used to predict the unobserved
u∗ .
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C–step. Combine the results of the Association and Prediction Steps to get the expanded set
Θy (S) =

[

{y − Φ−1 (u)}

u∈S

= y − Φ−1 (0.5 + |U − 0.5|), y − Φ−1 (0.5 − |U − 0.5|)

= Θ y (U ) , Θ y (U ) .



For the assertion A = {θ > 0} of interest, the belief and plausibility functions are given by,
respectively,
Πy ( A) = PS {Θy (S) ⊂ A} = PU {Θy (U ) > 0} =

2Φ(y) − 1
= PU {y − Φ−1 (0.5 + |U − 0.5|) > 0} =
0

if y > 0,
if y ≤ 0,

and
Πy ( A) = PS {Θy (S) 6⊂ Ac } = PU {Θy (U ) > 0} =

2Φ(y)
= PU {y − Φ−1 (0.5 − |U − 0.5|) > 0} =
1

if y < 0,
if y ≥ 0.

If y = 1 is observed, the IM output is the pair (Πy ( A), Πy ( A)) = (0.68, 1).

2.4.2

Inference on the binomial proportion

Let Y ∼ Bin(n, θ ). Inference on the unknown success probability θ is desired.
A–step. A possible association is
Fθ (Y − 1) ≤ U < Fθ (Y ),

U ∼ Unif (0, 1),

(2.9)

where Fθ is the Bin(n, θ ) distribution function.
P–step. As U ∼ Unif (0, 1), the random set S in (1.13) may be used to predict the unobserved u∗ .
C–step. Let Ba,b be the Beta( a, b) distribution function, and recall the identity
Fθ (y) = Bn−y,y+1 (1 − θ ).
By combining the set-valued map that arise from (2.9), i.e.,
Θy (u) = {θ : Fθ (y − 1) ≤ u < Fθ (y)},
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with the random set specified in the P-step, we obtain the following expanded set in the θ-space:
Θy (S) =

[

Θy (u) =

u∈S

[

{θ : Fθ (y − 1) ≤ u < Fθ (y)}

u∈S

= [1 − Bn−−1 y+1,y (0.5 + |Ũ − 0.5|), 1 − Bn−−1 y,y+1 (0.5 − |Ũ − 0.5|)].
The plausibility contour, defined in (2.7), associated with this random set is given by [Cahoon
and Martin, 2021]
πy (θ ) = 1 − max{0, 2By+1,n−y (θ ) − 1} − max{0, 1 − 2Bn−y+1,y (θ )}.

0.6
0.4
0.0

0.2

πy(θ)

0.8

1.0

Recall that, because Θy (S) is nested, this plausibility contour is all that is needed to compute
belief/plausibility functions for any assertion A of interest. Moreover, the plot θ 7→ πy (θ ) is a
nice visual way of summarizing the information available in the data y regarding the success
probability θ. For example, suppose that n = 15 and y = 3. Figure 2.1 shows the plausibility
contour for a range of possible θ values. By thresholding it at 0.05 (horizontal line) we obtain a
95% plausibility interval for θ.

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

θ

Figure 2.1 Plausibility contour for the binomial inference problem with y = 3 and n = 15.

2.4.3

Inference on the ratio of two normal means

Consider the following measurement error model:
X1 = µ + Z1 and X2 = ψµ + Z2 ,

iid

Z1 , Z2 ∼ N(0, 1).

The goal is to make inferences on ψ, which is just the ratio of two normal means. This problem is
also known as the Fieller-Creasy problem; see Fieller [1954].
Note that this is a marginal inference problem, as θ = (ψ, µ) but just ψ is of interest. In cases
like this, where nuisance parameters are present, Martin and Liu [2015b] propose an additional
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marginalization step to the general IM construction in Section 2.2, that results in inferences that are
still valid but more efficient. For overall details, see Martin and Liu [2015b], Section 3. Here, we
just use the results of the marginal IM construction already provided in Martin and Liu [2015b],
Example 4.2.
A–step. The marginal association is
X2 −ψX1
(1+ψ2 )1/2

= Φ − 1 (W ) ,

W ∼ Unif(0,1),

which defines the following set in the ψ-space:
Ψ x (w) = {ψ : x2 − ψx1 = (1 + ψ2 )1/2 Φ−1 (w)}.
P–step. The “default” predictive random set in (1.13) is used to predict w. This predictive random
set is suggested by Martin and Liu [2015b] due the fact that Ψ x (w) is empty for some ( x, w) pairs,
but if the chosen predictive random set S is symmetric about w = 0.5 then Ψ x (w) is non-empty
with PS probability 1 for all x.
C–step. The results of the association and prediction steps are combined to get the expanded set
Ψ x (S) =

S

w∈S { ψ

: x2 − ψx1 = (1 + ψ2 )1/2 ϕ−1 (w)},

and as Ψ x (S) 6= ∅ with PS -probability 1, belief and plausibility functions as in (2.5) and (2.6),
respectively, can be computed and used for inferences on ψ.
Here, a comparison between the above IM solution with a Bayesian solution that assigns a
default prior to θ and derive the marginal posterior distribution for ψ will be made through
simulations studies. In particular, the comparison will be focused on the validity property in (2.1).
Two non-informative priors for θ will be considered for the Bayesian solution: the Jeffreys prior
and the Reference prior.
Following Liseo [1993], the Jeffreys prior for θ = (ψ, µ) is
π J (ψ, µ) ∝ |µ|,
and the corresponding marginal posterior for ψ is
π J ( ψ | x1 , x2 ) ∝

exp

−( x2 −ψx1)2  "
 


x2 ψ + x1
x2 ψ + x1 
2(1+ ψ2 )
p
p
2Φ
−
1
+
2
exp
−
1 + ψ2
1 + ψ2
1 + ψ2

Now, following Bernardo [1977], the Reference prior for θ is
π R (ψ, µ) ∝ p

1
1 + ψ2

,

and the corresponding marginal posterior for ψ is
π R ( ψ | x1 , x2 ) ∝

 ( x − ψx )2 
1
2
1
exp
−
.
1 + ψ2
2(1 + ψ2 )

The above posteriors are always proper [Liseo, 1993].
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#
( x2 ψ + x1 )2 
.
2(1 + ψ2 )

For the simulation study, consider that the true values of µ and ψ are 1 and 2, respectively. The
assertion of interest is A = (−∞, 1.5], which is false. Figure 2.2 shows the distribution functions
of the IM belief function and the Bayesian posterior probabilities of A, based on 10,000 data sets.
Distribution functions above the diagonal line are in agreement with the validity condition in (2.1).
Note that both posterior probabilities are not valid, as they tend to be too large even though A
is false. Since large posterior probabilities of A suggest A is true, the objective Bayes approach
leads to “systematically misleading conclusions” for this example, independent of the choice of
non-informative prior. As expected, the IM solution is valid.

Figure 2.2 Plot of the I M belief function and Objective Bayes posterior probability (under Reference and
Jeffreys prior) of the assertion A = (−∞, 1.5], when µ = 1 and ψ = 2. A does not contain ψ. Clearly, the
Bayes posterior probabilities derived from both prior methods tend to be too large.

Consider now another simulation study, whose goal is to compare coverage probabilities of
interval estimate for ψ. More specifically, plausibility intervals as in (5.13) are calculated within the
IM approach and the hpd (high posterior density, see Bernardo and Smith [1994]) credible intervals
are computed within the Objective Bayes approach, for both priors considered. For each model,
data are simulated 10, 000 times in order to calculate empirical coverages. The nominal coverage
percentage is set to 95%
p and 5% for all models. Results are shown in Table 1. The standard error of
the entries is about p(1 − p)/10000, where p is the entry, therefore it never exceeds 0.005. That
the Bayesian solution does not work well when µ is close to zero is already documented in Liseo
[1993], specially when | x2 /x1 | tends to be large (last line of the table, with ψ = 100 and µ = 0.1).
This happens because the posterior is bound to be proper, while plausibility functions are not.
However, even when µ is not close to zero and | x2 /x1 | does not tend to be large (third line of the
table, with ψ = 1.5 and µ = 2) poor coverages of both 95% and 5% Bayesian credible intervals
appear, independent of the choice between Reference and Jeffreys priors. The IM plausibility
intervals, on the other hand, are always valid.
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Table 2.1 Frequentist coverage probabilities of 0.05 and 0.95 plausibility intervals and of hpd credible
intervals (with Reference and Jeffreys priors) for ψ.
Parameters
ψ = 2 ; µ = 10
ψ = 0.2 ; µ = 5
ψ = 1.5 ; µ = 2
ψ = 100 ; µ = 0.1

2.5

IM
0.952
0.954
0.955
0.962

0.95
Reference
0.299
0.945
0.523
0.009

Jeffreys
0.309
0.939
0.526
0.010

IM
0.054
0.053
0.053
0.067

0.05
Reference
0.009
0.043
0.016
0.000

Jeffreys
0.008
0.040
0.014
0.000

The non-emptiness assumption

One of the key assumptions in Theorem 2.1 for the IM validity is the non-emptiness of Θy (S) with
PS -probability 1. This assumption often holds automatically for natural choices of S in the P-step,
but can fail if the dimensions of θ and U don’t match up in the A-step or in problems where nontrivial constraints in the parameter space are known. For these cases where PS {Θy (S) 6= ∅} < 1,
some adjustment to Θy (S) is necessary to avoid both violations to the validity condition and
counter-intuitive cases where some inference output, like a plausibility region, happens to be
empty.
There are two available adjustments to account for the potentially empty realizations of the
random set Θy (S). The first, and probably most intuitive, is conditioning on the event that the
random set is non-empty. More specifically, instead of (2.5), the IM output belief function would
be now given by
Πy ( A) = PS {Θy (S) ⊆ A|Θy (S) 6= ∅}.
This adjustment happens to equivalent to Dempster’s rule of combination [e.g., Shafer, 1976a,
Chap. 3]. A proof of the corresponding validity theorem can be found in Martin and Liu [2016],
Chap. 5.
The conditioning strategy above is deceptively simple. However, it is known to lead to potential
loss of efficiency e.g., larger than necessary plausibility regions. The second adjustment strategy,
designed to preserve validity without sacrificing efficiency, is based on a suitable stretching of the
original random set S ; see, e.g., Ermini Leaf and Liu [2012] and Cella and Martin [2019]. To see
how this stretching strategy works, start by defining the set
Uy =

[

{u : y = a(θ, u)} ⊆ U.

(2.10)

θ ∈Θ

This set is just the collection of possible u-values that correspond to θ values in Θ with respect
to the y that was observed. Note that Θy (S) is empty if and only if S does not intersect with
Uy . This conflicting situation can be avoided if, instead of S , we adopt a stretched random set
Se , obtained through equipping S with a stretching parameter, e ≥ 0, that controls how far S
is stretched toward Uy . Following Ermini Leaf and Liu [2012], the parameter e is chosen as the
smallest value at which the intersection of Se and Uy is non-empty,
ê = min{e : Se ∩ Uy 6= ∅}.
In summary, in the stretching IM, the IM’s original random set output Θy (S) is replaced with
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Θy (Se ), and Ermini Leaf and Liu [2012] shows that the non-emptiness of Θy (Se ) makes the
belief/plausibility functions predictor derived from it valid and more efficient that the ones
derived from the conditioning IM. This stretching IM strategy will be illustrated in Chapter 4,
where the discreteness of the unknown quantity of interest makes the non-emptiness phenomena
common, and in Chapter 6, where non-trivial constraints in the parameter space are known to
exist.

2.6

Inferential models for prediction

Suppose the goal is to predict a future observation Yn+1 based on observed data Y n = (Y1 , . . . , Yn ).
Assume (Y n , Yn+1 ) are iid from PY |θ , so that the old and new data are linked through a common
parameter θ. Martin and Lingham [2016] showed that prediction can effectively be treated as a
marginal inference problem, one where θ itself is a nuisance parameter. This suggests employing
the two dimension-reduction strategies outlined in Martin and Liu [2015a,b], and the three-step
construction of an inferential model for prediction is summarized below; for details, see Martin
and Lingham [2016].
A–step. Write the joint association for Y n and Yn+1 as
T (Y n ) = a T (V, θ )

and Yn+1 = a(Un+1 , θ ),

(V, Un+1 ) ∼ PV,Un+1 ,

(2.11)

where a T and a are known functions, and PV,Un+1 is a known distribution. The left-most equation
above represents a dimension-reduced association between data, parameter and auxiliary variable
V. For example, T (Y n ) could be a minimal sufficient statistic for θ. The key assumption is that the
equation T (Y n ) = a T (V, θ ) can be solved for θ; denote the solution by θ = θ ( T (Y n ), V ). Plugging
this solution into the second equation gives
Yn+1 = a Un+1 , θ ( T (Y n ), V )



(2.12)

as the marginal association for Yn+1 . For fixed Y n , the right-hand side is a function of random
variables (V, Un+1 ); write GYn for its distribution function. Then (2.12) can be rewritten as
Yn+1 = GY−n1 (W ),

W ∼ Unif (0, 1).

(2.13)

P–step. Specify a valid predictive random set S ∼ PS , in the sense of Section 1.3.1.3, that targets
the unobservable auxiliary variable W in (2.13). As W is uniform, the random set in (1.13) can be
used
C–step. The C-step proceeds by combining the A- and the P-steps as follows. For the observed
Y n = yn , write Gy−n1 (S) for the data-dependent random set obtained as the image of S under Gy−n1 .
Then the plausibility function to be used for prediction of Yn+1 is a summary of the distribution of
Gy−n1 (S). That is, if A is some assertion about Yn+1 , then the plausibility of A, based on data yn , is
Πyn ( A) = PS { Gy−n1 (S) ∩ A 6= ∅}.

(2.14)

This can be evaluated for any A, giving a distribution-like summary of our uncertainty about Yn+1
based on observations yn . For certain classes of assertions, it may be possible to summarize the
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plausibility function graphically. One such class of assertions are singletons, A = {ỹ}, for varying
ỹ. Recall that the plausibility function evaluated at singleton assertions is the plausibility contour
πyn , i.e.,
πyn (ỹ) ≡ Πyn ({ỹ}) = PS { Gy−n1 (S) 3 ỹ}.
Also, recall that when the random sets are nested, i.e., for every pair of realizations of S one
is a subset of the other, the plausibility function A 7→ Πyn ( A) is completely determined by its
plausibility contour.
As discussed in Section 2.1, validity of inference and prediction is essential to the logic of
statistical inference. Therefore, it is necessary that this validity property can be established for our
proposed methods. In the present context, the desired result is
sup PYn+1 |θ {πYn (Yn+1 ) ≤ α} ≤ α,

∀ α ∈ (0, 1).

(2.15)

θ

That is, the plausibility contour value, πYn (Yn+1 ), as a function of the data Y n+1 is stochastically
no smaller than Unif (0, 1). Intuitively, the proportion of samples of Y n+1 such that πYn (Yn+1 ) is
less than or equal to α must not exceed α, and this must be true regardless of the parameters θ
that are used to generate the sample Y n+1 . This is desirable because we would be prone to errors
in prediction if the actual Yn+1 was determined to be relatively implausible based on data Y n .
One particularly relevant summary of our data-dependent plausibility function is a (prediction)
plausibility region:
Pα (yn ) = {ỹ : πyn (ỹ) > α},

for any fixed α ∈ (0, 1).

Then (2.15) above ensures that the frequentist prediction coverage probability of this plausibility
region is at least the nominal level, uniformly over θ. Martin and Lingham [2016] demonstrate
that (2.15) holds, at least approximately, for a wide range of problems.

2.7

Generalized inferential models

One of the issues with the IM construction presented in Section 2.2, that completely describes the
data-generating process in the A-step, is that it is not always easy to apply the techniques presented
in Martin and Liu [2015a] for efficiency gains. More specifically, it is often challenging to make the
representation (2.3) economical in terms of the dimension of U, so that a less complicated S can be
chosen in the P-step and, consequently, efficiency can be gained. Motivated by that, Martin [2018]
proposed an IM construction based on a generalized association that does not fully characterize
the posited statistical model. The key is the specification of a real valued function that connects
data, parameter and auxiliary variable. As an example, consider the (log) relative likelihood
Ty (θ ) = log Ly (θ ) − log Ly (θ̂y ),

(2.16)

where Ly (θ ) is the likelihood function and θ̂y the corresponding maximum likelihood estimator. If
we denote by Fθ the distribution function of Ty (θ ) under PY |θ , a generalized association can take
the form
Ty (θ ) = Fθ−1 (U ), U ∼ Unif (0, 1).
(2.17)
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Importantly, note that, unlike (2.3), (2.17) does not describe the data-generation process, it only
establishes a relationship between data, parameter, and auxiliary variable. In addition, note how
the dimension of the auxiliary variable is directly reduced, from at least the dimension of θ down
to one. This makes the specification of a random set S relatively straightforward. From here, the
3-step construction of a generalized IM, with association as in (2.17), is as follows:
A–step. Set Θ Ty (u) = {θ : Fθ ( Ty (θ )) = u}, for u ∈ [0, 1].
P–step. Since values having large likelihood are “plausible”, the only reasonable choice is the
predictive random set in (1.14).
C–step. Combine the two sets above to get
Θ Ty (S) =

[

Θ Ty (u) = {θ : Fθ ( Ty (θ )) ≤ Ũ },

u∈S

from which belief/plausibility functions can be derived. As Θ Ty (S) is nested, its plausibility
contour
πy (θ ) = 1 − Fθ ( Ty (θ ))
(2.18)
is all that is needed to derive belief/plausibility functions for any assertion of interest, and their
validity follow immediately from the fact that πy (θ ) ∼ Unif (0, 1) under Y ∼ PY |θ .
The biggest challenge to put the generalized IM into practice is the computation, at least
approximately, of the distribution function Fθ , for every θ. Luckily, this is straightforward to
do through Monte Carlo methods. Marginalization can also be a challenge but new techniques
presented in Cahoon and Martin [2019, 2021] have strong empirical performance in several
interesting applications.
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CHAPTER

3
VALIDITY, CONSONANT
PLAUSIBILITY MEASURES, AND
CONFORMAL PREDICTION

3.1

Introduction

Reliable prediction of future observations under minimal model assumptions is an important and
fundamental problem in statistics and machine learning. As discussed in Chapter 1, uncertainty
quantification about the unknown quantity of interest which, in prediction problems, is the
yet-to-be-observed value, is more informative when based on a distribution, here a predictive
distribution, than when based on set estimates, here prediction regions. This is due the fact that
predictive distributions can be used to construct prediction regions and also assign probabilities
(or degrees of belief) to general assertions about the to-be-observed value. This begs the question:
how can the quality of a predictive distribution be assessed with respect to these belief assignments?
In this chapter, we develop a new notion of prediction validity that goes beyond the coverage probability of prediction regions, one that aims to assess the performance of a predictive
distribution on these belief assignments. If a predictive distribution is to be used to evaluate
the probability of certain assertions about the future observation, then the magnitude of this
probability will be used to draw inference about whether the assertion will be true. So, roughly, to
avoid making systematically erroneous predictions, it would be desirable to control the rate at
which the predictive distribution assigns small probability to assertions that happen to be true.
Our definition of Type-2 prediction validity in Section 3.2.2—compared to prediction region coverage
probabilities, which we refer to as Type-1 prediction validity in Section 3.2.1—makes this notion of
avoiding systematically erroneous predictions precise. There are a number of important imprecise
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probability-related consequences of Type-2 validity. First, Type-2 validity rules out the possibility
of a sure loss, forging an interesting connection between the classical behavioral interpretation
of imprecise probabilities and the statistical properties of a procedure based on them. Second,
we strengthen the validity property to what we call strong Type-2 validity in Section 3.2.3, which
provides control on erroneous predictions uniformly as opposed to pointwise in assertions about
Yn+1 . A characterization of strong Type-2 validity is given which, among other things, makes
clear that additive/precise predictive probability distributions cannot be strongly Type-2 valid.
Therefore, to achieve strong Type-2 prediction validity, one must use an appropriate imprecise
probability for prediction uncertainty quantification. Compare this to the conclusions drawn from
the false confidence theorem explored in Chapter 2 [Balch et al., 2019, Martin, 2019a] in the context
of statistical inference.
Fortunately, as we show in Section 3.3, there is a simple imprecise prediction probability that
can achieve both Type-1 and (strong) Type-2 prediction validity. Specifically, we argue that, if
the “p-value” or “transducer” that results from the conformal prediction procedure [e.g., Vovk
et al., 2005, Shafer and Vovk, 2007, Balasubramanian et al., 2014], is converted into a consonant
plausibility function (see Section 1.3.2.2), then both notions of validity hold. Thus, the present
chapter ties together two seemingly distinct threads in Glenn Shafer’s distinguished research
career, namely, imprecise probability/plausibility functions and conformal prediction. This also
shows that this new notion of prediction validity requires no new technical machinery, only
a reinterpretation of the conformal transducer as a plausibility contour and adoption of the
(consonant) plausibility or possibility calculus for uncertainty quantification. Further desirable
consequences of this new perspective on conformal prediction are that it is coherent in the sense
of Walley [1991] and Troffaes and de Cooman [2014], and that it can be readily combined with a
loss/utility function, as discussed in Huntley et al. [2014], for formal decision-making.
A “conformal + consonance” perspective/approach is attractive due to its simplicity and ability
to achieve both Type-1 and 2 prediction validity, but the addition of consonance might appear
like an ad hoc adjustment or an after-thought. In Section 3.4 we offer a new characterization
of conformal prediction, within the inferential model (IM) framework of Martin and Liu [2013,
2016], reviewed in Chapter 2, in which the consonance feature is a direct consequence of the
construction. Recall that a distinguishing feature of the IM approach is its use of nested and
suitably calibrated random sets, in the sense of Section1.3.1.3, for quantifying uncertainty about
unobservable auxiliary variables. Since nested random sets and calibration go hand in hand
with consonance and validity, respectively, this is an interesting and natural way to interpret
conformal prediction. Beyond this characterization, the particular IM construction employed
here—an extension of ideas in Martin [2015, 2018]—is, to our knowledge, the first that is not based
on parametric statistical model assumptions.
Numerical examples are presented in Section 3.5 to illustrate the IM-based approach to this
prediction problem, including a two-dimensional prediction problem using the notion of data
depth [Tukey, 1975, Liu et al., 1999]. We conclude in Section 3.6 with a summary and a few remarks
about open problems.
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3.2
3.2.1

Prediction validity
Type-1 validity: prediction region coverage

To set the scene, suppose that there is an exchangeable process Y1 , Y2 , . . . with distribution P, where
each Yi is a continuous random variable, vector, etc. taking values in Y. Under these minimal
assumptions, the goal is to predict Yn+1 based on observable data Y n = (Y1 , . . . , Yn ). As discussed
in Chapter 1 and Section 3.1 above, the logic behind our statistical reasoning fails if predictions are
not valid in a certain sense. But what does “validity” mean in this context? A first and relatively
weak requirement is that prediction regions achieve the advertised coverage probabilities.
Definition 3.1. Let {Pα (yn ) : α ∈ [0, 1]} denote a family of prediction regions for Yn+1 based on
observed data Y n = yn . Then the prediction is Type-1 valid if the prediction regions achieve the
advertised coverage probability uniformly in n and P, i.e.,
P{Pα (Y n ) 3 Yn+1 } ≥ 1 − α,

for all (α, n, P).

(3.1)

The probability above is with respect to the joint distribution of (Y n , Yn+1 ).
There are many different strategies available for constructing prediction intervals, one of
the most common is Bayesian, which is based on a fully-specified probability model for the
observables. In its most general form, the Bayesian approach starts with a prior distribution for P,
which determines a prior predictive distribution and, ultimately, a posterior predictive distribution
for Yn+1 , given Y n = yn . Do prediction intervals derived from a Bayesian predictive distribution
satisfy (3.1)? To investigate this, we consider a simple-yet-powerful Bayesian nonparametric
approach, one that assumes data are iid with common marginal distribution, to which we assign
a Dirichlet process prior [Ferguson, 1973] with base measure G—a probability measure on the Y
space—and precision parameter δ > 0. This model is rather flexible and has strong theoretical
support; see, e.g., Ghosal [2010] and Ghosal and van der Vaart [2017, Ch. 4]. With this formulation,
it turns out that the posterior predictive distribution, ΠYn , for Yn+1 is quite simple: it is a mixture
of G and the empirical distribution Pn based on Y n , i.e.,
ΠY n ( A ) =

1
δ+n

G ( A ) + (1 −

1
δ + n ) Pn ( A ),

A ⊆ R.

Then a family of prediction intervals Pα can be readily derived by extracting the α/2 and 1 − α/2
quantiles from the aforementioned predictive distribution.
For our simulation, we take the Dirichlet process prior with G = N(0, 1) and δ = 1. We
consider three sample sizes, n ∈ {20, 30, 40}, along with three data generating distributions: the
normal distribution with mean zero and variance 0.5, the standard Cauchy distribution, and the
standard skewed normal distribution [Azzalini, 1985] with skewness parameter equal to 1. For
each of these scenarios, 5000 data sets are generated and, from each, a 90% prediction interval is
extracted. Table 3.1 reports the estimated coverage probabilities of these prediction intervals. Note
how the coverage can be quite low, even for relatively large sample sizes. As one might expect,
the coverage probability improves as n increases; however, (3.1) effectively involves an infimum
over P, so the method’s performance is determined by the “worst-case distribution,” which can
be no better than the results in the Cauchy distribution column in Table 3.1. Therefore, Type-1
validity in the sense of (3.1) fails.
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Table 3.1 Estimated coverage probabilities of 90% Bayesian prediction intervals for Yn+1 , based on a
Dirichlet process prior, with data coming from various true distributions.

n
20
30
40

Normal
0.883
0.916
0.921

Cauchy
0.731
0.821
0.854

Skew Normal
0.796
0.847
0.906

A take-away message is that a full probability model—even a very flexible nonparametric
one—is apparently not flexible enough for the quantiles of its predictive distribution to be valid
prediction intervals in the sense of (3.1). In fact, as we discuss in Section 3.6, interesting parallels
can be drawn to existing results in the imprecise probability literature that strongly suggest a
probability measures fail to provide validity in the sense of Definition 3.1 and, moreover, that
consonant plausibility functions (Section 3.3.2) are the unique imprecise probability that succeed.
An even weaker conclusion achieved by a probability measure is that (3.1) is achieved as n → ∞
for certain P. But then the method’s utility depends on whether the user is willing to assume that
their unknown P is in that class and that their n exceeds an unknown threshold. Therefore, in
order to achieve even the relatively weak notion of validity in (3.1), it seems that considerations
beyond classical/precise probability theory are required. We will reach a similar conclusion when
we consider new notions of validity below.

3.2.2

Type-2 validity: beyond prediction region coverage

Beyond prediction regions, some more general uncertainty quantification may be desired. For
example, with a Bayesian posterior predictive distribution for Yn+1 , there are many things one
can do, including plot the density function, evaluate probabilities for arbitrary assertions about
Yn+1 , marginalize to a predictive distribution for a certain feature of Yn+1 , etc. In fact, since one
can obtain prediction regions without a predictive distribution, the only practical motivation for
constructing a predictive distribution in the first place is to be able to perform these other tasks.
Therefore, these other tasks must be of primary importance, so a different notion of validity is
needed to ensure that they do not result in systematically misleading predictions.
To formalize this more general approach to prediction, define a probabilistic predictor as a
map yn 7→ (Πyn , Πyn ) that converts data into a pair of non-additive lower and upper predictive
probabilities (see Section 1.3.2) for Yn+1 . This includes the case of a precise predictive distribution
Πyn , like that based on the Dirichlet process prior in the above example, if Πyn = Πyn = Πyn . For
technical reasons, we require the functions yn 7→ Πyn ( A) and yn 7→ Πyn ( A) to be measurable with
respect to the σ-algebra on which P is defined, for all A.
We have opted for the “probabilistic predictor” terminology as opposed to “confidence
predictor” in Vovk et al. [2005] to highlight the difference between our objectives and theirs. As
discussed above, we are interested in general uncertainty quantification about Yn+1 , beyond just
prediction regions; for example, we anticipate evaluating “probabilities” for general assertions
about Yn+1 . By an assertion about Yn+1 , we mean a subset of Y that may or may not contain Yn+1 .
Note that assertions A about Yn+1 are virtually unlimited, e.g., A = {y ∈ Y : ϕ(y) ∈ B} where ϕ
is any relevant feature and B ⊆ ϕ(Y) is any relevant assertion about ϕ(Yn+1 ). Then the function
A 7→ (ΠYn , ΠYn )( A) provides uncertainty quantification about Yn+1 ∈ A, given data Y n = yn . To
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assess whether this uncertainty quantification is meaningful, below we consider properties of the
sampling distribution of (ΠYn , ΠYn )( A) as a function of the data Y n for fixed A.
For a given assertion A about Yn+1 , the events,

{ΠYn ( A) is small, Yn+1 ∈ A} and {ΠYn ( A) is large, Yn+1 6∈ A},

(3.2)

correspond to potentially erroneous predictions and, therefore, are undesirable. We focus on
small and large (upper and lower) probabilities because of what Shafer calls Cournot’s principle
[Cournot, 1984], which states that probability theory is relevant to the real-world only through the
assertions it assigns small or large probability to; see Shafer [2007] and Shafer and Vovk [2019,
Ch. 10.2]. From this perspective, if a user adopts (ΠYn , ΠYn ) as his predictive distribution, then he
is inclined to reject (sell gambles on) those assertions A with sufficiently small ΠYn ( A) and accept
(buy gambles on) those with sufficiently large ΠYn ( A). And for those two cases, respectively, if
Yn+1 happens to be in or out of A, then his prediction would be wrong (and he loses money).
Therefore, the goal of this new validity property is to ensure that these undesirable events are
controllably rare.
Definition 3.2. The probabilistic predictor yn 7→ (Πyn , Πyn ) is Type-2 valid if
P{ΠYn ( A) ≤ α , Yn+1 ∈ A} ≤ α,

for all (α, n, A, P).

(3.3)

The “for all A” part of the definition is important for at least three reasons. First, as we
discussed above, the motivation for introducing a predictive distribution in the first place is to be
able to evaluate probabilities for general assertions about Yn+1 , so limiting the reliability of these
probabilities to certain “nice” assertions would defeat the purpose. Second, since
P{ΠYn ( A) ≤ α , Yn+1 ∈ A} ≤ P(Yn+1 ∈ A),
one could easily find a single A to make the upper bound less than α independent of how the
probabilistic predictor assigns belief. Third, if the bound (3.3) holds for all A, then a similar bound
holds for the second kind of event in (3.2). To see this, by the conjugacy property of non-additive
imprecise probabilities in (1.15), i.e., ΠYn ( A) = 1 − ΠYn ( Ac ), it follows that
P{ΠYn ( A) ≥ 1 − α , Yn+1 6∈ A} = P{ΠYn ( Ac ) ≤ α , Yn+1 ∈ Ac }.
But Ac is an assertion too, so it follows from the “for all A” part of (3.3) that the right-hand side is
bounded by α, hence the second event in (3.2) has controllably small probability.
One might argue that forcing the probabilistic predictor to satisfy these calibration properties
for all assertions is too restrictive. In any fixed application, the data analyst is free to decide which
assertions are deserving of focus and which can be ignored, and he must accept the consequences
of his decisions, positive or negative. However, as developers of general methods for use in all sorts
of applications, statisticians should not be making those decisions for the data analysts. Instead,
the methods we develop should be as conservative as necessary to provide adequate protection
against the most challenging question a practitioner might ask. One can also view this from the
behavioral perspective that is common in the Imprecise Probabilities literature (see Walley [1991]).
Once an agent advertises/commits to his buying and selling prices based on the probabilistic
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predictor, the choice of A is no longer in his hands—competing agents will strategically choose
A’s to maximize their winnings. So, in constructing a probabilistic predictor, all relevant assertions
should be considered. Besides, there is an even stronger version of Type-2 validity that can be
established in certain cases; see Section 3.2.3.
Some further insights can be gained about what it takes to achieve (3.3) by re-expressing
the probability on the left-hand side. By conditioning on Y n and using the iterated expectation
formula, we get

P{ΠYn ( A) ≤ α , Yn+1 ∈ A} = E 1ΠYn ( A)≤α 1Yn+1 ∈ A


= E E 1ΠYn ( A)≤α 1Yn+1 ∈ A | Y n

= E 1ΠYn ( A)≤α P(Yn+1 ∈ A | Y n ) ,
where 1E denotes the indicator of event E. Then (3.3) implies

E 1ΠYn ( A)≤α P(Yn+1 ∈ A | Y n ) ≤ α

for all (α, n, A, P).

(3.4)

The inequality is clearly satisfied by the true conditional probability, i.e., ΠYn (·) ≡ P(Yn+1 ∈ · | Y n ),
but are there any other probabilities that satisfy it? A closer look at this inequality reveals that
the probabilistic predictor must dominate the unknown conditional distribution in a certain weak
sense. Roughly, for those Y n such that P(Yn+1 ∈ A | Y n ) tends to be large, ΠYn ( A) cannot tend
to be small. Compare this to the prediction calibration property in Equation (3) of Denœux
and Li [2018]—see, also, Denœux [2006]—that, in our notation/terminology, aims to control the
P-probability that ΠYn ( A) is bigger than P(Yn+1 ∈ A | Y n ). Our focus, on the other hand, is on
directly controlling the probability of those “bad” events in (3.2) that may lead to prediction errors.
Dominance properties are common in the imprecise probability literature, so it is natural
to compare these more familiar notions of dominance with that implied by Type-2 validity.
This comparison is interesting because coherence—in the sense of de Finetti, Walley, Williams,
etc.—is focused on the internal rationality of probabilistic reasoning, while validity is focused
on the external operating characteristics of a user-specified probabilistic predictor. Intuitively, a
procedure cannot be effective if it violates certain logical principles but formal investigations into
this connection are limited. In this direction, we have the following basic result.
Proposition 3.1. If, for some assertion A about Yn+1 , the probabilistic predictor is strictly and uniformly
upper-bounded away from the true marginal probability, i.e., if
sup Πyn ( A) < P(Yn+1 ∈ A),

(3.5)

yn

then Type-2 validity in the sense of Definition 3.2 fails.
Proof. Since “supyn Πyn ( A) ≤ α” implies “ΠYn ( A) ≤ α,” the indicator function of the former event
is no more than that of the latter. Consequently, the left-hand side of (3.4) can be lower bounded
as

E 1ΠYn ( A)≤α P(Yn+1 ∈ A | Y n ) ≥ 1sup n Πyn ( A)≤α P(Yn+1 ∈ A).
y
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By (4.2), there exists a number α such that
sup Πyn ( A) < α < P(Yn+1 ∈ A).
yn

It follows that, for this α,

E 1ΠYn ( A)≤α P(Yn+1 ∈ A | Y n ) ≥ P(Yn+1 ∈ A) > α,
which is a violation of the inequality in (3.4).
The hypothesis (4.2) of the above proposition is effectively an instance of sure loss discussed
in the imprecise probability literature; see, e.g., Condition (C7) in Walley [1991, Sec. 6.5.2] or
Definition 3.3 in Gong and Meng [2021]. Since sure loss is among the most egregious violations
of rationality that the theory strives to avoid, we find comfort in the validity implies no sure
loss conclusion that can be drawn from Proposition 3.1. Note that the exact same conclusion
can be reached if the probabilistic predictor’s lower probabilities are strictly and uniformly
lower-bounded away from the marginal probability.
Continuing in this direction, the no sure loss phenomenon is like a very basic behavioral
sanity check, ensuring that the agent who sets buying selling and prices based on a Type-2 valid
probabilistic predictor is not sure to lose money. The coherence property mentioned briefly in
Section 1.3.2 is more fundamental than no sure loss, so it makes sense to consider how Type-2
validity and coherence might be related. It turns out that there is a close connection between
coherence of an upper probability and the set of probability measures it dominates. In particular,
Williams [2007, Theorem 2] proved a version of the celebrated upper envelope theorem, which states
that a conditional upper probability is (W-)coherent if and only if it equals the upper envelope
of a suitable collection of ordinary conditional probabilities. The notion of coherence in Walley
[1991, Sec. 7.1.4] is generally stronger than W-coherence—“W” for Williams—so Walley’s envelope
theorem (Sec. 7.1.6) has only the “if” part of Williams’s; see Walley [1991, Appendix K] for details.
This distinction is not important for us here because the notion of dominance implied by (3.4)
is relative to a particular conditional probability measure; so being an upper envelope of some
collection of ordinary conditional probabilities is not enough to forge a connection between Type-2
validity and coherence. Instead, we have to be explicit about the collection of probabilities.
Let Q denote a collection of candidate joint distributions for the process Y1 , Y2 , . . .. Given
Y n = yn , under the appropriate regularity conditions on Q (weak-∗ compact and convex), the
upper envelope (3.6) of the conditional probabilities corresponding to members of Q is a coherent
upper probability in the sense of Walley. Moreover, if Q contains the true distribution P, then the
upper envelope also satisfies Type-2 validity.
Proposition 3.2. Given the collection of probability distributions Q, and given Y n = yn , define the
probabilistic predictor
Πyn ( A) = sup{(Yn+1 ∈ A | yn ) :∈ Q}.
(3.6)
If Q contains the true distribution P of the process, then the probabilistic predictor above is Type-2 valid in
the sense of Definition 4.1.
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Proof. By definition of the probabilistic predictor, if P ∈ Q, then
Πyn ( A) ≥ P(Yn+1 ∈ A | yn ),
and the claim follows immediately from (3.4).
It is not difficult to define a collection Q of candidate joint distributions, the challenge is being
comfortable with the non-trivial assumption that P ∈ Q. For one extreme example, suppose that P
is actually known. Then, as mentioned above, we could take Πyn ( A) equal to P(Yn+1 ∈ A | yn )
and achieve both validity and coherence, in the most efficient way possible. For the other extreme,
suppose that nothing beyond exchangeability of P is known, which is the situation we are
considering in this paper. Then Q is huge and the upper envelope to the collection of corresponding
conditional distributions is effectively vacuous. The vacuous upper probability is both valid and
coherent, but in the least efficient way possible, rendering it effectively useless.
For situations like in the present paper, where virtually nothing about P is known but we
want efficient predictions, we cannot rely on a single probability model or on the upper envelope
derived from a collection Q of such models, so a new idea is needed. Fortunately, it is possible to
construct a probabilistic predictor that is valid and only requires an assumption of exchangeability
in P; see Section 3.3. This approach requires imprecision in the probabilistic predictor, but does
not proceed by formulating an imprecise probability model, Q, and following formal updating
rules. In fact, the notion of validity that this approach achieves, discussed next, is even stronger
than Type-2 validity.

3.2.3

Strong Type-2 validity: uniformity in A

Type 2 validity’s “for all A” component is critical for interpretation, as we explained above, but to
some this may not be strong enough. Indeed, the inequalities in (3.3) and (3.4) hold assertion-wise
in A, which may not be fully satisfactory. In the basic gambling context we considered above, the
agent’s opponents would have access to the data at the time of prediction and, therefore, could
make a strategic, perhaps data-dependent, choice of assertion A for their transaction with the
agent. Having uniform-in-assertions control on the probability of making erroneous predictions
would, therefore, be desirable to the agent since it helps to protect against these strategic choices.
Here we introduce a strong Type-2 validity property that provides this uniform control and discuss
its consequences. This idea developed out of personal communications with Professor V. Vovk.
Definition 3.3. The probabilistic predictor yn 7→ (Πyn , Πyn ) is strongly Type-2 valid if
P{ΠYn ( A) ≤ α and Yn+1 ∈ A for some A} ≤ α,

for all (α, n, P).

(3.7)

(That the event in the above probability statement is measurable—despite being an uncountable
union in general—is a consequence of Proposition 3.3 below.)
Using the conjugacy (1.15), it is easy to check that an analogous condition holds for the lower
probability ΠYn . That is, (3.7) is equivalent to
P{ΠYn ( A) ≥ 1 − α and Yn+1 6∈ A for some A} ≤ α,
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for all (α, n, P).

Thus, strong Type-2 validity controls the P-probability of both undesirable events in (3.2), uniformly in assertions. Compare this to the assertion-wise control in (3.3).
As the name suggestions, strong Type-2 validity is stronger than Type-2: the left-hand side
of (3.7) is no smaller than P{ΠYn ( A) ≤ α , Yn+1 ∈ A} for every A. Therefore, it follows from
Proposition 3.1 above that strong Type-2 validity implies the probabilistic predictor is safe from
the undesirable sure loss property (4.2). But what kind of probabilistic predictor satisfies strong
Type-2 validity?
Proposition 3.3. A necessary and sufficient condition for strong Type-2 validity is

P ΠYn ({Yn+1 }) ≤ α ≤ α

for all (α, n, P).

(3.8)

Proof. We prove that the two events, subsets of Yn+1 ,
E1 = {yn+1 : Πyn ( A) ≤ α and yn+1 ∈ A for some A}
E2 = {yn+1 : Πyn ({yn+1 }) ≤ α}
are the same, which we do by proving E1 ⊇ E2 and E1 ⊆ E2 . First it is easy to see that E1 ⊇ E2
since, if yn+1 ∈ E2 , then A can be taken as A = {yn+1 }. Next, to show that E1 ⊆ E2 , recall that
the upper probability is monotone: if A ⊆ B, then Πyn ( A) ≤ Πyn ( B) for all yn . If yn+1 ∈ E1 , then
there is a set A such that Πyn ( A) ≤ α and contains yn+1 ∈ A. By monotonicity, it follows that
Πyn ({yn+1 }) ≤ α; therefore, yn+1 ∈ E2 and, hence, E1 ⊆ E2 . This implies P( E1 ) = P( E2 ), from
which we can conclude that (3.7) holds if and only if (3.8) holds, hence the claim.
In Proposition 3.2 in Section 3.2.2 above, we showed that true conditional probability, or any
upper envelope corresponding to a set of probabilities that contains P, is Type-2 valid. In light
of the characterization in Proposition 3.3, it is clear that, at least in continuous-data problems,
the probabilistic predictor cannot be additive and achieve strong Type-2 validity. This is because
the probability on the left-hand side of (3.8) is always equal to 1. The same is true for the upper
envelope. So, as expected, as we ask for more control on the output of the probabilistic predictor,
additivity eventually becomes too restrictive and imprecision is necessary.
Proposition 3.3 also sheds light on what features of the probabilistic predictor are most relevant.
Indeed, this characterization is in terms of the upper probability assigned to singleton sets, so it is
only natural to use a probabilistic predictor that itself is characterized by its upper probability on
singletons. It turns out that there is such a probability model, namely, the consonant plausibility
functions mentioned in Section 1.3.2.2 and which play an important role in what follows.

3.3
3.3.1

Achieving Type-2 validity, I: conformal prediction plus consonance
Conformal prediction

Here we give a brief introduction to conformal prediction, following the presentations in Vovk
et al. [2005] and Shafer and Vovk [2007]. Given Y n+1 = (Y n , Yn+1 ) consisting of the observable Y n
and the yet-to-be-observed Yn+1 value, consider the transformation Y n+1 → T n+1 defined by the
rule
Ti = ψi (Y n+1 ), i ∈ In+1 := {1, . . . , n, n + 1},
(3.9)
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Algorithm 1: Conformal Prediction
initialize: data yn , non-conformity measure Ψ, and a grid of ỹ values;
for each ỹ value on the grid do
set yn+1 = ỹ and write yn+1 = yn ∪ {yn+1 } ;
define Ti = ψi (yn+1 ) for each i ∈ In+1 ;
evaluate π (ỹ; yn ) = (n + 1)−1 ∑in=+11 1{ Ti ≥ Tn+1 };
end
return π (ỹ; yn ) for each ỹ on the grid.

where ψ1 , . . . , ψn+1 are given by
ψi (yn+1 ) = Ψ(yn−+i 1 , yi ),

i ∈ In +1 ,

with yn−+i 1 = yn+1 \ {yi } and Ψ : Rn × R → R a fixed function that is invariant to permutations in
its first vector argument. The function Ψ is called a non-conformity measure, and the interpretation
is that ψi (yn+1 ) is small if and only if yi agrees with a prediction derived based on the data yn−+i 1 .
The key references above give numerous examples of non-conformity measures; see, also, Lei
et al. [2013] and Hong and Martin [2019]. The basic idea is to define ψi (yn+1 ) in such a way that it
compares yi to a suitable summary of yn−+i 1 , for example
ψi (yn+1 ) = |average(yn−+i 1 ) − yi |,

i ∈ In +1 .

(3.10)

When the data consists of a response and covariate pair, similar but more complicated nonconformity measures are often used; see Chapter 4. The essential feature is that the mapping
Y n+1 → T n+1 preserves exchangeability.
Of course, since the goal is to predict Yn+1 , its value is not observed, so the above calculations
cannot exactly be carried out. However, the exchangeability-preserving properties of the transformations described above provide a procedure to suitably rank candidate values ỹ of Yn+1 based on
the observed Y n = yn ; see Algorithm 1. The output of this algorithm is a data-dependent function
ỹ 7→ π (ỹ; yn ) whose interpretation is as a measure of how plausible is the claim “Yn+1 = ỹ” based
on data yn . In Vovk et al. [2005], this function is referred to as a “p-value” (p. 25) or as a “conformal
transducer” (p. 44), but we prefer the name plausibility contour for various reasons, one being that
its interpretation is clear. One important role the plausibility contour plays is in the construction
of conformal prediction regions. Indeed, the family of sets defined by
Pα ( y n ) = { y n +1 ∈ Y : π ( y n +1 ; y n ) > α } ,

(3.11)

satisfies the prediction coverage probability property (3.1) and, therefore, conformal prediction is
Type-1 valid. This property is what Vovk et al. [2005] refer to as “(conservatively) valid” (p. 20).
We show below that there is more that can be done with the plausibility contour.
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3.3.2

Consonance and Type-2 validity

Most, if not all, proofs of Type-1 prediction validity in the literature are based on the identification
of a function π, taking values in [0, 1], such that
π (Yn+1 ; Y n ) is stochastically no smaller than Unif (0, 1) under any P.

(3.12)

Vovk et al. [2005, Cor. 2.9] show that the plausibility contour returned by the conformal prediction
algorithm satisfies (3.12) and, from this, Type-1 prediction validity follows.
Towards Type 2 validity, suppose that the function π also satisfies
sup π (ỹ; yn ) = 1

for all yn .

(3.13)

ỹ

This property holds quite generally for conformal prediction in continuous-data problems: if ŷn is
a point at which the minimum of ỹ 7→ Ψ(yn , ỹ) is achieved, then π (ŷn ; yn ) = 1 and (3.13) holds.
For discrete-data problems; see Chapter 4. From (3.13), one can readily define an upper prediction
probability
(3.14)
Πyn ( A) = sup π (ỹ; yn ), A ⊆ Y.
ỹ∈ A

This upper probability is a consonant plausibility function or, equivalently, a possibility measure, as
discussed in Section 1.3.2.2. The plausibility contour π fully determines the upper and lower
prediction probabilities, through (3.14).
From a practical point of view, adding consonance to conformal prediction creates no new
computational challenges. The standard use of Algorithm 1’s output is to extract the prediction
region, Pα (yn ), which is just the collection of all ỹ such that π (ỹ; yn ) exceeds α. With the addition
of consonance, we recommend two additional summaries. First, at least in low-dimensional
problems, a plot of ỹ 7→ π (ỹ; yn ) provides a nice visual assessment of the information available
in the data yn regarding Yn+1 , similar to the Bayesian posterior predictive density function; see
Section 3.5. Second, for any assertion A ⊂ Y, the prediction upper probability at A can be
approximated as
Π yn ( A ) ≈
max
π (ỹ; yn ).
ỹ on the grid and in A

Consonance also induces several practically relevant properties. First, consonance implies that the
probabilistic predictor is coherent in the sense of Walley [1991]; see Proposition 7.14 in Troffaes and
de Cooman [2014]. Moreover, it turns out that consonance is crucial to establishing Type-2 validity.
Theorem 3.1. The probabilistic predictor defined by the consonant plausibility function in (3.14), determined by a contour π satisfying (3.12) and (3.13), achieves strong Type-2 validity in Definition 3.3.
Proof. Combine (3.12) with Proposition 3.3.
To our knowledge, the strong Type-2 prediction validity property of conformal prediction is
new. By converting the output of the conformal prediction algorithm into a consonant plausibility
function one achieves a stronger validity property beyond coverage probability of prediction
regions. The stronger validity property is valuable because it ensures that errors in prediction—for
all possible assertions about Yn+1 —are uniformly controllably rare.
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In a recent paper, Vovk et al. [2018] developed a nonparametric predictive probability distribution based on conformal prediction. Roughly speaking, by using a suitably monotone
non-conformity measure, they obtain a similarly monotone conformal transducer, which is then
interpreted as a predictive probability distribution for Yn+1 , given yn . The motivation behind this
interpretation is that “a conformal predictive distribution contains more information” [Vovk et al.,
2018, p. 472] than conformal prediction intervals. It is true that a probability distribution can
be used to calculate probabilities for arbitrary assertions A about Yn+1 . However, based on the
discussion above and in Section 3.2.3, the conformal predictive distribution is not strong Type-2
valid, hence, interpretation of those probabilities is difficult and their use may lead to erroneous
predictions. Indeed, while the conformal predictive distribution function evaluated at Yn+1 is
calibrated, the probability assigned to intervals A that contain Yn+1 —i.e., the difference of the
distribution function evaluated at the two endpoints—could be much smaller than this, leading
the user to systematically “reject” such an assertion even though it is true. Coupling the conformal
prediction algorithm’s output with consonance and the plausibility calculus as described in Shafer
[1976a], however, leads to the strong Type-2 validity property, which ensures the (lower and upper)
prediction probabilities are uniformly calibrated and, therefore, practically meaningful in the
sense of Cournot.

3.4

Achieving Type-2 validity, II: a new class of nonparametric inferential models

3.4.1

Objectives

The previous section showed that by interpreting the conformal prediction output as the contour
function that defines a full consonant plausibility function, a Type-2 validity property can be
achieved, one that goes beyond coverage probabilities of prediction regions. This connection
between conformal prediction and consonant plausibility functions suggests that insights about
conformal prediction can be gained from the perspective of non-additive imprecise probabilities—
in particular, random sets, possibility measures, etc (see Chapter 1). In this section, we show that
there is an alternative route to “conformal + consonance” as described above, through the IM
framework, reviewed in Chapter 2.
Recall that, like Bayes, fiducial, and other approaches to statistical inference, the IM framework
is model-based. This is a significant obstacle because, for prediction, the goal is to make as few model
assumptions as possible. Here, a valid prediction IM is constructed assuming only exchangeability,
borrowing on some key insights developed in Martin [2015, 2018], summarized in Section 2.7.
That is, that the association—see the A-step below—need not characterize the data-generating
process. Instead, an association can be built using suitable functions of the observable data. Below,
these “functions of the observable data” are closely related to the non-conformity scores from
conformal prediction.
Connections between our IM-based construction of imprecise probabilities for prediction
can be made with other more classical approach, including nonparametric predictive inference as
presented in Augustin and Coolen [2004], Coolen [2006], Augustin et al. [2014], and the references
therein. Some relevant comments about these connections are given in Section 3.4.5.
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3.4.2
3.4.2.1

Construction
A-step

According to Martin [2015, 2018], the association between the observable data, quantity of interest,
and unobservable auxiliary variables can be generalized, in particular, it need not fully characterize
the data-generating process. That is, certain non-invertible transformations can be considered and,
as long as those transformations preserve the exchangeability—our only model assumption—in
the observable data, then we can construct a valid IM for predicting Yn+1 based on Y n .
Recall the setup in Section 3.3.1 above, wherein we make a transformation from Y n+1 to T n+1 ,
where T n+1 = ( T1 , . . . , Tn+1 ), with
1
Ti = ψi (Y n+1 ) = Ψ(Y−n+
i , Yi ),

i ∈ In +1 ,

and Ψ a user-specified non-conformity measure. The crucial feature is that, by the symmetry of Ψ,
the image T n+1 inherits the exchangeability of Y n+1 . Where necessary in what follows, we will
highlight Ti ’s dependence on the data Y n+1 by writing it as Ti (Y n+1 ).
The joint distribution of T n+1 is complicated. A complete characterization requires a common
marginal distribution function G and, say, a copula that induces the exchangeable dependence
structure. In particular, marginally we have
Ti = G −1 (Ui ),

i ∈ In +1 ,

(3.15)

where the Ui ’s are iid Unif (0, 1) and G is an infinite-dimensional nuisance parameter. Our goals
are, first, to avoid directly dealing with G (and the associated exchangeability-inducing copula)
and, second, since we aim to predict the single data point Yn+1 , to reduce the dimension so that
specifying a random set for the complicated and relatively high-dimensional U n+1 is unnecessary.
For simplicity, suppose for the moment that the Ti ’s are continuous. This would hold, e.g., if
the Yi ’s are continuous and the non-conformity measure Ψ is non-constant on sets of Y n+1 with
positive P-probability. The key observation is that, since G is strictly increasing, the ranks of the
Ti ’s are well-defined (i.e., no ties) and the same as those of the Ui ’s. Moreover, exchangeability
implies that the latter ranks are marginally discrete uniform on In+1 , denoted by Unif (In+1 ). This
creates an opportunity to both eliminate the dependence on G (and the copula) and reduce the
dimension. The quantity Tn+1 gives the to-be-predicted value Yn+1 a special status and, as we just
pointed out, its rank is uniformly distributed. This suggests a dimension-reduced (generalized)
association,
r ( Tn+1 ) = V, V ∼ Unif (In+1 ),
(3.16)
where r (·) is the ranking operator, that depends implicitly on T n+1 and, hence, on Y n+1 . Here
we assign rank 1 to the smallest value, rank 2 to the second smallest, and so on, because small
values of the non-conformity measure are “better” in a certain sense. That the values are ranked
in ascending versus descending order will be important in the P-step below. For now, we have
completed the A-step: (3.16) defines generalized association—in the sense of Section 2.7—that
links the data Y n and the to-be-predicted value Yn+1 to an auxiliary variable V with known
distribution.
On the other hand, if the Ti ’s are not continuous, then a different argument is required. The
problem is that, in this case, the marginal distribution function G is not strictly increasing, which
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means the Ti ’s can have ties, hence the ranks do not correspond to the ranks of the Ui ’s in
(3.15). One can still make the reduction to the lower-dimensional feature r ( Tn+1 ) as above, but
its distribution is no longer completely known—some features of G remain. Fortunately, there is
a simple remedy for this based on the following observation: when ties are possible, r ( Tn+1 ) is
stochastically no larger than when ties are not possible. Therefore, following the logic in Martin
and Liu [2015b, Sec. 5], the aforementioned association (3.16) can still be used to construct a
valid IM for predicting Yn+1 as described below. We sacrifice a bit of efficiency—compared to the
exact/continuous case above—in order to eliminate the dependence on the nuisance parameter G.
3.4.2.2

P-step

Towards valid prediction of Yn+1 , here our intermediate goal is to specify a predictive random
set, in the sense of Section 1.3.1.3, targeting the unobserved realization of the auxiliary variable
V introduced above. The existing literature on this has focused exclusively on cases where
the auxiliary variable being targeted has a continuous distribution. We can still follow the
developments in Martin and Liu [2016], summarized in Section 1.3.1.3, but there are some
differences in our present case of discrete V. Let S ∼ PS denote a random set taking values on
the power set of In+1 . Recall from Section 1.3.1.1 that, as this is a finite space, the distribution PS
of the random set can be characterized simply by a mass function. The only feature of PS needed
here is the contour function of S , given by
γS (v) := PS (S 3 v),

v ∈ In +1 .

(3.17)

It will be important in what follows that the distribution of γS (V ), as a function of V ∼ Unif (In+1 )
is as close to uniform as possible; see (3.19) and Lemma 3.1. This boils down to making a suitable
choice of S targeting the unobserved value of V.
Towards this, define the random set

S = {1, 2, . . . , Ṽ },

Ṽ ∼ Unif (In+1 ),

(3.18)

which is the push-forward of the Unif (In+1 ) distribution through the set-valued mapping v 7→ Iv .
This random set makes intuitive sense because, since the ranking operator is relative to ascending
order, so that “rank equals 1” corresponds to a prediction consistent with the observed data, the
random set S should include value 1. Furthermore, S in (3.18) is valid for predicting an auxiliary
variable V ∼ Unif (In+1 ) in the sense of Definition 1.7, i.e.,
PV {γS (V ) ≤ α} ≤ α,

α ∈ [0, 1].

(3.19)

Lemma 3.1. The random set S defined in (3.18) is valid in the sense of (3.19).
Proof. By direct calculation, we have
γS (v) = PS (S 3 v) = PṼ (Ṽ ≥ v) = 1 −

v −1
n +1 ,

v ∈ In +1 .

Since γS (V ) is a linear function of V ∼ Unif (In+1 ), its exact distribution is Unif {(n + 1)−1 In+1 },
which is stochastically no smaller than Unif (0, 1), proving the claim.
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The proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that γS (V ) is exactly Unif {(n + 1)−1 In+1 } distributed, not
just stochastically no smaller. This is an important characteristic because it implies that the set S
in (3.18) is efficient in the following sense. First note that the constant random set S ≡ In+1 is
valid but, because it is the full V-space, it cannot provide any valuable information. So, at least
intuitively, we seek the “smallest” random set that is valid. If we measure the “size” of a random
set S via its covering function, γS , and if S 0 is another random set that is smaller than S in the
sense that
γS 0 (v) < γS (v), for some v ∈ In+1 ,
then it is easy to check that S 0 cannot satisfy (3.19). Therefore, we complete the P-step by
recommending use of the random set S in (3.18) targeting the unobserved auxiliary variable V in
the A-step from Section 3.4.2.1 since it is both valid and efficient.
3.4.2.3

C-step

Next we combine the results of the A- and P-steps to construct a new random set on Y whose
distribution determines a probabilistic predictor for quantifying uncertainty about Yn+1 . If we
express the result of the A-step with the v-indexed collection of sets
Yyn (v) = {yn+1 : r ( Tn+1 (yn+1 )) = v},

v ∈ In +1 ,

(3.20)

and then combine this with the random set S in (3.18) from the P-step above, then the C-step
yields the new random set on Y, given by
Yyn (S) = {yn+1 : r ( Tn+1 (yn+1 )) ≤ Ṽ },

Ṽ ∼ Unif (In+1 ).

Following the general random set theory presented in Chapter 1 the contour—or covering
probability—function of the random set Yyn (S) is given by
π (yn+1 ; yn ) = PS {Yyn (S) 3 yn+1 }

= PṼ {Ṽ ≥ r ( Tn+1 (yn+1 ))}
=

1 n +1
1{ Ti (yn+1 ) ≥ Tn+1 (yn+1 )}.
n + 1 i∑
=1

(3.21)

We immediately recognize the right-hand side above as conformal prediction’s plausibility contour
as in Algorithm 1. This establishes the connection between conformal prediction and the new
class of nonparametric IMs. Moreover, since the random set S is nested, its data-dependent image
Yyn (S) on the Y space is nested too, and the distribution of a nested random set corresponds
to a consonant plausibility function or, equivalently, a possibility measure (see Section 1.3.2.2).
Technically,
Πyn ( A) := PS {Yyn (S) ∩ A 6= ∅} = sup π (ỹ; yn ), A ⊆ Y.
ỹ∈ A

Consequently, our recommendation in Section 3.3 to construct a consonant plausibility function
from the conformal prediction algorithm’s output was not an ad hoc adjustment to achieve strong
validity. Rather, as the above derivation suggests, the connection between conformal prediction,
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consonant plausiblity functions, and IMs is fundamental.

3.4.3

Strong Type-2 validity

Of course, since the IM’s consonant plausibility function exactly matches that from conformal
prediction, the same strong Type-2 prediction validity property established in Section 3.3 must
hold here too. Here we give a direct proof—following the general theory of IMs, as in Martin
and Liu [2016]—to showcase the important role played by the nested random set S in the IM
construction.
Theorem 3.2. The probabilistic predictor defined by the consonant plausibility function derived above,
using a random set S satisfying (3.19), is strongly Type-2 valid for prediction in the sense of Definition 3.3.
Proof. We proceed by checking condition (3.12) for the plausibility contour π (Yn+1 ; Y n ) defined
by the left-hand side of (3.21). Towards this, for a realization of the random set S in (3.18), define
the random variable S = max S , the set’s upper bound. By definition of the plausibility contour,
we have


P{π (Yn+1 ; Y n ) ≤ α} = P PS {YYn (S) 3 Yn+1 } ≤ α


= P PS {r ( Tn+1 (Y n+1 )) ≤ S} ≤ α

= PV PS (V ≤ S) ≤ α

= PV { γ S ( V ) ≤ α } .
Then the claim follows from Proposition 3.3.
In Section 3.4.2.2 we argued that the random set S in (3.18) is efficient in the sense that
smaller random sets would not be valid. However, S itself is also inefficient in the sense that the
corresponding prediction plausibility regions are conservative: their coverage probability generally
exceeds the nominal level. To improve the efficiency, we need to take a smaller random set but,
unfortunately, the discreteness of the problem limits our flexibility. There is no random set that is
both valid and “strictly smaller” than S , but we can reduce the size by introducing some extra
randomization, as described below.
Consider a family of random sets S w , indexed by w ∈ [0, 1], given by:

Sw =




{1, . . . , Ṽ }



{1, . . . , Ṽ − 1}



∅

if ξ = 0
if ξ = 1 and Ṽ > 1

(Ṽ, ξ ) ∼ Unif (In+1 ) × (w).

(3.22)

if ξ = 1 and Ṽ = 1,

In words, S w flips a w-coin to decide between S = {1, . . . , Ṽ } in (3.18) and the smaller {1, . . . , Ṽ −
1}, both using the same Ṽ. With fixed w, it is easy to check that
γS w (v) = PS w (S w 3 v) = 1 − (n + 1)−1 (v − w).
A relatively simple calculation reveals that, if w is treated as a uniformly distributed random
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variable W, i.e., if (V, W ) ∼ Unif (In+1 ) × Unif (0, 1), then

(V, W ) 7→ γS W (V ) ∼ Unif (0, 1).

(3.23)

So if we couple the data sequence Y1 , Y2 , . . . with a corresponding sequence W1 , W2 , . . . of independent Unif (0, 1) random variables that we generate, then we can proceed by constructing an IM for
predicting Yn+1 by using the random set S wn+1 corresponding to the observed value wn+1 of Wn+1 .
This produces a wn+1 -dependent plausibility contour
π wn+1 (yn+1 ; yn ) = PS wn+1 {Yyn (S wn+1 ) 3 yn+1 }

=

1 n +1
1{ Ti (yn+1 ) > Tn+1 (yn+1 )}
n + 1 i∑
=1

+

w n +1 n +1
1{ Ti (yn+1 ) = Tn+1 (yn+1 )}.
n + 1 i∑
=1

(3.24)

It follows immediately from (3.23) that
P{π Wn+1 (Yn+1 ; Y n ) ≤ α} = α

for all n and all α ∈ [0, 1],

(3.25)

with the probability taken over (Y n+1 , Wn+1 ) now, which implies that exact coverage probability for
the corresponding randomized prediction plausibility region. One will also immediately recognize
π wn+1 (yn+1 ; yn ) as conformal prediction’s “smoothed p-value” in, e.g., Equation (2.20) of Vovk
et al. [2005].
The downside to this exact prediction framework is two-fold: first, as a result of the Wdependence, two data analysts could produce different prediction intervals with the same Y1 , Y2 , . . .
data sequence; second, it requires inappropriate use of a random set taking value ∅ with non-zero
probability. To us, both of these are legitimate concerns, so we include this exact prediction validity
result here only for theoretical interest.

3.4.4

Optimality

Martin [2017] established a connection between valid IMs and confidence regions. He shows
that, given a confidence region for some feature ϕ = ϕ(θ ) of the full parameter, there exists a
valid inferential model for θ whose corresponding marginal plausibility region for ϕ is at least
as efficient as the given confidence region. Given the flexibility of the nonparametric IMs for
prediction presented above, one may wonder if a similar result is possible for prediction intervals
based solely on an exchangeability assumption.
Vovk et al. [2005] and Shafer and Vovk [2007] present an optimality result in the context of
conformal prediction. Roughly, given any valid, nested, and permutation invariant prediction
region, there exists a non-conformity measure such that the corresponding conformal prediction
region derived from it is at least as efficient. More precisely, if Cα (yn ) represents a valid and nested
100(1 − α)% prediction region for each α ∈ [0, 1], then there exists a nonconformity measure—
determined by a mapping Ψ—whose corresponding 100(1 − α)% conformal prediction region
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Pα (yn ) = Pα (yn ; Ψ) satisfies
Pα ( y n ) ⊆ Cα ( y n ),

for all yn and all α ∈ [0, 1].

The function Ψ can even be identified explicitly, i.e.,
Ψ(ỹn ; ỹ) = sup{α ∈ [0, 1] : Cα (ỹn ) 63 ỹ}.
We showed above that every conformal prediction region is a valid IM’s plausibility region which,
together with Shafer and Vovk’s argument, proves our present claim. That is, given any valid,
nested, and permutation invariant family of prediction regions, there exists a valid IM whose
prediction plausibility regions are at least as efficient.

3.4.5

Connections to existing literature

An important special case arises when the Yi ’s are scalar and, in the A-step of the nonparametric
IM construction of Section 3.4.2.1, one considers Ti = Yi in (3.9), i.e.,
ψi (Y n+1 ) = Yi ,

i ∈ In +1 .

(3.26)

The consequence is that the association in (3.15) becomes
Yi = F −1 (Ui ),

i ∈ In +1 ,

where the Ui ’s are exchangeable, marginally Unif (0, 1) and F is the continuous distribution
function that characterizes the common marginal distributions of the Yi ’s. As the dimensionreduced association in (3.16) is now in terms of r (Yn+1 ), the rank of Yn+1 , it can be rewritten
as
Yn+1 ∈ [Y(V −1) , Y(V ) ] V ∼ Unif (In+1 ),
(3.27)
where Y(0) and Y(n+1) are defined as the infimum and supremum of the support of the marginal
distribution of Y1 , respectively.
Recall that the choice of the random set (3.18) in the P-step of Section 3.4.2.2 was justified by
the structure of the function ψi as a non-conformity measure. There, we considered mappings
ψi such that smaller values of them are “better” in the sense that yi agrees with the prediction
derived based on data yn−+i 1 . However, this is not necessarily the case for ψi in (3.26), as we are
merely returning yi when comparing it to yn−+i 1 . How to motivate a particular choice of random
set S ? Martin and Lingham [2016] consider different classes of assertions/hypotheses about
Yn+1 , and the structure of these assertions can inform the choice the random set. For one-sided
assertions, e.g., {Yn+1 ≤ ỹ} or {Yn+1 ≥ ỹ}, for varying ỹ, the natural choice of random set is
similarly one-sided. Here, however, we will focus on singleton assertions, {Yn+1 = ỹ}, and the
corresponding IM will produce two-sided prediction intervals. Specifically, for the P-step, we
recommend

S=

 n +2
2

− |Ṽ −

n +2
n +2
2 |, . . . , 2

+ |Ṽ −

n +2
2 |

,

Ṽ ∼ Unif (In+1 ),

which consists of a random number of points closest to the midpoint
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n +2
2 .

(3.28)

This is the discrete

version of what Martin and Liu [2016], call the “default” random set. Moreover, it is also easy to
check that the random set S above is valid in the sense of (3.19).
For the C-step, we combine S with the association (3.27), now represented as a collection of
v-indexed sets
Yy n ( v ) = [ y ( v −1) , y ( v ) ] , v ∈ In +1 ,
(3.29)
to obtain the following new random set on the Yn+1 space:
Yyn (S) = {yn+1 : y( n −|Ṽ − n+2 |) ≤ yn+1 ≤ y( n+2 +|Ṽ − n+2 |) }.
2

2

2

2

The resulting plausibility contour is


π (yn+1 ; yn ) = PS Yyn (S) ∩ {yn+1 } 6= ∅

= PṼ {y( n −|Ṽ − n+2 |) ≤ yn+1 ≤ y( n+2 +|Ṽ − n+2 |) }
2

2

2

2

1 n +1
=
1{y( n −|v− n+2 |) ≤ yn+1 ≤ y( n+2 +|v− n+2 |) }.
2
2
2
2
n + 1 v∑
=1

(3.30)

Using the same argument in the proof of Theorem 4.1, it can be verified that the probabilistic
predictor defined by the consonant plausibility contour in (3.30) is Type-2 valid in the sense
of Definition 4.1. In addition, the prediction intervals derived from it are equal-tailed, always
including the median of the observed data yn ; see Section 3.5.1, Figure 3.1(b). The reader may
recognize that these prediction intervals are not new, they agree with the classical intervals based
on order statistics where, for pre-specified integers r and s such that 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n, the interval

[Y(r) , Y(s) ]

(3.31)

r
is a 100 ns−
+1 % prediction interval [Wilks, 1941]. It is satisfying to see that the IM framework, which
has so far been focused on situations with a parametric statistical model, can be extended to
cases without such a model and provide what would be considered a classical solution. Our
analysis also sheds new light on that classical solution, in particular, it reveals that the latter has an
(imprecise) “probabilistic” interpretation, beyond its more familiar interpretation as a frequentist
procedure for constructing prediction intervals.
Readers familiar with the imprecise probability literature are sure to recognize some connections here to the nonparametric predictive inference presented in, e.g., Augustin and Coolen [2004]
and elsewhere. Based on what is referred to in this literature as Hill’s assumption [Hill, 1968, 1993],
a pair of lower and upper probabilities for Yn+1 , given Y n = yn , are defined as, respectively,

P(Yn+1 ∈ B | yn ) =

1 n +1
1 { Yy n ( v ) ⊆ B }
n + 1 v∑
=1

P(Yn+1 ∈ B | yn ) =

1 n +1
1{Yyn (v) ∩ B 6= ∅},
n + 1 v∑
=1

where B is some generic set in the support of Yn+1 and Yyn (v), for v ∈ In+1 , is as in (3.29). Coolen
[2006] interprets these in a “best of both worlds” sense: on one hand, these are genuine post-data
lower and upper probabilities and, therefore, inherit certain coherence properties [e.g., Walley,
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1991]; on the other hand, through their connection to the underlying data-generating process
through Hill’s assumption, they inherit certain calibration properties [e.g., Lawless and Fredette,
2005]. It turns out that these lower and upper probabilities can also be obtained from the above IM
construction. Indeed, if we take S = {Ṽ }, for Ṽ ∼ Unif (In+1 ), then the induced distribution of
the data-dependent random set Yyn (S) generates the lower and upper probabilities defined above.
Although the aforementioned lower and upper probability approach is a special case of the IM
construction presented above, there are some key differences between the two, resulting from our
proposed random set S being nested and, therefore, structurally different from the non-nested
singleton random sets that generate the (P, P) output. In particular, there is no useful sense in
which once can assess the “plausibility” that the next observation, Yn+1 , will be equal to some
specified y: the lower probability equals 0 and the upper probability equals (n + 1)−1 for every y.
Compare this to the plausibility contour displayed in Figure 3.1(b), where there is one y which is
the “most plausible” value of Yn+1 based on the observed data yn . Having this plausibility contour
makes reading off prediction intervals with desired coverage level straightforward. Of course, this
same calibration property is embedded in the lower and upper probabilities above, but it is more
difficult to extract when represented in that form. To our knowledge, given a lower probability
like that above, the most direct way to extract a nominal 100(1 − α)% prediction interval is via the
intersection
\
B ⊆ R : P(Yn+1 ∈ B | yn ) ≥ 1 − α .
In this case, with P as defined above, this calculation returns the classical prediction interval
solution given in (3.31).

3.5

Examples

This section presents several numerical examples intended to highlight two things. First, as
suggested by the “conformal + consonance” characterization in Section 3.3, the importance of the
conformal p-value/tranducer as output. Indeed, as described there, this function can be plotted
for a visual assessment of which values of the future observable are most plausible based on the
observed data. Using the plausibility calculus, one can get a rough estimate of the plausibility
assigned to any assertion just by looking at this plot, at least in one-dimensional problems. Second,
to highlight the new IM-based characterization in Section 3.4, we frame our presentation here
using that terminology.

3.5.1

One-dimensional prediction

Consider a random sample of size n = 50 of some scalar random variable Y; a histogram of these
data is shown in Figure 3.1(a). The goal is to construct a (weakly and strongly) valid nonparametric
IM for prediction of Y51 .
Figure 3.1(b) shows, in red, the plausibility contour in (3.21) with
ψi (yn+1 ) = |median(yn−+i 1 ) − yi |,

i ∈ In +1 ,

n = 50.

(3.32)

This plausbility contour has its mode at the sample median and is symmetric. For comparison, we
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Figure 3.1 Panel (a): Histogram of the observed data y50 . Panel (b): Plausibility contours in Equations (3.30) and (3.21), colored blue and red, respectively.

also consider a different non-conformity measure, namely,
ψi (yn+1 ) = yi ,

i ∈ In +1 ,

n = 50.

Note that the structure of this function ψi is inconsistent with the choice of the random set
in (3.18). But it turns out that this choice of non-conformity measure has close connections to
classical nonparametric predictive inference and the textbook order statistics-based prediction
intervals [e.g., Wilks, 1941], so we give a complete description of the IM formulation in this case
in Section 3.4.5. The resulting plausibility contour, as given in (3.30), is shown, in blue, in Figure
3.1(b). Note that, by thresholding it at 0.05 we obtain the 95% classic prediction interval [y(1) , y(50) ].
Moreover, the plausibility contour based on (3.21) is narrower than that based on (3.30), which
indicates that the former is more efficient than the latter.
For further illustration, we reconsider the simulation experiment described in Section 3.2.1.
That is, there are three different true data-generating distributions, namely, the normal distribution
with mean zero and variance 0.5, the standard Cauchy distribution, and the standard skewed
normal distribution [Azzalini, 1985] with skewness parameter equal to 1, with three different
sample sizes: n ∈ {20, 30, 40}. For each of these combinations of data-generating distribution and
sample size, we evaluate the coverage probability of 90% nonparametric IM prediction intervals
with non-conformity measure as in (3.32), based on 5000 Monte Carlo samples. The results are
shown in Table 3.2. As expected, the nonparametric IM achieves validity in the sense of (3.1)
regardless of the data distribution and sample size.

3.5.2

Two-dimensional prediction

An advantage of conformal prediction and, consequently, the nonparametric IM developed in
Section 3.4, is its flexibility to deal with multivariate responses. Algorithm 1 can be followed to
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Table 3.2 Estimated coverage probabilities of 90% prediction intervals for Yn+1 , based on the nonparametric IM with non-conformity measure as in (3.32), with three different data-generating distributions.

n
20
30
40

Normal
0.905
0.897
0.898

Cauchy
0.898
0.902
0.899

Skew Normal
0.904
0.901
0.904

compute π (yn+1 ; yn ), independent of the dimension. This is not the case for other nonparametric
prediction methods. For example, the classical prediction interval methods depend on order
statistics, and, therefore, cannot be generalized for multivariate responses since there is no natural
ordering in this context [Oja, 2013].
Computation of π (yn+1 ; yn ) requires the specification of a non-conformity measure Ψ. For
multivariate responses, there are a number of options, for example, Lei et al. [2013] construct
conformal prediction regions using a multivariate kernel density estimator. As an alternative, here
we use data depth [e.g., Liu et al., 1999] to construct a non-conformity measure and, in turn, a
prediction plausibility contour as in (3.21).
Roughly speaking, the concept of data depth amounts to assigning an appropriate ordering
to the multivariate data, one with respect to a distance that measures how far away a point is
from the center of a data cloud. This ordering is determined by a depth function and, among
the variety of depth functions that appear in the literature, one of the most widely used is the
so-called half-space depth proposed by Tukey [1975]. The half-space depth, H (y | yn ), of a point
y relative to a data set yn is determined as the smallest fraction of data points contained in a
closed half-space with boundary through y. It ranges from 0—for the points that lie beyond
the convex hull of the data—to its maximum value 12 attained at the Tukey median [Dyckerhoff
and Mozharovskyi, 2016]. Computation of the half-space depth is discussed in Cuesta-Albertos
and Nieto-Reyes [2008] and can be carried out using the depth.halfspace function in ddalpha R
package [Genest et al., 2019]. Therefore, for multivariate prediction problems, this suggests the
following non-conformity measure
ψi (yn+1 ) =

1
2

− H (yi | yn−+i 1 ),

i ∈ In +1 ,

(3.33)

where H is the half-space depth function defined above.
As an illustration, consider the bivariate data y60 = (y1 , . . . , y60 ), where each yi consists of the
weight and engine displacement of one of 60 cars; these data are available in the R library rpart
and are plotted in Figure 3.2(a). The goal is to predict Y61 , the weight and engine displacement of
the 61st car. Figures 3.2(b), 3.2(c) and 3.2(d) show, in different angles, the plausibility contour in
(3.21) based on the nonparametric IM with non-conformity measure in (3.33). The shaded area in
Figure 3.2(a) represents the 80% prediction plausibility region for Y61 .

3.6

Conclusion

In this Chapter, we considered the fundamental problem of valid probabilistic prediction. The
literature on this topic tends to focus on solely on achieving prediction coverage probability
guarantees, what we refer to as Type-1 prediction validity in Definition 3.1. Here, however, we claim
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Figure 3.2 Panel (a): Scatter plot of y60 and the 80% prediction plausibility region shaded gray. Panels (b),
(c), and (d): Plausibility contour in Equation (3.21) from different angles.

that, if there is reason to consider a “predictive distribution” as opposed to just prediction regions,
then a different notion of validity—what we refer to as Type-2 prediction validity in Definition 3.2—
is required. We go on to show Type-1 and 2 prediction validity can be achieved by a class of
imprecise probabilistic predictors, namely, the consonant plausibility functions whose contour
corresponds to a conformal transducer. To our knowledge, this connection between consonant
plausibility functions and conformal prediction through this notion of Type-2 validity is new. In
addition, we provide a novel characterization of conformal prediction through the IM framework,
which makes the connection to consonant plausibility functions (via nested random sets) more
direct and natural. This connection also sheds light on the power, flexibility, and fundamental
nature of the IM framework for statistical inference and prediction.
Even before introducing our notion of Type-2 validity in Section 3.2.2, we had doubts in
Section 3.2.1 that a precise probabilistic predictor could achieve Type-1 validity. This claim
was based on a parallel result concerning consonance, coverage probability, and dominance in
the imprecise probability literature. Consider the simpler case where there is a single uncertain
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outcome, as opposed to a sequence of prediction problems where the goal is to quantify uncertainty
about Yn+1 , given Y n = yn . As summarized in Propostion 4.1 of Destercke and Dubois [2014] and
the relevant discussion, given a collection {Cα : α ∈ [0, 1]} of nested sets, if we form the credal
set consisting of all probability measures P such that P(Cα ) ≥ 1 − α, then its upper envelope is a
consonant plausibility function and the sets Cα are the α-cuts of the corresponding plausibility
contour function; see, also, Cuoso et al. [2001] and Dubois et al. [2004]. The setting just described
is different from that of the present Chapter, but there are some obvious parallels that suggest a
similar conclusion ought to hold here too. Indeed, the sets Cα are like our prediction regions and
“P(Cα ) ≥ 1 − α” is like our desired prediction coverage probability in (3.1). We want this coverage
property to hold for as many distributions as possible, hence we consider the corresponding
credal set, and the result just described says that its upper envelope is a consonant plausibility
function and, moreover, the sets Cα are the α-cuts of the corresponding plausibility contour. If
this connection could be made rigorous, then it would follow that our “conformal + consonance”
is the only way weak and strong validity can be achieved. Surely the conditional nature of the
present prediction problem creates some unique challenges, so this makes for an interesting open
question.
The IM construction presented here is unique in the sense that it is not based on an association
determined by a statistical model. Instead, the generalized association is made through some
very basic distributional properties resulting from the apparently innocuous assumption of
exchangeability. This begs the question if this “model-free” form of generalized association can
be used in the context of statistical inference as opposed to prediction. A first step would be the
development of IM-based solutions to the classical nonparametric problems, e.g., inference on
quantiles without distributional assumptions, moving on to more modern/complex problems. We
will present a nonparametric IM for inference in Chapter 5. Closely related to inference is that of
assessing the quality or appropriateness of a posited statistical model, and here conformal-type
methods have already proved to be useful [e.g., Lei et al., 2018, Rinaldo et al., 2020]. That is, since
a model is judged to be “good” only if it predicts the observed data reasonably well, methods
that provide high-quality prediction can be leveraged to provide equally high-quality model
assessment. The work in the present chapter provides a starting point for the construction of
IM-based procedures for valid model assessment. More generally, while IMs had previously
focused on classical problems with a fully specified statistical model, the work presented in this
paper reveals an opportunity for IMs to play a role in solving modern problems where valid
inference/prediction is required with as few model assumptions as possible.
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CHAPTER

4
VALID INFERENTIAL MODELS FOR
PREDICTION IN SUPERVISED
LEARNING PROBLEMS

4.1

Introduction

Here our focus is on data-driven prediction of future observations in the so-called supervised
learning applications, where the data Z = ( X, Y ) consists of a feature or explanatory variable
X ∈ Rd , for some d ≥ 1, and a label or response variable Y ∈ Y. The complementary case of
unsupervised learning when data consists of only labels Y was explored in Chapter 3. The two most
common supervised learning examples are regression and classification, where Y is an open and
finite subset of R, respectively. We consider both regression and classification in what follows.
Consider a collection Z n = { Zi = ( Xi , Yi ) : i = 1, . . . , n} of n observed feature–label pairs from
an exchangeable process P and a value xn+1 for the next feature Xn+1 . The goal is to predict the
corresponding Yn+1 . By “prediction” here we mean a Z n -dependent quantification of uncertainty
about the value of Yn+1 , given Xn+1 = xn+1 . Most commonly, this quantification of uncertainty is
carried out by producing a suitable family of prediction sets representing collections of sufficiently
plausible values for Yn+1 ; see (4.12) below. While prediction sets are practically useful tools, there
are prediction-related tasks that they cannot perform, in particular, it cannot assign degrees of
belief (or betting odds, etc.) to all relevant assertions A ⊆ Y about Yn+1 . An alternative approach
is to develop what we referred in Chapter 3 as a probabilistic predictor, which, in the present context
would consist of a fully-specified (imprecise) probability distribution on Y, depending on Z n
and xn+1 , designed to quantify uncertainty about Yn+1 by directly assigning degrees of belief
to relevant assertions; see (4.8) below. The most common approach to probabilistic predictor
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construction is Bayesian, where a prior distribution for P is specified and uncertainty is quantified
by the posterior predictive distribution of Yn+1 , given Z n and Xn+1 = xn+1 . Other non-Bayesian
approaches leading to predictive distributions include Lawless and Fredette [2005], Coolen [2006],
Wang et al. [2012], and Vovk et al. [2018].
If belief assignments to all sorts of assertions about Yn+1 are to be provided, then their validity
or reliability ought to be considered. Recall Type-2 validity in Definition 3.2, a notion of validity for
probabilistic predictors in the context of unsupervised learning, explored in Chapter 3. The goal
of the present Chapter is to generalize not only this notion of validity, but also the main results of
Chapter 3 for the supervised learning context. More specifically, we
• develop an analogous Type-2 validity property and investigate its consequences (Section 4.2);
• provide an IM construction whose derived probabilistic predictor achieves Type-2 validity
(Section 4.3), illustrating it in regression and classification (Sections 4.4 and 4.5);
Connections between the proposed IM construction and conformal prediction are also established,
but perhaps the main contribution here is in the context of classification, where we show that the
discreteness of Y may cause the IM random set output, from which the probabilistic predictor
is derived, to be empty with positive probability (see Section 2.5). Two possible adjustments
are provided, with the one based on “stretching” the random set being most efficient. Finally,
Section 4.6 gives some concluding remarks.

4.2

Prediction validity

Recall that there is an exchangeable process Z1 , Z2 , . . ., with distribution P, where each Zi is a pair
( Xi , Yi ) ∈ Rd × Y. Given the observed data Z n and a value xn+1 of Xn+1 , the goal is to reliably
predict the corresponding Yn+1 . As discussed in Chapter 1, one way to perform reliable/valid
prediction is via prediction sets that achieve the nominal coverage probability, a notion of validity
that we referred as Type-1 validity in Chapter 3. However, the continued interest in the construction
of probability distributions for predicting Yn+1 implies that prediction-related tasks other than
the construction of prediction sets are practically relevant. In particular, quantifying uncertainty
about claims of the form “Yn+1 ∈ A” in a reliable way ought to be desirable. To formalize this,
n
following the ideas in Chapter 3, we define a probabilistic predictor as a map (zn , x ) 7→ (Πnx , Π x ) that
takes data zn and a new feature Xn+1 = x to a pair of non-additive lower and upper predictive
probabilities for the corresponding Yn+1 ; for notational simplicity, the probabilistic predictor’s
dependence on the data zn is encoded in the superscript “n” only. Then uncertainty quantification
n
about Yn+1 , given zn and Xn+1 = x, is provided by the function A 7→ (Πnx ( A), Π x ( A)).
We are defining the probabilistic predictor for all n, but it could be that some minimum sample
size is needed in order to properly define it. For example, if some standardization procedure is
being employed, then it would be necessary to have n ≥ 2. In what follows, if n is smaller than
the necessary sample size, then we will take the probabilistic predictor to be vacuous, i.e., assign
lower and upper probabilities 0 and 1, respectively, to every assertion.
In principle, it is easy to construct a probabilistic predictor. However, its practical utility requires
that the uncertainty quantification derived from it be reliable in a certain sense. The particular
sense we have in mind is statistical, analogous to the Type-2 validity notion in Chapter 3, but see
below for some behavioral consequences. That is, we require that inferences drawn based on the
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probabilistic predictor not be systematically misleading. For example, in a particular application,
n
with data zn and candidate value Xn+1 = x, suppose Π x ( A) happened to be small. Then the data
n
analyst would be inclined to infer “Yn+1 6∈ A.” But if it happened that ( Z n , Xn+1 ) 7→ Π Xn+1 ( A)
had a tendency to be small even in cases where Yn+1 ∈ A, then this probabilistic predictor—and,
hence, the data analyst using it—would be making unreliable predictions. To protect the data
analyst from this risk, we impose the following condition on probabilistic predictors, ensuring
that those aforementioned undesirable events are controllably rare.
n

Definition 4.1. The probabilistic predictor ( Z n , x ) 7→ (Πnx , Π x ) is Type-2 valid if
n

P{Π Xn+1 ( A) ≤ α , Yn+1 ∈ A} ≤ α,

for all (α, n, A, P).

(4.1)

Given the duality between non-additive lower and upper probabilities, i.e., Πnx ( A) = 1 −
and the fact that (4.1) is required to hold for all A, there is an equivalent definition of
validity in terms of the probabilistic predictor’s lower probability:
n
Π x ( A c ),

P{ΠnXn+1 ( A) > 1 − α , Yn+1 ∈
/ A} ≤ α.
The version in terms of the upper probability is more intuitive for us, so that is the one we focus
on.
The key point, again, is that validity ensures the probabilistic predictor will not tend to assign
small upper probability to assertions about Yn+1 that happen to be true. Practically, this ensures
that the data analyst is not making systematically misleading predictions.
Type-2 validity has implications beyond this notion of “reliability.” In particular, it has some
behavioral consequences in the sense of de Finetti, Walley, and others. One example of this is the
following, a generalization of the result presented in Proposition 3.1, Chapter 3.
To state the result precisely, define
n

β n ( A) = sup Π xn+1 ( A),
zn ,xn+1

the upper probabilistic predictor evaluated at A, maximized over all of its data inputs. Then a
particularly gross misspecification of prediction probabilities is a situation where
β n ( A) < P(Yn+1 ∈ A),

for some A.

(4.2)

This leads to sure loss in the sense of, e.g., Condition (C7) in Walley [1991, Sec. 6.5.2] or Definition 3.3
in Gong and Meng [2021]. Fortunately, as we show below, validity in the sense of Definition 4.1
implies no sure loss.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that the probabilistic predictor falls victim to sure loss in the sense that (4.2)
holds. Then validity in the sense of Definition 4.1 fails.
Proof. Define the function
n

ξ n ( A, α) = P{Π Xn+1 ( A) ≤ α , Yn+1 ∈ A},
so that (4.1) is equivalent to
ξ n ( A, α) ≤ α

∀ ( A, α, n, P).
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(4.3)

Using iterated expectation, by conditioning on ( Z n , Xn+1 ), it is easy to see that ξ n ( A, α) equals

E 1Π n

P(Yn+1
Xn+1 ( A )≤ α


∈ A | Z n , X n +1 ) .

From this alternative representation of ξ n ( A, α) in the above display, it is also clear that
ξ n ( A, α) ≥ 1β n ( A)≤α P(Yn+1 ∈ A).

(4.4)

According to (4.2), there exists an assertion A and a threshold α such that
β n ( A) < α < P(Yn+1 ∈ A).
Then from (4.4), with this choice of ( A, α),
ξ n ( A, α) ≥ P(Yn+1 ∈ A) > α.
Then (4.3) and, hence, (4.1) fails, so the claim follows.
This validity implies no sure loss property helps to provide a behavioral interpretation to
validity, which connects it to the more familiar properties in the imprecise probability literature.
In fact, recall the stronger notion of Type-2 validity exposed in Definition 3.3 of Chapter 3
for unsupervised learning problems. This strong Type-2 validity notion controls the long run
frequency of misleading predictions uniformly in assertions, instead of the assertion-wise control
explored above. An analogous definition of strong Type-2 validity for the present context is as
follows.
n

Definition 4.2. The probabilistic predictor ( Z n , x ) 7→ (Πnx , Π x ) is strongly Type-2 valid if
n

P{Π Xn+1 ( A) ≤ α and Yn+1 ∈ A for some A} ≤ α,

for all (α, n, P).

(4.5)

Two implications of strong Type-2 validity in the supervised learning context are in order,
analogous to the implications of strong Type-2 validity explored in Chapter 3. First, as the left-hand
side of (4.5) is no smaller than the left-hand side of (4.1), it follows from Proposition 4.1 that
strong Type-2 validity also implies no sure loss. Second, by following the same steps in the proof
of Proposition 3.3, it is easy to see that (4.5) boils down to
n

P{Π Xn+1 ({Yn+1 }) ≤ α} ≤ α,

for all (α, n, P).

Therefore, only an imprecise probability distribution can achieve such notion of validity. Compare
this to the inference context, where the false confidence theorem [Balch et al., 2019, Martin, 2019a]
implies that precise probabilities fail to be valid. The above result suggests a similar conclusion in
the context of prediction. Moreover, it also seems that the kinds of imprecise probability models
that can achieve validity in general are very special, namely, those whose upper probabilities
satisfy a consonance property; see, e.g., Martin [2021a].
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4.3
4.3.1

Nonparametric IMs for supervised learning problems
Objectives and generic construction

The goal of the present Section is to construct a (Type-2) valid nonparametric IM for prediction for
supervised learning problems. Evidence that this is within reach comes from Chapter 3, where, in
an unsupervised context, a valid prediction IM is constructed assuming only exchangeability. The
key to achieve this was an A-step that didn’t need not characterize the data-generating process.
Instead, the association was built using suitable functions of the observable data, in the spirit of
the so-called Generalized IM, reviewed in Section 2.7. But contrary to the Generalized IMs, these
suitable functions did not depend on any model, just the exchangeability assumption.
Below we describe a generic IM construction with all that is necessary for the derived probabilistic predictor be provably valid in the sense of Definition 4.1. The specifics of this construction
in the context of regression and classification will be given in Sections 4.4–4.5 below.
A–step. Suppose there exists a real-valued function ϕn such that the distribution of ϕn ( Z n , Zn+1 )
is known, i.e., does not depend on the unknown P. That distribution may depend on n, so
denote it by Qn . Then associate the observable data Z n and the yet-to-be-observed Zn+1 with the
unobservable auxiliary variable U as follows:
ϕn ( Z n , Zn+1 ) = U,

U ∼ Qn .

(4.6)

For our case where Zn+1 = ( Xn+1 , Yn+1 ) and interest is in Yn+1 , the association defines a set-valued
mapping
( Z n , x, u) 7→ Ynx (u) = {y ∈ Y : ϕn ( Z n , ( x, y)) = u}.
P–step. Define a nested predictive random set S ∼ Qn,S , on the space U of the auxiliary variable
U, designed to reliably contain realizations of U ∼ Qn . Since the cases in the following sections
involve an auxiliary variable U that is discrete, we will follow the developments in Section 3.4.2.2.
For the corresponding theory when U has a continuous distribution, see Section 1.3.1.3. First,
recall the random set’s contour
γS (u) = Qn,S (S 3 u),

u ∈ U.

Then the required link between Qn and Qn,S is that
if U ∼ Qn , then γS (U ) ∼ Unif {(n + 1)−1 In+1 },

(4.7)

where In+1 = {1, . . . , n, n + 1}, so that the uniform distribution on the right is of the discrete
variety.
C–step. Combine the results of the A- and P-steps to get a new, data-dependent random set
Ynx (S) =

[

Ynx (u) = {y ∈ Y : ϕn ( Z n , ( x, y)) ∈ S}.

u∈S
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And the distribution of this new random set determines the probabilistic predictor for Yn+1 , i.e.,
Πnx ( A) = Qn,S {Ynx (S) ⊆ A}
n

Π x ( A) = Qn,S {Ynx (S) ∩ A 6= ∅}.

(4.8)

Remark 1. If Ynx (S) is empty with positive Qn,S -probability, then some adjustment to the probabilistic predictor in (4.8) is needed. This will be relevant for the classification problem in Section 4.5.
As a consequence of S being nested, the derived probabilistic predictor is a consonant plausibility function (see Section 1.3.2.2), which means it is completely determined by its corresponding
plausibility contour function. That is, define
π xn (y) = Qn,S {Ynx (S) 3 y},

y ∈ Y.

(4.9)

Then the probabilistic predictor’s upper probability can be equivalently written as
n

Π x ( A) = sup π xn (y),

A ⊆ Y.

(4.10)

y∈ A

4.3.2

Type-2 validity

It remains to establish that the probabilistic predictor resulting from the above construction is, in
fact, Type-2valid. As usual, the properties of the predictive random set S play a fundamental role
in the IM validity.
Theorem 4.1. If the random set S in the above construction satisfies (4.7), and if Ynx (S) is non-empty
with Qn,S -probability 1 for P-almost all ( Z n , x ), then the plausibility contour (4.9) that characterizes the
probabilistic predictor satisfies
n
P{ π X
(Yn+1 ) ≤ α} ≤ α,
(4.11)
n +1
where the P-probability is with respect to the joint distribution of ( Z n , Zn+1 ), with Zn+1 = ( Xn+1 , Yn+1 ).
Proof. First, for Z n and Zn+1 = ( Xn+1 , Yn+1 ), set U = ϕn ( Z n , Zn+1 ). Then it is easy to see that
YnXn+1 (S) 3 Yn+1 ⇐⇒ S 3 U.
n
The Qn,S -probability of the left- and right-hand side events is π X
(Yn+1 ) and γS (U ), respectively,
n +1
n
so these two random variables—the first as a function of ( Z , Zn+1 ) ∼ P and the second as a
function of U ∼ Qn —have the same distribution. Equation (4.7) states that γS (U ) is uniform and,
n
therefore, so is π X
(Yn+1 ), which proves the claim.
n +1

Corollary 4.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, the probabilistic predictor in (4.8) is valid in the sense
of Definition 4.1.
Proof. Take any A ⊆ Y and note that, by (4.10),
n

{Π Xn+1 ( A) ≤ α, Yn+1 ∈ A} =⇒ π Xn n+1 (Yn+1 ) ≤ α.
Therefore, since the right-hand side has P-probability less than α from (4.11), the validity property
follows.
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Two brief remarks concerning Theorem 4.1 and its consequences. First, the non-emptiness
condition is not necessary for validity, but some adjustment is needed to the definition in (4.8),
as mentioned in Remark 1, to address this. We will discuss this in Section 4.5. Second, note
that the property (4.11) is stronger than the notion of validity in Definition 4.1. In fact, (4.11) is
analogous to the familiar property satisfied by p-values, a key element to most, if not all, methods
for inference and prediction with frequentist error rate guarantees. Naturally, there is another
important consequence concerning the coverage probability of prediction regions.
Given α ∈ [0, 1], use the plausibility contour (4.9) that characterizes the IM output in (4.8) to
define a 100(1 − α)% prediction plausibility set
Pαn ( x ) = {y ∈ Y : π xn (y) > α}

(4.12)

Then the following prediction coverage probability result follows immediately from Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.2. The prediction plausibility set defined in (4.12) is a genuine 100(1 − α)% prediction set in
the sense that it satisfies
P{Pαn ( Xn+1 ) 3 Yn+1 } ≥ 1 − α.
It is important to point out that the kind of validity being considered here is marginal, which is
easiest to understand in the context of Corollary 4.2. That is, the conditional coverage probability
of the prediction set is
xn+1 7→ P{Pαn ( xn+1 ) 3 Yn+1 | Xn+1 = xn+1 },
a function of xn+1 . Then the validity property implies that the expected value of this function,
with respect to the marginal distribution of Xn+1 under P, is at least 1 − α. This marginal coverage
guarantee, of course, says nothing about the conditional coverage at any particular xn+1 values.
Conditional validity is both challenging and practically relevant, and we discuss this briefly in
Section 4.6.

4.4

Nonparametric IM in regression

Recall that the A-step requires the specification of a real-valued function ϕn , such that the
distribution of ϕn ( Z n , Zn+1 ) is known. Towards this, we can follow the reasoning for the Astep specification in the unsupervised learning context (Section 3.4.2.1). That is, given Z n+1 =
( Z n , Zn+1 ) consisting of the observable ( Z n , Xn+1 ) and the yet-to-be-observed Yn+1 , consider first
a transformation Z n+1 → T n+1 , defined by
n +1
Ti = Ψ( Z−
i , Zi ),

i ∈ In +1 ,

(4.13)

n +1
where Z−
= Z n+1 \ {(Yi , Xi )}, and Ψ is a suitable real-valued function that compares Yi to
i
n +1
a prediction derived from Z−
i at Xi , being small if they agree and large if they disagree. For
n +1
example, to each Z−i , one could fit a linear or non-linear regression model to get an estimated
mean response µ̂n−+i 1 ( Xi ) and take Ti as the corresponding absolute residual

Ti = Yi − µ̂n−+i 1 ( Xi ) ,
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i ∈ In +1 .

(4.14)

The critical property of Ψ is that it be symmetric in the elements of its first vector argument.
This symmetry guarantees that the assumed exchangeability in Z1 , Z2 , . . . is preserved when
Z n+1 get mapped to T n+1 . As Ti depends on the entire data Z n+1 , we will write Ti ( Z n+1 ) where
necessary to highlight that dependence. In a regression context where the Yi ’s are continuous and
the non-conformity measure Ψ is non-constant on sets of Y n+1 with positive P-probability, like the
one in (4.14), a well-known consequence of exchangeability of T1 , . . . , Tn+1 is that their ranks are
marginally distributed according to Unif (In+1 ), a discrete uniform distribution on In+1 .
Having identified a function of ( Z n , Zn+1 ) whose distribution is known, we can complete the
A-step of the IM construction by writing a version of (4.6) as follows:
r ( Tn+1 ) = U,

U ∼ Unif (In+1 ),

(4.15)

where r (·) is the ascending ranking operator, the same association as the one derived for unsupervised learning problems in Section 3.4.2.1. Recall that the choice of Tn+1 instead of any of the
other Ti ’s in (4.15) is simply because Tn+1 is the one that holds the to-be-predicted value, Yn+1 ,
in special status. In summary, to complete the A-step, the only task for the data analyst is the
specification of Ψ.
The matching of associations between the IM construction here and the IM construction in
Chapter 3 implies that the choice of predictive random set in the respective P-steps also matches.
Therefore,
S = {1, 2, . . . , Ũ }, Ũ ∼ Unif (In+1 ).
(4.16)
As it was show, in Section 3.4.2.2, this random set satisfies the critical calibration property (4.7).
Moreover, recall that this choice also makes intuitive sense, as S always includes the value 1. This
is desirable given the ascending ranking operator in (4.15) because it implies values of Yn+1 that
make the residual Tn+1 small will be assigned high plausibility.
Finally, in the C-step, S is combined with the u-indexed collection of sets


Ynxn+1 (u) = yn+1 : r Tn+1 (zn+1 ) = u
that arise from the association (4.15). Here and below, note that zn+1 consists of the observed zn
values with zn+1 = ( xn+1 , yn+1 ) appended to it. The particular combination, as described in the
previous section, leads to the following data-dependent random subset of Y:
Ynxn+1 (S) = {yn+1 : r ( Tn+1 (zn+1 )) ≤ Ũ }

(4.17)

It is easy to see that Ynxn+1 (S)’s corresponding contour function for Yn+1 is given by
π xnn+1 (yn+1 ) = Qn,S {Ynxn+1 (S) 3 yn+1 }

= PŨ {Ũ ≥ r ( Tn+1 (zn+1 ))}
=

1 n +1
1{ Ti (zn+1 ) ≥ Tn+1 (zn+1 )}.
n + 1 i∑
=1

(4.18)

As Ynxn+1 (S) is both nested and non-empty, its contour function above is all that is needed to
define a probabilistic predictor and, consequently, quantify uncertainty about any assertion A ⊂ Y
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Figure 4.1 Panel (a): Data and the plausibility contours at selected values of x. Panel (b): Data, the true
mean curve (heavy line), the fitted B-spline regression curve (thin line), and the 95% pointwise prediction band.

of interest. For example, an upper probability about A would be given by (4.10), which can easily
be approximated by
n
Π x n +1 ( A ) ≈
max
π xnn+1 (y).
y on a grid and in A

Validity of the probabilistic predictor derived in this Section is a direct consequence of
Theorem 4.1. Consequently, this probabilistic predictor satisfies (4.1), so we are guaranteed that
the assignment of small (large) upper (lower) probabilities that happen to be true (false) will
be controllably rare, which prevents the data analyst from making systematically misleading
predictions.
To illustrate the practicality and flexibility of this approach, consider the following example.
Let X1 , . . . , Xn be iid Unif (0, 1), with n = 200, and let Y1 , . . . , Yn be independent, where Yi =
µ( Xi ) + 0.1ε i , where µ( x ) = sin3 (2πx3 ), and ε 1 , . . . , ε n are iid from a Student-t distribution with
df = 5. Figure 4.1 displays the data, the true regression function µ( x ) and the fitted regression
curve µ̂( x ) based on a B-spline with 12 degrees of freedom. A 95% prediction band is also
displayed, derived by (4.12) and xn+1 taking values along the observed x200 .
We end this section pointing out an important connection between the prediction IM developed
here and the powerful conformal prediction for supervised learning problems, presented in Vovk
et al. [2005] and summarized in Shafer and Vovk [2007]. This is not entirely surprising, given the
connection between IMs and conformal prediction in unsupervised learning problems, established
in Chapter 3. The careful reader may have recognized the Ψ function in the A-step of our
construction as the so-called non-conformity measure, an essential component in the conformal
prediction framework; see Section 3.3.1. Moreover, the basic output from the IM construction
presented above is the plausibility contour in (4.18), which is precisely conformal prediction’s
p-value or transducer. The theory in Vovk et al. [2005] takes this conformal transducer, which
satisfies the property (4.11) in Theorem 4.1, and constructs a prediction set as in (4.12) with the
prediction coverage probability property as in Corollary 4.2. Recall from Section 3.3 that the
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conformal prediction output can be converted into a valid probabilistic predictor in the sense
of Definition 4.1, one that can make valid belief assignments, by treating the transducer as the
contour of a consonant plausibility function via (4.10). Following the terminology in Chapter 3,
we refer to this probabilistic predictor construction generically as “conformal + consonance,” and
all it requires is that the conformal transducer π xn satisfy the properties of a contour function,
namely, that
sup π xn (y) = 1, for all ( Z n , x ).
(4.19)
y

This is easy to verify in cases like regression where Y is a continuous random variable. Indeed, for
the Ψ function in (4.14), the supremum is attained at y = µ̂n−(+n1+1) ( x ). In other cases, like in classification where Y is discrete, the “conformal + consonance” construction is not so straightforward.
We discuss these considerations next in Section 4.5.

4.5

Nonparametric IM in classification

In Section 4.4, we found that the A-step boils down to the specification of a suitable real-valued,
exchangeability-preserving function Ψ, which Vovk et al. [2005] refer as a non-conformity measure.
In binary classification problems, a Ψ function like in (4.14) can also be used here by encoding the
two possible values of Yi by two different real numbers. However, when Y has more than two
labels and they are not in an ordinal scale where the assignment of different numbers to them
is justified, there is no natural way to measure the distance between labels. Consequently, we
cannot measure how wrong a prediction is—it is simply right or wrong [Shafer and Vovk, 2007].
To circumvent this, Vovk et al. [2005] suggest the following non-conformity measure based on the
nearest-neighbor method for classification:
n +1
Ψ( Z−
i , Zi ) =

min j∈In+1 \{i}:Yj =Yi d( X j , Xi )
min j∈In+1 \{i}:Yj 6=Yi d( X j , Xi )

,

(4.20)

n +1
where d is the Euclidean distance. In words, Ψ( Z−
i , Zi ) is large if Xi is close to an element in
n +1
n +1
X−i with a label different from Yi and far from any element in X−
i with label equal to Yi . If both
the numerator and the denominator in (4.20) are 0, Shafer and Vovk [2007] recommend taking the
ratio also to be 0. Other nonconformity measures suitable for classification problems can be found
in Vovk et al. [2005], Shafer and Vovk [2007].
Two factors were fundamental to the specification of the association (4.15) in Section 4.4,
namely the identification of Ψ, so that Z n+1 can be mapped to T n+1 preserving exchangeability,
and the continuity of the Ti ’s. In a classification context, however, it is possible that the Ti ’s are not
continuous. For example, the non-conformity measure in (4.20) can return zero for different Zi ’s.
Consequently, the Ti ’s would have ties, and their ranks would be no longer uniform distributed
on In+1 . Luckily, recall from Section 3.4.2.1 that the association (4.15) can still be used in these
situation, given the logic in Martin and Liu [2015b, Sec. 5] and the fact that when ties are possible,
r ( Tn+1 ) is stochastically no larger than when ties are not possible.
Having identified the appropriate association, the IM construction proceeds analogously to
that in the previous section: the random set (3.18) is chosen in the P-step to target the unobserved
realization of the auxiliary variable U, and, in the C-step, the ingredients in the A- and P-steps are
combined to get Ynxn+1 (S) in (4.17), a data-dependent random subset of Y. However, due to the
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discreteness of Y, it is possible that Ynxn+1 (S) is empty with positive Qn,S -probability. As discussed
in Section 4.3, in these cases, some adjustment to the probabilistic predictor in (4.8) is necessary
to avoid both violations to the validity condition and counter-intuitive cases where the realized
prediction set happens to be empty. There is a sense in which empty prediction sets could be
meaningful, but we defer this discussion to Section 4.6.
In Section 2.5, we presented two possible adjustments for the potentially empty realizations of
the IM output random set. The first, and probably most intuitive, is conditioning on the event that
the random set is non-empty, which happens to be equivalent to Dempster’s rule of combination
[e.g., Shafer, 1976a, Chap. 3]. For example, the post-conditioning plausibility contour is given by
yn+1 7→ Qn,S {Ynxn+1 (S) 3 yn+1 | Ynxn+1 (S) 6= ∅}.
It is easy to see that conditioning simply rescales the original plausibility contour, making it larger
at each yn+1 ∈ Y. Clearly, if the unadjusted probabilistic predictor is valid, then this conditioning
adjustment—which only inflates its plausibility contour values—cannot affect its validity. This
inflation does, however, suggest a potential loss of efficiency, e.g., larger prediction sets in (4.12).
The second adjustment strategy, designed to preserve validity without sacrificing efficiency, is
based on a suitable stretching of the original random set.Following the steps in Section 2.5, start by
defining the set
[ 

Unxn+1 =
r Tn+1 (zn , zn+1 ) ⊆ In+1 .
(4.21)
y n +1 ∈ Y

There are only finitely many yn+1 values, and the set Unxn+1 defined above is just the collection of
ranks that are possible for the given Z n and xn+1 . Note that Ynxn+1 (S) is empty if and only if S
does not intersect with Unxn+1 . This conflicting situation can be avoided if, instead of S , we adopt a
stretched random set Se , obtained through equipping S with a stretching parameter, e ≥ 0, that
controls how far S is stretched toward Unxn+1 :

Se = {1, 2, . . . , Ũ + e},

Ũ ∼ Unif (In+1 ).

Recall that the parameter e is chosen as the smallest value at which the intersection of Se and
Unxn+1 is non-empty, i.e.,
ê = min{e : Se ∩ Unxn+1 6= ∅}

min Un − Ũ if Ũ < min Un
x n +1
x n +1
=
0
otherwise.
Consequently, Sê would be

Sê =


{1, 2, . . . , min Un

if Ũ < min Unxn+1

{1, 2, . . . , Ũ }

otherwise.

x n +1 }

In summary, in the stretching IM, the IM’s original random set output Ynxn+1 (S) is replaced with
Ynxn+1 (Se ), and the non-emptiness of Ynxn+1 (Se ) makes the probabilistic predictor derived from it
valid.
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Table 4.1 Primary food choice (I, invertebrates; F, fish; O, other) and lengths (in meters) for n = 39 male
alligators caught in Lake George, Florida [Agresti, 2003, p. 304].

Length (m)
1.30
1.32
1.32
1.40
1.42
1.42
1.47
1.47
1.50
1.52
1.63
1.65
1.65
1.65
1.65
1.68
1.70
1.73
1.78
1.78

Choice
I
F
F
F
I
F
I
F
I
I
I
O
O
I
F
F
I
O
F
O

Length (m)
1.80
1.85
1.93
1.93
1.98
2.03
2.03
2.31
2.36
2.46
3.25
3.28
3.33
3.56
3.58
3.66
3.68
3.71
3.89

Choice
F
F
I
F
I
F
F
F
F
F
O
O
F
F
F
F
O
F
F

To better understand how the conditioning and stretching adjustments are done in practice,
we consider the data in Table 4.1, taken from Agresti [2003, p. 304], corresponding to the primary
food choices and lengths of n = 39 male alligators caught in Lake George, Florida. Assume the
40th caught alligator is two meters long, i.e., Xn+1 = 2. The goal is to predict Yn+1 , its primary
food choice.
Note that



{I}
with probability 0.1




{ I, F }
with probability 0.2
Ynxn+1 (S) =
(4.22)


{ I, F, O} with probability 0.3




∅
with probability 0.4.
The corresponding plausibility contour, as given in (4.9), is represented by the solid lines in
Figure 4.2(a). By thresholding it at any α > 0.6 we obtain 100(1 − α)% prediction sets that are
empty, which is undesirable.
The plausibility contour, conditioned on (4.22) 6= ∅ is easy to evaluate, and is represented
by the dashed lines in Figure 4.2(a). To calculate the plausibility contour under the stretching
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approach, we obtain, after some calculations, Unxn+1 = {17, 21, 29}. As min Unxn+1 = 17,

Sê =


{1, 2, . . . , 17}

if Ũ < 17

{1, 2, . . . , Ũ }

otherwise.

where Ũ ∼ Unif (1, 2, . . . , 40). Therefore,



{I}


Ynxn+1 (Sê ) = { I, F }



{ I, F, O}

with probability 0.5
with probability 0.2
with probability 0.3,

and the dotted lines in Figure 4.2(a) illustrate its corresponding plausibility contour. Note, first, that
empty prediction sets are eliminated with both the conditioning and the stretching adjustments.
Second, for any α, the 100(1 − α)% prediction sets derived from the stretching adjustment are no
larger than the corresponding ones derived from the conditioning adjustment, which indicates
that the former is no less efficient than the latter. Another way to see this is through the difference
between the upper and lower probabilities derived by the respective probabilistic predictors.
Dempster [2008] referred to this gap as the “don’t know” probability. Of course, between two valid
probabilistic predictors, the one with less “don’t know” is preferred because it is more efficient.
Figure 4.2(b) shows the upper and lower probabilities for the singleton assertions { I }, {O} and
{ F }, for both strategies. Clearly, the stretching strategy leads to a more efficient probabilistic
predictor.
Recall from Section 4.4 that the probabilistic predictor derived from the “conformal + consonance” construction is valid according to Definition 4.1, given that the conformal transducer π xn
satisfies (4.19). In regression problems, this condition follows naturally from the continuity of Y,
and the derived probabilistic predictor is equivalent to the one that would be obtained from an
IM construction (assuming both use the same Ψ function). In classification problems, however,
(4.19) may not hold because Y is discrete. This implies the “conformal + consonance” cannot be
applied directly without some adjustment. This is not surprising given that similar adjustments
were needed in the IM construction discussed above too.
A natural adjustment is to force the conformal transducer to attain the value 1. Consider the
two following rescaled conformal transducers:
π̇ xn (y) =

π xn (y)
,
maxy π xn (y)

and
π̈ xn (y) =


1

if y = ŷ,

π n (y)
x

otherwise,

where ŷ = arg maxy π xn (y) and y ∈ Y. In words, π̇ xn (y) takes the conformal transducers for the
different y ∈ Y and divide them by their maximum, and π̈ xn (y) maintains all the conformal
transducers except for their maximum, which is assigned the value 1. The fact that both rescaled
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Upper/Lower probabilities

0.0
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1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.0
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Plausibility contour
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F

O
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yn+1
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O

Assertion

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2 Panel (a): Plausibility contours in Equation (4.9), derived from an IM construction with no
adjustment (solid lines), conditioning adjustment (dashed lines) and stretching adjustment (dotted lines).
Panel (b): Upper and lower probabilities for the singleton assertions {I}, {F} and {O} derived from an IM
construction with the conditioning adjustment (solid lines) and the stretching adjustment (dashed lines).

transducers reach the value 1 make the probabilistic predictors derived by them, through (4.10),
valid in the sense of Definition 4.1. It is also easy to see that these probabilistic predictors
obtained from π̇ xn (y) and π̈ xn (y) are equivalent to the ones derived from the IM construction with,
respectively, the conditioning and the stretching adjustments. This shows that forcing consonance
of the conformal transducer is not an ad hoc strategy; it is justified by the corresponding operations
on random sets. Moreover, in light of this connection to the IM’s random set adjustments, we find
that the second adjustment to the conformal predictor, i.e., setting the maximum value equal to 1,
is the more efficient adjustment.

4.6

Conclusion

Here we focused on the important problem of prediction in supervised learning applications with
no model assumptions (except exchangeability). We presented a notion of prediction validity, one
that goes beyond the usual coverage probability guarantees of prediction sets. This condition
assures the reliability of the degrees of belief, obtained from a imprecise probability distribution,
assigned to all relevant assertions about the yet-to-be-observed quantity of interest. We also
showed that, by following a new variation on the (generalized) IM construction first presented in
Martin [2015, 2018], this validity property can be easily achieved. We also noted the connection
between this new IM construction and the conformal prediction strategy in, e.g., Vovk et al. [2005],
and presented illustrations in both regression and classification settings.
In Section 4.3 we noted that the IM construction there leads naturally to a notion of marginal
validity, which is different (and weaker) than the so-called conditional validity property. While this
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is usually framed in the context of prediction sets, the corresponding definition in the context of
probabilistic predictors is
n

P{Π x ( A) ≤ α, Yn+1 ∈ A | Xn+1 = x } ≤ α

∀ x,

and, of course, for all (α, n, A, P) as before. Given the impossibility results in, e.g., Lei and
Wasserman [2014], it seems unlikely that conditional validity can be achieved by any non-trivial
probabilistic predictor. Asymptotic validity is possible, and some promising ideas are given in
Chernozhukov et al. [2019].
We mentioned in Section 4.5 that, surprisingly, empty random sets may have some practical
value. This concerns the so-called open- versus closed-world view of the prediction problem. If the
world is closed in the sense that all the possible labels are known, then it makes sense to remove
the empty set cases and, hence, force consonance. However, if the world is open in the sense that
other labels are possible, then the empty set realization is an indication that the new object being
classified may be of previously-unknown Type, which itself is valuable information. How this
open-world view can be captured by the IM framework developed here remains an open question.
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CHAPTER

5
NONPARAMETRIC INFERENTIAL
MODELS FOR INFERENCE

5.1

Introduction

A future response is a very relevant variable quantity of interest that is well defined with or
without a statistical model. There are also practically important fixed quantities related to some
population of interest that do not rely on model specifications. The simplest example is a quantile,
i.e., every distribution has quantiles, and these are practically interesting, but they are (almost)
never parameters in a model.
Nonparametric uncertainty quantification about such fixed “model-free” inferential targets
is a very relevant problem in statistics. Similarly to Chapters 3 and 4, uncertainty quantification
here is in the sense of assigning beliefs to relevant assertions about the inferential target, going
therefore beyond the popular uncertainty quantification in terms of confidence regions with
coverage probability guarantees. The most famous approach that provide such stronger uncertainty
quantification is the nonparametric Bayesian [e.g., Ghosh and Ramamoorthi, 2003, Hjort et al.,
2010, Ghosal and van der Vaart, 2017], where the “nonparametric” aspect comes from making the
model as wide/flexible as possible through the expression of the likelihood as a density function.
However, there can be downsides associated with this approach. First, there is no guarantee that
the output Bayesian degrees of belief, which are probability measures, associated with general
assertion about the inferential target are, at least approximately valid. Usually all that is assessed
is the (approximate) validity of derived credible regions. Second, the nonparametric Bayesian
approach rely on very complicated Monte Carlo methods that surely limit its use in applications.
The goal of the present Chapter is not just to develop a nonparametric IM for inference, but also to
overcome these two limitations. Specifically, we want the nonparametric IM to be “user-friendly”,
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and its derived degrees of belief to be valid. As there is no free lunch, this level of generality we
desire our proposed solution to have will make the validity considerations only asymptotically
approximate.
The generalized IM approach described in Section 2.7 is powerful, in the sense that the
association, as formulated in the A-step of the IM construction, need not fully characterize the
data-generating process. This improvement certainly makes the IM approach more inviting to
the data analyst. However, the specification of a statistical model is still required, and this can
be undesirable if the interest relies on quantities of the population that exist independent of
an assumed model. A natural approach to overcome this model specification obstacle seems to
be the construction of an even more general IM, one that not only makes the A-step free of a
data generating description, but also does not require a precise statistical model specification at
all. Evidence that this even more general IM is possible and within reach was gained with the
developments in Chapters 3 and 4, where a valid IM for prediction is constructed solely on the
assumption of exchangeability. The key insight there was to build the association with suitable
functions of the observable data, unknown quantities and unobservable auxiliary variables, these
suitable functions not involving statistical models. Our attempt to construct a valid nonparametric
IM for inference will follow along this line, building on the first thoughts presented in Cahoon
[2020].
The remaining of the Chapter is organized as follows. After giving a precise definition
of validity in the present context in Section 5.2, we present the proposed nonparametric IM
construction in Section 5.3. Details about the computation and theoretical justification are also
provided. Five simulated data examples are presented in Section 5.4, to highlight the method’s
versatility. We conclude in Section 5.5 with a summary and a few remarks about open problems.

5.2

Validity

Suppose data Y = (Y1 , . . . , Yn ) consist of n iid observations coming from a continuous distribution
P, which nothing is known about. The lack of a model and its related parameters raises the
question: what is the inferential target? The framework of M-estimation [e.g., Huber, 1981] defines
the quantities of interest as the solution to a specified optimization problem involving P. If we let
R( θ ) =

Z

`θ dP,

θ ∈ Θ,

be the risk function, i.e., the expectation of a loss function `θ (.), then the quantity of interest is
defined as the risk minimizer:
θ ∗ = arg min R(θ ).
(5.1)
θ ∈Θ

Note that θ ∗ is actually θ ∗ (P) but, for notation simplicity, we stick with θ ∗ throughout this Chapter.
Given the observed data y, the goal is to quantify uncertainty about θ ∗ in a reliable way. As
discussed in Section 5.1, one way to do this is via confidence regions that achieve the advertised
coverage probabilities. That is, if {Pα (y) : α ∈ [0, 1]} denote a family of confidence regions for θ ∗
based on observed data Y = y, then the confidence region is valid if it satisfies
Pn {Pα (Y ) 3 θ ∗ } ≥ 1 − α,
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for all (α, n, P).

(5.2)

However, in this Chapter we are concerned about the construction of a (imprecise) probability
distributions for θ ∗ . Therefore, a stronger notion of validity is needed, one that concerns the
reliability of the uncertainty quantification about claims of the form “θ ∗ ∈ A”. To formalize this,
let (Πy , Πy ) be an imprecise probability distribution for θ ∗ , given the observed data Y = y. Note
that this is quite general and includes the situations where Πy = Πy , i.e., situations where the
probability distribution for θ ∗ is precise, like in the nonparametric Bayes approach. Uncertainty
quantification about assertions A of interest is provided by the function A 7→ (Πy ( A), Πy ( A)). In
a given application, as a small Πy ( A) suggests to the data analyst that θ ∗ 6∈ A, the goal of the
stronger notion of validity considered here is to control the long run frequency of small Πy ( A)
for true assertions A, i.e.,
Pn {ΠY ( A) ≤ α} ≤ α,

for all (α, n, A, P) and all θ ∗ ∈ A.

(5.3)

Of course, a large Πy ( A) for false assertions A also leads to erroneous conclusions. Given the
conjugacy property of non-additive probabilities in (1.15) and the fact that (5.3) is required to hold
for all A, an equivalent definition of validity in terms of Πy is
Pn {ΠY ( A) ≥ 1 − α} ≤ α,

for all (α, n, A, P) and all θ ∗ 6∈ A.

It is worth to mention that, similarly to Chapters 3 and 4, an even stronger notion of “assertionbased” validity can be considered, one that controls the probability of making erroneous predictions uniform-in-assertions, i.e.,
Pn {ΠY ( A) ≤ α for some A 3 θ ∗ } ≤ α,

for all (α, n, A, P).

(5.4)

By following the same logic in the proof of Proposition 3.3, one can see that (5.4) simplifies to
Pn {ΠY (θ ∗ ) ≤ α} ≤ α,

for all (α, n, A, P)

which can only be achieved by an imprecise probability. Moreover, once again this characterization
in terms of the upper probability assigned to singleton sets suggests that consonant plausibility
functions (see Section 1.3.2.2) will play an important role in what follows. As we will see, the
proposed IM, whose output is a consonant plausibility function, also achieves, approximately, this
uniform-in-assertions validity.

5.3
5.3.1

Valid probabilistic inference without a model
Construction

Recall data Y = (Y1 , . . . , Yn ) consist of n iid observations coming from an unknown continuous
distribution P and that θ ∗ , the inferential target, is defined as the solution of the risk minimization
problem in (5.1). In this context, an estimate θ̂y of θ ∗ can be obtained by mimicking (5.1) but with
an empirical version of the risk. That is, we can set
θ̂y = arg min Ry (θ ),
θ ∈Θ
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where
Ry ( θ ) =

1 n
` θ ( y i ).
n i∑
=1

(5.5)

This empirical risk minimizer is an M-estimator.
Next, define the difference
Ty (θ ) = n{Ry (θ ) − Ry (θ̂y )},

(5.6)

a function that, similarly to (2.16), is also large when data y and parameter θ disagree. To put it
another way, large values of Ty (θ ) indicate that θ is not a plausible value given the data y. If we
denote by Fθ its distribution function under Y ∼ Pn , noting that, contrary to (2.16), the dependence
on θ comes from the value being plugged in to the function TY (·), not from the distribution of Y,
the same 3-step construction of Section 2.7 can be derived. The resulting plausibility contour at θ
would be given by (2.18) and it clearly satisfies
Y ∼ Pn =⇒ πY (θ ∗ ) ∼ Unif (0, 1).

(5.7)

The above formulation is deceptively simple. However, similarly to Section 2.7, the challenge is
on the computation of πy (·) that involves Fθ , the distribution of TY (θ ), that is too difficult to attain
analytically. In Section 2.7, Monte Carlo simulation can be used to approximate Fθ . Here, we hit a
new hurdle as there is no information about the distribution, hence no information about how to
get Monte Carlo samples from P. Fortunately, we have access to the observations themselves, so
we can overcome this challenge by replacing Monte Carlo sampling from P by the bootstrap, i.e.,
iid sampling from the empirical distribution of Y.
Towards this, let ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n ) denote a random n-vector with a multinomial distribution,
Pξ = Multn (n−1 1n ). Then, if we denote by Fboot the bootstrap distribution of Ty (θ ), the theoretical
bootstrap version of the plausibility contour in (2.18) is
πyboot (θ ) = 1 − Fboot ( Ty (θ ))

= Pξ { Tyξ (θ̂y ) > Ty (θ )},

θ ∈ Θ.

(5.8)

Of course,
ξ

ξ

ξ

ξ

Ty (θ̂y ) = n{Ry (θ̂y ) − Ry (θ̂y )},
with
ξ

Ry ( θ ) =

1 n
ξ i `θ (Yi )
n i∑
=1
ξ

being the bootstrap version of the empirical risk in (5.5), and θ̂y its corresponding minimizer. The
practical version of (5.8) replaces Pξ , a probability statement corresponding to all the nn possible
with replacement resamples from the original sample Y = y, with a Monte Carlo average:
π̂yboot (θ ) =

1 B
ξ
1{ Ty b (θ̂y ) > Ty (θ )},
B b∑
=1

ξ b ∼ Multn (n−1 1n ),

b = 1, . . . , B.

(5.9)

For low dimension θ, this function can be plotted to visualize what the data suggest about where
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Algorithm 2: Nonparametric IM
initialize: data y, loss function `θ (.), M-estimator θ̂y and a grid of θ values.;
define Ry (θ ) = 1/n ∑in=1 `θ (yi );
for each θ value on the grid do
evaluate Ty (θ ) = Ry (θ ) − Ry (θ̂y );
for b in 1, . . . , B do
get bootstrap samples from y;
ξ
evaluate the M-estimator θ̂y b ;
ξ
ξ
ξ
ξ
evaluate Ty (θ̂y ) = n{Ryb (θ̂y ) − Ryb (θ̂y b )}
end
ξ
evaluate π̂yboot (θ ) = B1 ∑bB=1 1{ Ty b (θ̂y ) > Ty (θ )};
end
return π̂yboot (θ ) for each θ on the grid.

the true value of θ is; see Figures 5.1(a) and 5.2(b).
Before ending this subsection it is worth to mention how general and practical the proposed
method is. Despite being computationally intensive, the specification of an appropriate loss
function and its correspondent M-estimator is essentially the only task required for the data
analyst. Once done, the computation of π̂yboot (θ ) proceeds as described in Algorithm 2. This
simplicity is analogous to the developments in Chapters 3 and 4 above, where specification of
a so called non-conformity measure, in the sense of Vovk et al. [2005], is the only requirement
for obtaining a valid nonparametric IM for prediction. In Section 5.4, we illustrate our proposed
method in five practically relevant examples.

5.3.2

Theoretical properties

Ideally, by sticking with the compromise of the IM approach with valid inferences as described in
Chapter 2, we want the IM plausibility contour πy (θ ) to satisfy
Pn {πY (θ ∗ ) ≤ α} ≤ α,

for all (α, n, P).

(5.10)

Recall from Chapter 2 that the IM output belief/plausibility functions are consonant, so πy (θ )
is all that is needed to compute (Πy ( A), Πy ( A)) for any assertion A of interest. Moreover, as
pointed out in Section 5.2 above, (5.10) is a necessary and sufficient condition to achieve the
uniform-in-assertions notion of validity in (5.4) and, as a consequence, the assertion-wise notion
of validity in (5.10).
Recall that, if Fθ , the distribution of (5.6), were available and used in the construction of the
IM in Section 2.7, validity of the corresponding inferential output πy (θ ) in the sense of (5.10)
would follow immediately from (5.7). However, in the present context where Fθ is unknown, we
have recommended the IM with plausibility contour πyboot (θ ) as in (5.8), which involves bootstrap
samples. Technically, we also approximate πyboot (θ ) with the Monte Carlo average (5.9), but since
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for large enough B, which is in our control, we clearly have
π̂yboot (·) ≈ πyboot (·),
it suffices to work with πyboot (·) in our theoretical investigation. This dependence on the bootstrap
suggests that the best we can hope for is asymptotically approximate validity, where (5.10) becomes
sup Pn {πYboot (θ ∗ ) ≤ α} = α + o (1),

for all (α, P) and n → ∞.

(5.11)

This is achieved if Fboot ( Ty (θ ∗ )) converges in distribution to Unif (0, 1). To put it another way, to
prove asymptotically approximate validity of πYboot (θ ∗ ), it suffices to show that
πYboot (θ ∗ ) ≈ πY (θ ∗ )

(5.12)

and then apply (5.7). Below are the details.
Suppose that the risk minimization problem is sufficiently smooth that it can be restated as a
root finding problem, i.e.,
θ ∗ = arg min R(θ ) ⇐⇒ Ṙ(θ ∗ ) = 0,
θ

where
the dot denotes differentiation. Assume that the loss function `θ (y) is such that Ṙ(θ ) =
R
˙`θ dP, i.e., that the order of differentiation and integration can be interchanged. Then the risk
minimization or M-estimation problem can be recast as a Z-estimation problem, and the asymptotic
ξ
theory for θ̂Y and θ̂Y can be studied using the general results in, e.g., Kosorok [2008], Chapter 10.3.
There he gives a so-called Z-estimator master theorem which provides sufficient conditions for
ξ
confirming that both θ̂Y and θ̂Y have the same limiting behavior, which is our Assumption A1 in
Theorem 5.1 below. Then smoothness of the loss function (Assumption A2) allows us to show that
ξ
TY (θ ) and TY (θ̂Y ) have the same limiting distribution, hence (5.12).
Theorem 5.1. Assume that the loss function `θ is such that M-estimation is equivalent to Z-estimation in
the sense of (1.15). In addition, assume
A1. n1/2 (θ̂Yn − θ ∗ ) and n1/2 (θ̂Yn − θ̂Yn ) have the same limiting distribution, and
A2. θ 7→ `¨ θ (y) is f (y)-Lipschitz in a neighborhood of θ ∗ , where P f < ∞.
ξ

Then the bootstrap-based generalized IM for θ ∗ is approximately valid in the sense of (5.11).
Proof. See Section 5.6.
The Lipschitz condition in Assumption A2 can be compared to one in what are commonly
referred to as the classical Cramér conditions for asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood
estimator, e.g., Assumption D of Theorem 6.5.1 in Lehmann and Casella [1998]. It may be possible
to relax condition A2, but we leave this for further investigation elsewhere.
A direct consequence of Theorem 5.1 is that the set
Pα (Y ) = {θ : π̂yboot (θ ) > α}
constitutes an approximately valid 100(1 − α)% plausibility region in the sense of (5.2).
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Figure 5.1 Panel (a): Plausibility contour in Equation (5.9). Panel (b): Empirical CDF of the plausibility
contour in Equation (5.9) evaluated at the true quantiles based on 1,000 replications of the experiment in
(a).

5.4

Examples

5.4.1

Quantiles

The most intuitive example of a quantity of interest that is not most naturally defined as a model
parameter is the τ-th quantile, the exact point q∗τ such that F (q∗τ ) = τ, for τ ∈ (0, 1), where F is
the distribution of a continuous random variable Y. Every distribution has quantiles, but they
almost never figure among the parameters that define the distribution. Of course, one can make
model-based inference on a quantile by specifying a parametric model PY |θ and defining ϕ = ϕ(θ )
as the corresponding quantile, but this creates a risk of bias due to model misspecification and/or
model selection. Our approach here is model-free, so these risks/challenges are avoided.
∗ , which
As an illustration, suppose that P is a Gamma(4, 1). Interest here is in the median q0.5
in this case is roughly equal to 3.67. Figure 5.1(a) shows the plausibility contour in (5.9) with
B = 500 and loss function
`q0.5 (y) = |y − q0.5 |
for a single data set y with n = 100. The peak is at the M-estimator, i.e., the sample median, which
is close to the true median, and the horizontal line determines the corresponding 95% plausibility
interval, derived by (5.13). In order to check that approximate validity is attained, a simulation
study was conducted where the above scenario is repeated 1,000 times and, for each data set,
∗ ) is evaluated. Figure 5.1(b) shows that the distribution of π̂ boot (q∗ ) is close to Unif (0, 1),
π̂yboot (q0.5
y
0.5
∗
∗ , showing
so approximate validity is verified. The same simulation is repeated for q0.25
and q0.75
that the approximate validity conclusion is not specific to the median.
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5.4.2

Multivariate median

In univariate analysis, it is a well known fact that the median is a much more robust measure
of the distribution’s center than the mean, when the data is skewed. This is also the case in
multivariate analysis. However, replacing the multivariate mean by a multivariate median is not
as straightforward as replacing the mean by the median in the univariate case, because there is no
universally accepted definition of a multivariate median. And the reason for that is the fact that
there is no natural way of ordering data points in higher dimensions [Oja, 2013].
The most common version of a multivariate median is the spatial median. For 2 dimensional
data, the spatial median is defined as the point in the plane to minimize the sum of absolute
distances to observation points [Brown, 1983]. In other words, the 2-dimensional spatial median is
an M-estimator associated with the loss function

`q ( y ) = k y − qk2 − k y k2 ,

(5.14)

where q = (q1 q2 )T and kyk2 = (∑2j=1 y2j )1/2 is the usual `2 -norm of a 2-dimensional vector y in
R2 .
For a quick illustration, Figure 5.2(a) shows y, that consists of n = 100 samples from N2 (µ, Σ),
where µ = (1 1)T , Σ11 = Σ22 = 1 and Σ12 = 0.7. In Figure 5.2(b), the plausibility contour in
(5.9) is shown, based on the loss function in (5.14) and B = 500. The shaded area in Figure 5.2(c)
represents the 95% plausibility region for q∗ = (1 1)T derived by (5.13) and, in red, the classic
95% confidence ellipse based on the asymptotic normality. Figure 5.2(d) shows the result of the
simulation study where the above scenario is repeated 1,000 times and, for each data set, π̂yboot (q∗ )
is evaluated. Approximate validity is verified.

5.4.3

Quantile regression

Consider a typical regression context where a response variable Y is coupled with corresponding
covariates X = ( X (1), . . . , X ( p)) ∈ R p . The goal is to estimate the quantile for the conditional
distribution of Y | X. This problem is known as quantile regression, an extension of linear regression
useful in cases where the linear regression assumptions are violated; see Koenker and Hallock
[2001]. Denote the τ-th conditional quantile function by QY |X (τ ), τ ∈ (0, 1), and suppose the
observations satisfy
QYi |Xi (τ ) = Xi β∗τ ,
where β∗τ ∈ R p . The goal is, therefore, to estimate β τ , and Koenker and Bassett [1978] demonstrate
that M-estimators of β∗τ are associated with the following loss function:

` βτ (y) = |y − xβ τ | − (2τ − 1) xβ τ .
iid

Let Xi ∼ Unif (0, 4), i = 1, . . . , n, with
n = 200, and let Yi = µ( Xi ) + ε( Xi ), where µ( x ) =

β 0 + β 1 x, and ε( x ) ∼ N 0, (0.1 + 0.1x )2 . Suppose the interest is on the center of the distribution
of Y | X. As the errors have non-constant variance, applying linear regression is inappropriate in
this situation. However, we can model the median of Y | X through quantile regression. Figure 5.3(a)
displays the data and the fitted regression curve µ̂( x ). A 95% plausibility band is also displayed,
derived by (5.13) with B=500 bootstrap samples. For the same data set, this analysis is repeated for
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Figure 5.2 Panel (a): Scatter plot of y. Panel (b): Plausibility contour in Equation (5.9). Panel (c): Classic
95% confidence ellipse based on the asymptotic normality in red and 95% plausibility region shaded in
grey. Panel (d): Empirical CDF of the plausibility contour in Equation (5.9) evaluated at the true spatial
median based on 1,000 replications of the experiment in (a,b).

the 0.25 and 0.75 quantiles, and the results are shown in Figures 5.3(b) and 5.3(c). Approximately
validity of these plausibility bands is justified by the approximate validity of π̂yboot ( β∗τ ), τ =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, when repeating the aforementioned experiments 1,000 times, as shown in Figure
2(d).

5.4.4

MCID

“Statistical significance does not imply practical significance” is a jargon that every data analyst
should know. In clinical trials, for example, a statistical significant difference, say, when comparing
a new drug with a placebo, may be detected that not necessarily translate to practical differences
noticeable by the patients. This problem motivates considerations beyond the usual “statistical
critical value at an α-level”. More precisely, a new cutoff value is desired, one that can separate
patients with and without clinically significant responses. This cutoff is called the minimum
clinically important difference, or MCID for short [Jaeschke et al., 1989].
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Figure 5.3 Panel (a): Plot of the data, the fitted median regression line and the 95% plausibility band.
Panels (b) and (c): Same as (a), but for the 0.25 and the 0.75 quantiles. Panel (d): Empirical CDF of the
plausibility contour in Equation (5.9) evaluated at the true quantiles based on 1,000 replications of the
experiment in (a,b,c).

Let Y ∈ {−1, 1} be the binary indicator that denotes the patient reported outcome. Here, Y = 1
indicates the patient found the treatment effective and Y = −1 indicates the patient found the
treatment ineffective. Let X be the usual continuous diagnostic measure taken on each patient, the
variable that would be used to access statistical significance alone. However, now we are interested
in a new cutoff value θ for X (MCID), a cutoff value such that patients whose diagnostic measures
exceed it are likely to observe a benefit from the treatment.
Coming up with a sound parametric model for the joint distribution of Y and X may be very
challenging, so risks of model misspecification bias may discourage likelihood based methods
to make inference on the MCID. Model-free approaches become, then, an attractive alternative.
Thanks to the developments in Hedayat et al. [2015], where the MCID is formulated as an
M-estimator associated with the loss function
1
`θ ( x, y) = {1 − ysign( x − θ )},
2

( x, y) ∈ R × {−1, 1}.

where sign(0) = 1, we can construct a nonparametric IM.
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Figure 5.4 Panel (a): Empirical CDF of the plausibility contour in Equation (5.9) evaluated at the true
MCID for the three G distributions based on 250 Monte Carlo samples. Panel (b): Plot of the data (Y =
−1 white points, Y = 1 black points) the fitted MCID function and the 95% plausibility band.

As an illustration, let the true model for data ( X, Y ) have distribution G for X and, given
X = x, Y has a Bernoulli±1 distribution with success probability G ( x ). To check approximate
validity of π̂yboot (θ ∗ ) we consider simulation studies with n = 500, 150 Monte Carlo Samples and,
for each, B = 200 bootstrap samples, for the following three forms of G:
X ∼ N(1, 1),

X ∼ Unif (1, 3)

and

X ∼ Gamma(5, 2).

The true MCID θ ∗ are, respectively, 1, 2 and 2.34. Note they are equal to the median of the X
distribution. The non-smoothness of the risk function associated with (5.15) makes the optimization
problem hard. Here, we construct the nonparametric IMs using a smoothed version of (5.15),
provided in Hedayat et al. [2015]. The computations were carried out using the pmcid function
in MCID1 R package. Figure 5.4(a) shows that approximately validity is achieved in all three
scenarios.

5.4.5

Personalized MCID

Perhaps a more realistic version of the MCID problem discussed above is the one in which the
threshold θ for practical significance depends on the individual. More specifically, θ would depend
on a set of additional covariates attached to subjects. This is the so-called personalized MCID, and
some key references include Hedayat et al. [2015] and Zhou et al. [2020].
Besides Y and X introduced in subsection 5.4.4, i.e., Y is the self-reported effectiveness outcome
and X is the patient’s diagnostic measurement, let Z = ( Z (1), . . . , Z ( p)) ∈ R p , p ≥ 1, represent
the patient’s covariates. The x-scale cutoff for practical significance, which was a constant in
subsection 5.4.4, will now depend on Z. Therefore, the personalized MCID is a function θ ( Z ),
and the goal is to make inferences on this function. The IM construction is based on the obvious
1 https://github.com/zzhou0721/MCID.
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modified version of (5.15):
1
`θ ( x, y, z) = {1 − ysign( x − θ (z))},
2

( x, y, z) ∈ R × {−1, 1} × Rq .

(5.16)

As an example, we sample n = 100 independent observations of ( X, Y, Z ). The covariate Z is
sampled from a uniform distribution on the interval [0, 3]. Given Z = z, the diagnostic measure
X is sampled from a normal distribution with mean that is linear in z, and variance 1. The
patient-reported outcome Y is sampled from a Bernoulli±1 distribution with success probability
Φ( x; β 0 + β 1 z, 1), where Φ( x; µ, σ) denotes the N(µ, σ) distribution function. As in Section 5.4.4, a
smoothed version of (5.16) was adopted, and the optimizations were carried out using the imcid
function in MCID R package. Figure 5.4(b) displays the data, the fitted MCID function θ (z) and a
95% plausibility band derived derived by (5.13) with B=250 bootstrap samples.

5.5

Conclusion

Here we focused on the important problem of uncertainty quantification on population quantities
of interest when no model assumptions are made. We presented a new variation of a generalized
IM construction that not only skips the explicit description of the data generating process, but
also does not require a model at all. We showed that this nonparametric IM construction is
normative, in the sense that the specification of a risk function (from which the quantity of interest
is defined) and its correspondent M-estimator is all that is required for approximately valid
uncertainty quantification that goes beyond the usual coverage probability guarantees of classical
nonparametric confidence regions. In fact, approximately validity also holds for the IM’s degrees
of belief assigned to any assertions about the unknown quantity of interest.
In Section 5.4, illustrations of the proposed method in a variety of practical relevant settings
were presented. These examples comprehended one- or two-dimensional quantities of interest,
where the computation is straightforward. But if dimension is more than 2, then how, e.g., to get
marginal plausibility contours for each component in an efficient way remains an open question.
Since evaluation of π̂yboot (θ ) is based on sampling (bootstrap or Monte Carlo), and marginalization
is optimization in this imprecise probability setting, techniques like stochastic approximation or
stochastic gradient descent seem especially promising.

5.6

Proof of Theorem 5.1

Define the two survival functions
Hn (t) = Pn { TY (θ ∗ ) > t}

and

Hnboot (t) = Pξ { TY (θ̂Y ) > t}.
ξ

Note that Hnboot is a random survival function, depending on Y. Then we have
πY (θ ∗ ) = Hn ( TY (θ ∗ ))

and

πYboot (θ ∗ ) = Hnboot ( TY (θ ∗ )),

which implies
πYboot (θ ∗ ) = πY (θ ∗ ) + ∆n ,
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(5.17)

where

|∆n | = Hnboot ( TY (θ ∗ )) − Hn ( TY (θ ∗ )) ≤ sup Hnboot (t) − Hn (t) .
t

This upper bound is conservative, for sure, but is necessary to remove the dependence on the
random argument, TY (θ ∗ ). Consider Hn (t) first. By the assumption that θ̂Y is close to θ ∗ , we can
use Taylor’s theorem to approximate TY (θ ∗ ), i.e.,
TY (θ ∗ ) = 21 n(θ̂Y − θ ∗ )> R̈n (θ̂Y )(θ̂Y − θ ∗ ) + o P (1),

n → ∞.

By the assumed asymptotic normality of n1/2 (θ̂Y − θ ∗ ) and the analysis of R̈n below, it follows
from Slutsky’s theorem that, under Y ∼ Pn , TY (θ ∗ ) converges in distribution. If H∞ is the limiting
survival function, then we have that Hn (t) → H∞ (t) as n → ∞ for each t. Since these are survival
functions, pointwise convergence implies uniform convergence, so we get
sup Hnboot (t) − Hn (t) ≤ o (1) + sup Hnboot (t) − H∞ (t) .
t

(5.18)

t

It remains to bound the second term on the right-hand side. Again, by Assumption A1, we can do
the same Taylor approximation,
TY (θ̂Y ) = 12 n(θ̂Y − θ̂Y )> R̈n (θ̂Y )(θ̂Y − θ̂Y ) + o Pξ (1),
ξ

ξ

ξ

ξ

ξ

n → ∞,

0 such that, if d
and reach an analogous limit distribution conclusion. That is, there exists H∞
is a metric on the space of distribution functions such that convergence in d is equivalent to
convergence in distribution, then
0
d( Hnboot , H∞
)→0

in P-probability as n → ∞.

0 = H , we need to compare the two second derivative matrices, to show
To confirm that H∞
∞
that their difference is vanishing as n → ∞. Towards this, write

ξ

ξ

R̈n (θ̂Y ) − R̈n (θ̂Y ) =

1 n ¨
1 n ¨
`
(
Y
)
−
ξ i `θ̂ ξ (Yi )
i
θ̂Y
Y
n i∑
n i∑
=1
=1

= An + Bn + Cn ,
where
An =

1 n
(1 − ξ i )`¨ θ ∗ (Yi )
n i∑
=1

Bn =

1 n
(1 − ξ i ){`¨ θ̂Y (Yi ) − `¨ θ ∗ (Yi )}
n i∑
=1

Cn =

1 n
ξ i {`¨ θ̂Y (Yi ) − `¨ θ̂ ξ (Yi )}.
Y
n i∑
=1

Assumption 2 states that θ 7→ `¨ θ (y) is f (y)-Lipschitz in a neighborhood of θ ∗ . The second
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derivative is a matrix in general, so this Lipschitz property means that

k`¨ θ1 (y) − `¨ θ2 (y)k F ≤ f (y)kθ1 − θ2 k,

for all θ1 , θ2 near θ ∗ ,

where k · k F is the matrix Frobenius norm. Then

k Bn k F ≤

1 n
|1 − ξ i | f (Yi ) × kθ̂Yn − θ ∗ k
n i∑
=1

kCn k F ≤

1 n
ξ
ξ i f (Yi ) × kθ̂Yn − θ̂Yn k.
∑
n i =1

Since P f < ∞ by assumption, both averages in the two upper bounds are OP (1). Both kθ̂Yn − θ ∗ k
ξ
and kθ̂Yn − θ̂Yn k are o P (1) by Assumption A1, so Bn + Cn = o P (1). Next, since An is a matrix of
fixed dimension, it suffices to show that each entry in the matrix vanishes. For a generic entry
( An )r,s , we clearly have E( An )r,s = 0. So to show that An = o P (1), we need only show the same
for its second moment. Since the bootstrap randomization encoded in ξ is independent of Y, we
get

(1 − n−1 ) E{`¨ ∗ (Y )2 } if j = i
θ
i r,s
E{(1 − ξ i )(1 − ξ j )`¨ θ ∗ (Yi )r,s `¨ θ ∗ (Yj )r,s } =
−n−1 E2 {`¨ ∗ (Y ) }
if j 6= i.
θ
i r,s
The covariances corresponding to the j 6= i cases are negative, so
E( An )2r,s ≤

1
n2

n

∑ E{`¨ θ∗ (Yi )2r,s } = OP (n−1 ) = oP (1).

i =1

ξ

Therefore, since An + Bn + Cn = o P (1), it follows that the limiting distribution of TY (θ̂Y ) is H∞ .
Finally, since Hnboot converges to H∞ , the second term on the right-hand side of (5.18) and, hence
∆n , is o P (1). And since πY (θ ∗ ) ∼ Unif (0, 1), the claim follows from (5.17) and Slutsky’s theorem.
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CHAPTER

6
PROGRESS ON INCORPORATING
PARTIAL PRIOR INFORMATION

6.1

Introduction

The two dominant schools of thought in statistics—frequentist and Bayesian—differ in a number
of important ways. One distinguishing feature is how the two handle prior information, expert
opinion, etc. Roughly, the former has no formal mechanism for incorporating such information
and no need for one since its focus is on error rate control, while the latter explicitly requires
such information to be provided in order to carry out the analysis. The reality is that relevant
prior information is often available, but it may not be at a sufficient resolution to determine a
complete prior distribution and, moreover, it may not be 100% reliable. Then the two classical
approaches just described correspond to two extreme ways of dealing with this situation: the
frequentists would likely ignore this partial or incomplete prior information, while the Bayesian
must fill in the gaps with extraneous details to determine a complete prior probability distribution.
Currently, there is no middle-ground, no approach that can (a) incorporate the available prior
information as is, without embellishment, and (b) dynamically limit the degree of commitment
assigned to the prior information so that desirable calibration properties, i.e., error rate control,
can be maintained. Filling this gap is an ambitious goal indeed, so the present chapter has a more
modest aim, namely, to provide some important insights as to how this ideal can be accomplished,
in the context of IMs.
Given that we have already committed to working in the domain of non-additive beliefs, it is
very natural that we use this same framework to describe the prior information or, rather, expert
opinion. Here we adopt the latter terminology to distinguish our perspective from the Bayesians’
where prior information equals a prior distribution, and to emphasize that it really is a belief
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in both the scientific/epistemological and mathematical senses; unlike in the Bayesian setting
where a prior is necessary, here there would be no reason to introduce such a thing if not that
an expert assigns a certain degree of belief to it. Finally, as we describe in Section 6.2, we have
two belief functions—one represents expert opinion and the other our inferential model output
based on data y, etc.—and the goal is to combine them. For combining belief functions, there are
a host of existing strategies, perhaps the most notable being Dempster’s rule of combination [e.g.,
Shafer, 1976a, Chap. 3]. However, the task here is not so straightforward. Remember, the goal is to
incorporate expert opinion while preserving the inferential model’s desirable validity property.
But Dempster’s rule has no such considerations built in, so, not surprisingly, it fails to preserve
validity. Therefore, new ideas are needed.
The challenge is that expert opinion and the validity property generally are at odds with one
another. To make this clear, consider an analogy in the familiar Bayesian context. It is straightforward to construct a confidence interval for a normal mean with exact coverage probability
properties but, if a meaningful, proper prior distribution is available and combined with the
likelihood via Bayes’s theorem, then the corresponding posterior yields a credible interval that
is different and generally lacks the desired coverage probability properties. That is, the prior
generally has a biasing effect that interferes with the frequentist coverage probability property.
This interference is most severe when the prior is “wrong,” assigning mass away from the true
parameter value. However, if the prior is “right” in the sense that it assigns mass near the true
parameter value, then the biasing effect is beneficial and leads to an efficiency gain, i.e., narrower
credible intervals that still achieve the desired coverage probability. Of course, we are unable to
determine if the prior is “right” or “wrong” and Bayes’s theorem does not offer a way to use the
data to dynamically weight how much of the prior is used. So here we propose a different type of
combination rule that allows for this kind of dynamic weighting.
The specific proposal in this chapter is to extend the approach in Ermini Leaf and Liu [2012],
reviewed in Section 2.5, that relies on an appropriate stretching of an underlying random set to
accommodate a constraint in the parameter space. Here, the expert opinion is more vague than a
parameter constraint so more care is needed to determine an appropriate amount of stretching.
Moreover, while the validity property is automatically preserved when the random set is stretched,
there is a corresponding loss of efficiency. This suggests that there is an opportunity to improve
efficiency by performing a second adjustment to the random set, one that contracts in the opposite
direction of the stretching. If tuned correctly, this dually elastic random set can lead to inference
that incorporates both certain and less-than-certain expert opinion, while maintaining validity
and efficiency.
After a discussion of how the expert opinion can be encoded in terms of a random set in
Section 6.2, we present our specific strategy for stretching and contracting the random set, focused
on a specific and simple normal mean problem (see below). Numerical results in Section 6.4
confirm our claims that validity and efficiency can be achieved for all parameters and for any kind
of expert opinion, good or bad. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 4.6.

Running example and 3-step IM construction: Let Y denote a scalar observable with distribution N(θ, n−1 ), i.e., a normal distribution with mean θ and variance n−1 ; such a situation
might arise when an independent and identically distributed sample of size n from N(θ, 1) is
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available and summarized by the sample mean. For the A-step, a natural choice is
Y = θ + U,

U ∼ PU = N(0, n−1 ).

This association defines a set Θy (u) of candidate parameter values corresponding to the
observed y and a generic u, namely,
Θy (u) = {θ : y = a(θ, u)} = {y − u},
a singleton set in this case. For the P-step, we introduce a random set S of the form

S = {u : |u| ≤ |Ũ |},

Ũ ∼ PU = N(0, n−1 ).

(6.1)

This random set satisfies the two conditions in Theorem 1.1, so it is valid for predicting
U ∼ PU in the sense of Definition 1.7. Finally, for the C-step, we combine Θy (·) and the
random set S to get
Θy (S) =

[

Θy (u) = (y − |Ũ |, y + |Ũ |),

Ũ ∼ N(0, n−1 ).

u∈S

Write Fn for the N(0, n−1 ) distribution function, so that the plausibility contour can be written
as
πy ({θ }) = PS {Θy (S) 3 θ } = 1 − |2Fn (y − θ ) − 1|.

6.2

Expert opinions

Validity of the inferential model output is achieved without the assistance of any prior information
about the parameter of interest θ. However, as it was discussed in Section 6.1, the scenario where
subject-matter experts have opinions/beliefs about θ is not uncommon. Intuitively, all relevant
information should be used as input in an inferential model, and, certainly, an opinion given
by an expert is a relevant information. Moreover, if this incorporation is done in a way that the
validity property is maintained, i.e., systematic misleading conclusions are avoided even when the
expert opinion is inconsistent with the data, then it would be hard to imagine objections to the
inclusion of this opinion.
Here we are considering expert opinion to be any type of prior information about θ that is
not (or cannot be unambiguously translated to) a probability distribution. There is a long list of
different ways expert opinions can be formulated, but of particular interest here is the case where
they are represented by a (subjective) probability β attached to a fixed, proper subset B of Θ, i.e.,
expert assigns belief probability β ∈ (0, 1] to B.

(6.2)

What we have in mind are (realistic) situations in which the expert says “I’m 95% sure that θ
is between a and b.” The key point is that the expert provides no information about how the
probability β is allocated within the set B, so no finer-resolution statements about probabilities
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assigned to subsets of B can be made. The Bayesian, however, must choose a full prior distribution
for θ that accommodates the expert opinion, but this requires something extra beyond the
information provided by the expert, hence some potential for bias that can negatively affect
inference.
The ultimate goal of the present study is to incorporate to the already valid inferential model
the expert opinion in (6.2) as is, without embellishment. But the following question arises: how
to represent the expert’s low-resolution opinion mathematically? It turns out that the theory
of random sets (see Section 1.3.1) naturally accommodates expert opinions in the form of (6.2).
Consider the random set E , where
PE (E = B) = β

and PE (E = Θ) = 1 − β.

(6.3)

The distribution of E described in (6.3) encodes the expert opinion about θ, without additional
assumptions about the distribution of values inside or outside B.
Now, besides the data-dependent random set Θy (S), the opinion encoder random set E also
carries information about θ. We assume here that Θy (S) and E are independent, and the goal
is combining these two sources of information to strengthen the conclusions that can be drawn
about θ. However, it would not make sense if this additional information would ruin whatever
validity properties the original inferential model has. Therefore, incorporation of the information
in E to Θy (S) has to be done in a careful way, such that if data and expert opinions agree, then
efficiency is gained and, regardless, the validity property of the inferential model is preserved.
A natural way to combine two independent sources of information is through Dempster’s rule
of combination [e.g., Shafer, 1976a], resulting in inferences that would be based on the conditional
distribution
Θy (S) ∩ E | Θy (S) ∩ E 6= ∅
derived from the (product) joint distribution PS × PE , where y is fixed at the observed data point.
That is, Dempster’s rule of combination considers a new random set which is the intersection of
the two that carry information about θ, conditioning on the event {Θy (S) ∩ E 6= ∅} of no conflict.
It is through this conditioning step that “learning” takes place, sharpening inference. Ultimately,
the plausibility function obtained from this combined random set is given by
d

Πy ( A) = 1 − PS ,E {Θy (S) ∩ E ⊆ Ac | Θy (S) ∩ E 6= ∅},
and the question is whether the inferential model corresponding to this combined plausibility funcd
tion preserves the validity of the original. Specifically, is the distribution of ΠY ({θ }) stochastically
no smaller than Unif (0, 1) when Y ∼ PY |θ ?
Consider the normal example, Y ∼ PY |θ = N(θ, 1), where B = [2, 6], β = 0.95, and the true pad
rameter takes values in {−1, 1, 4}. Figure 6.1 plots the distribution function, α 7→ PY |θ {ΠY ({θ }) ≤
α}, for each of the three values of θ, based on 104 Monte Carlo samples. Note that the distribution
functions for θ = −1 and θ = 1, which correspond to cases where the prior is “misleading,” are
situated to the left of uniform, therefore, violating the validity property. The lack of validity is
more extreme in the θ = 1 case where the prior is “close to being right,” which we expect to be
the most common situation arising in practical applications. This makes sense, as Θy (S) ∩ B will
likely have a significant intersection, and conditioning in this intersection being non-empty will
tend to exclude θ more often than desired. On the other hand, if the prior is far from the truth,
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Figure 6.1 Distribution functions for plausibility contours based on Dempster’s rule when θ = 1
(red/solid), θ = −1 (green/dashed), and θ = 4 (blue/dotted), when B = [2, 6] and β = 0.95.

Dempster’s rule of combination tends to down-weight the expert opinion, so that the plausibility
function is effectively that based on Θy (S) alone, hence approximately valid. When the expert
d
opinion is right, ΠY ({θ }) is both valid and efficient.
It should come as no surprise that Dempster’s rule fails to preserve the validity property, given
that the rule was developed without any sort of calibration properties in mind; but see (6.8). For
us, preservation of the validity property is essential, so we seek an alternative combination rule
under which validity can be maintained always and efficiency can be gained when expert opinion
agrees with the data.

6.3
6.3.1

Valid inferential model with expert beliefs
Certain case: β = 1

Recall that the random set S is designed to predict the unobserved value of the auxiliary variable
U in U in such a way that validity and efficiency can be achieved. After Y = y is observed, the
constraint B can be mapped to a subset of U:
Uy ( B ) =

[

{u : y = a(θ, u)} ⊆ U.

θ∈B

This subset includes all the possible u values that correspond to θ values in B with respect to the
y that was observed. For the case where B is a constraint, the recommendation in Ermini Leaf
and Liu [2012] was to consider an elastic random set S that would suitably stretch itself till it had
non-empty intersection with Uy ( B) (see also Section 2.5). This stretching-based strategy eliminates
conflict cases but not via conditioning as Dempster’s rule would do. Importantly, if S already
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leads to a valid inferential model, then stretching S will preserve the validity property, but causes
some inefficiency due to the excessive overall size. To overcome this inefficiency, Ermini Leaf and
Liu [2012] suggest to construct the inferential model using only the intersection of Uy ( B) and
the stretched S , chopping off much of the excess size, and they show that this construction, too,
satisfies the validity property.1 But their strategy makes sense only when β = 1, i.e., when B is
a constraint. Here we reformulate their developments in a way that will shed light on the more
interesting case of β ∈ (0, 1) that is the focus of Section 6.3.2.
Our strategy will be to, equip the random set S with two elasticity parameters, e and E, leading
to a dually elastic random set, denoted by Se,E . The stretching parameter e ≥ 0 controls how far
S is stretched toward Uy ( B). Note that this stretching parameter was also used in Sections 2.5,
to overcome the emptiness of Θy (S), but in non-constraint problems. Here, we will also need a
contraction parameter E ≥ 0 that controls how much the stretched S gets shrunk in the opposite
direction to improve efficiency. For our running normal example above, with S as in (6.1), a
realization of Se,E would take the form

[min S + E, max S + e] or [min S − e, max S − E],

(6.4)

depending on where the realization of S is situated relative to Uy ( B). The question, of course, is
how to select e and E.
Following Ermini Leaf and Liu [2012], we set e to be the smallest value at which the intersection
of Se,E and Uy ( B) is non-empty, i.e.,
ê = min{e : Se,E ∩ Uy ( B) 6= ∅}.
Note that ê does not depend on E. In the context of the normal example above, if the expert is
certain that θ lies in the interval B, so that
Uy ( B) = [y − max B, y − min B],
then




min Uy ( B) − max S


ê = min S − max Uy ( B)



0

if max S < min Uy ( B)
if min S > max Uy ( B)
otherwise.

For the contraction parameter, E, first recall that we are working with a random set which, in
the absence of expert opinion, yields a valid and efficient inferential model. What characterizes
the validity and efficiency of that inferential model is the plausibility contour of S , given by
γ(u) = PS (S 3 u). If γ(U ) ∼ Unif (0, 1), as a function of U ∼ PU , then the inferential model is
both valid and efficient. Our proposal is to choose E in such a way that it preserves the original
plausibility contour’s properties even after the stretching by ê. That is, if
γE (u) = PS (Sê,E 3 u)
1 When

(6.5)

β = 1, the validity property is satisfied when the expert is correct, i.e., when θ is indeed in B. It is not hard to
imagine a situation in which an expert exaggerates his/her confidence, but if they are given a less-than-certain option
but they choose certain, then they have to live with whatever mistakes are made as a consequence.
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is the plausibility contour for the adjusted random set with stretching parameter ê set according
to the formulation above, and contraction according to E, then the goal is to specify E = Ê in such
a way that γÊ (U ) ∼ Unif (0, 1) as a function of U ∼ PU , for θ ∈ B. It can be shown that this leads
to a valid plausibility function, i.e.,
PY |θ {πY (θ ) ≤ α} = PY |θ {PSê,Ê {ΘY (Sê,Ê ) 3 θ } ≤ α}
1
= PY |θ {PSê,Ê {Sê,Ê 3 a−
θ (Y )} ≤ α }


1
= PU {γÊ a−
(
a
(
θ,
U
))
≤ α}
θ

= PU {γÊ (U ) ≤ α} = α.
Following Ermini Leaf and Liu [2012], consider
Ê = min{ E : Sê,E ⊆ Uy ( B)},

(6.6)

so that Sê,Ê is just the intersection of the stretched S with Uy ( B). Such choice is proven to lead to
a valid plausibility function for every assertion A ⊂ B.
In the context of our normal example, we have
γ(u) = 2{1 − Fn (|u|)}.
Then the validity and efficiency of the resulting inferential model is, according to the results
in discussed in Chapter 2, a consequence of the simple fact that γ(U ) ∼ Unif (0, 1) when U ∼
PU = N(0, n−1 ). It is a relatively simple exercise to show that the contour function of Sê,Ê (Ê as
in 6.6) also has a uniform distribution like described above, for θ ∈ B. The only challenge is that
both ê and Ê depend on data but, when Y is replaced by θ + U, the θ cancels and the uniform
distribution is easy to see. The validity proof in Ermini Leaf and Liu [2012] is consistent with our
claim that the choice of Ê maintains the uniformity property.
Henceforth we will use the double-dagger symbol, ‡, to denote quantities based on the dually
elastic modifications described above. For example, S ‡ = Sê,Ê and the corresponding plausibility
function is
‡
Πy ( A) = 1 − PS {Θy (S ‡ ) ⊆ Ac } A ⊆ B.
(6.7)

6.3.2

Less-than-certain case: β ∈ (0, 1)

Both the stretching and contraction parameters are chosen in an “extreme” way when the set B
is a constraint. That is, ê stretches S all the way to Uy ( B) and Ê contracts the stretched random
set down to the extent that it includes no points outside of Uy ( B). But in the less-than-certain
case where β ∈ (0, 1) and, hence, B is not a constraint, these extreme choices generally will not be
satisfactory. Here we can follow the general strategy laid out in Section 6.3.1 but different ê and Ê
are needed in this more difficult setting.
In this more ambitious context, the challenge is balancing the expert’s degree of certainty
in B with how much (or how little) the data agrees with B. The key point is that, unlike in the
constraint case above, here we do not assume that the expert is “right,” it is indeed possible
that θ lies outside of B. So, since we aim to achieve validity uniformly over the entire parameter
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space, the elasticity parameters need to be chosen more carefully. To guide our mathematical
developments, we list the following desiderata.
1. Data are sovereign. More conflict between data and expert opinion makes the latter less
influential.
2. The size of β matters. Larger β makes expert opinion more influential.
3. Learning takes place. Larger n makes expert opinion less influential.
4. Validity everywhere. The validity property is maintained, regardless of expert opinion, for all
hypotheses in and out of B.
5. No losses of efficiency, only gains. If data and expert opinion agree, then there are efficiency
gains, but no significant loss of efficiency if they do not agree.
Desiderata 1–3 are related to the incorporation of expert opinion into the original inferential
model and, therefore, correspond to the stretching parameter. Desiderata 4–5 are related to the
inferential model’s properties and, therefore, pertain to the contraction parameter. For sure, these
are ambitious goals, and our strategies to achieve them are considered next.
6.3.2.1

Stretching

The key to generalizing the extreme stretching in Section 6.3.1 is to incorporate the expert’s belief
probability β about the set B. More specifically, if β = 1 corresponds to extreme stretching, then
we simply stretch less when β < 1. We would not want to stretch proportionally to β, however,
because that would negatively affect Desiderata 1 and 3. Instead we want an “updated” version of
β that takes into account how influential the expert opinion is. For this we suggest
β y = PS ,E {E = B | Θy (S) ∩ E 6= ∅}.

(6.8)

This is reminiscent of Dempster’s rule of combination discussed above, as it is based on the
conditional distribution of E , given the event {Θy (S) ∩ E 6= ∅}, based on the (independent) joint
distribution of (S , E ). This updated belief probability is influenced primarily on the extent to
which data and expert opinion agree, as summarized by Θy (S) and E , respectively. For example,
if data and expert opinion agree, then β y will tend to be large; but if data and expert opinion
do not strongly agree, then β y will be decreasing in n, due to the fact that Θy (S) becomes more
precise as n increases. Therefore, if we set the stretching parameter, e, as
ê = β y · min{e : Uy ( B) ∩ Se,E 6= ∅},
then we immediately achieve Desiderata 1–3.
In the normal example considered here, with B = [ a, b], it is easy to show that

βy =


2βFn (y− a)



 2βFn (y−a)+(1− β)
2βFn (b−y)

2βFn (b−y)+(1− β)



β

and this determines the stretching parameter ê.
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if y < a
if y > b
otherwise,

(6.9)

6.3.2.2

Contraction

Stretching the original random set by any amount cannot damage the validity property. However,
with the presence of expert opinion, there is an opportunity to gain in efficiency by a corresponding
shrinking or contraction operation applied in the opposite direction of the stretching. But this
contraction must be done carefully to ensure that efficiency is generally gained but validity is not
lost, even if the expert opinion is “wrong.”
To determine the contraction parameter, E, the idea of maintaining distributional properties of
the original—without expert opinion—plausibility contour, described in Section 6.3.1, can be also
applied here. Recall that γE (u) in (6.5) is the plausibility contour for the adjusted random set with
stretching parameter ê and contraction parameter E. The goal is to specify E = Ê in such a way
that γÊ (U ) ∼ Unif (0, 1) as a function of U ∼ PU , but now not only for θ ∈ B, but for θ since the
entire parameter space is possible. The details of this derivation for our running normal example
are in Appendix A.

6.4

Numerical results

As an illustration, consider our normal mean example. First, in Figure 6.2, we plot the plausibility
‡
contour θ 7→ πy ({ϑ }) for the inferential model based on the dually elastic random set S ‡
presented above; here we denote this as IM‡ . The different settings we consider are y ∈ {0, 2}
and n ∈ {1, 10}. For the expert opinion, we take B = [1, 4] and consider two values of the belief
probability, β ∈ {0.95, 1}. For comparison, we also display the plausibility contour for the original
inferential model in Section 6.1 that ignores the expert’s opinion. Panel (a) shows how we gain
efficiency when the expert opinion agrees with the data; that is, the plausibility contour gets
tighter when expert opinion is incorporated, clearly more so when β = 1 and the expert opinion
is stronger. However, these gains mostly disappear in Panel (c) because the expert opinion is less
influential when n is larger. In Panel (b) we can see how the plausibility contour accommodates
the expert opinion when β = 0.95, but with virtually no loss of efficiency. Panel (d) shows that,
with larger n, the data is more influential and pulls the plausibility contour away from the expert’s
opinion when β = 0.95; when β = 1, it is just a spike at θ = 1.
Consider now a simulation study to compare the validity and efficiency of the proposed
inferential model that incorporates expert opinion against that of several alternatives:
• the basic inferential model construction in Section 6.1 that ignores expert opinion;
• a Bayesian solution when a conjugate normal prior is chosen so that the prior probability is
consistent with expert opinion, i.e., for given B and β, the prior hyperparameters are chosen
so that it assigns roughly probability β to B;
• and an approach like described in Section 6.2 where expert opinion is encoded by E and
combined with the basic inferential model via Dempster’s rule.
Comparisons are made for B = [2, 9] and B = [2, 4], both with β = 0.95, and four values of the
true parameter, θ ∈ {3, 1.5, 0, −4}. Throughout, we take n = 1. For each scenario, 5000 data sets
are generated and, from each, 95% plausibility/credible intervals are extracted and the coverage
indicator and length is computed, resulting in coverage probability and mean length comparisons,
displayed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. We do not display the coverage probability for
the basic inferential model’s plausibility intervals because these are known to equal the target
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Figure 6.2 Plots of the plausibility contour defined in (6.7), with B = [1, 4], β = 1 (dotted), and β = 0.95
(dashed). For comparison, we also display the plausibility contour for the basic inferential model in
Section 6.1 that does not consider expert opinion (solid).

confidence level. Moreover, the mean length of these and of the Bayesian credible intervals are not
shown because the lengths do not depend on data; for example, the 95% plausibility intervals for
the basic inferential model always have length 3.92.
From Table 6.1, we can see that the target coverage probability is attained for all values of θ
only for IM‡ . The Bayesian solution is valid, or close to be valid, only when the prior is right, i.e.,
when θ is inside [ a, b]. Dempster’s approach is valid only when the prior is right or extremely
wrong. Moreover, note how Dempster’s approach performs quite poorly when the prior is close
to being right, i.e., when θ = 1.5.
From Table 6.2, we observe that gains in efficiency happen for IM‡ when B is right or close to
being right. Moreover, more precision is gained when B is itself narrower. Finally, when θ = 0,
so that the expert opinion is somewhat misleading, we can observe a loss of efficiency in the
plausibility intervals. But note that, when θ = −4, so that the expert opinion is even more
misleading, the lack of agreement between data and prior would make β y in (6.8) close to zero
and, hence, the IM‡ solution is effectively ignoring the expert opinion and the standard solution is
again obtained. Dempster’s solution almost always provides narrower plausibility intervals, when
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Table 6.1 Coverage probabilities 95% plausibility intervals for Bayes, Dempster’s, and the IM‡ solutions
with β = 0.95, n = 1, and various θ and B.
B
[2, 9]

[2, 4]

θ
3.0
1.5
0.0
−4.0
3.0
1.5
0.0
−4.0

Bayes
0.930
0.828
0.701
0.239
1.00
0.080
0.000
0.000

Dempster
0.974
0.594
0.809
0.955
0.992
0.601
0.804
0.956

IM‡
0.953
0.948
0.956
0.941
0.946
0.957
0.954
0.948

compared to IM‡ . However, such gains are only useful if the expert opinion is right or extremely
wrong since, otherwise, the coverage probability is very low.

Table 6.2 Mean length of 95% plausibility intervals for the Dempster and IM‡ approaches when β = 0.95,
for different values of θ and B. All standard errors associated with the estimated averages are less than
0.05.

B
[2, 9]

[2, 4]

6.5

θ
3.0
1.5
0.0
−4.0
3.0
1.5
0.0
−4.0

Dempster
3.02
3.01
4.01
3.90
2.18
2.86
4.02
3.89

IM‡
3.89
3.91
3.95
3.92
3.85
3.88
3.95
3.92

What’s next?

Given its success in the above scenario, it is natural to ask if the stretching/contraction strategy can
be applied to handle other types of incomplete prior information. An ongoing work is applying
this strategy to handle sparsity assumptions in a high dimensional setting.
For concreteness, consider the canonical sparse normal means problem. That is suppose the
observable data Y = (Y1 , . . . , Yn ) consist of n independent normally distributed quantities, each
one with its own mean, but all with common variance equal to one, i.e.,
Y ∼ Nn (θ, I ),
where θ = (θ1 , . . . , θn ). Inference on θ is desired. Because the number of unknown parameters
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matches the number of data points, this normal problem becomes “high dimensional” as n → ∞.
Suppose prior information that imposes a sparsity structure to the problem is available, i.e., a
prior information that most θi ’s are zero. In the Bayesian approach, this sparsity assumption is
commonly encouraged in the posterior through the use of shrinkage [e.g., Carvalho et al., 2010,
van der Pas et al., 2017] or spike-and-slab [e.g., Castillo and van der Vaart, 2012, Martin and
Walker, 2014] priors. However, there are serious problems associated with these priors, in some
sense similar to the discussion in Section 6.2 above.
While prior information about sparsity is real, generally nothing is known about the position
of the non-zero values or their magnitudes. However, the Bayesian priors must be precise in this
sense as well. Compare this to the simpler situation in Section 6.2, where the expert has a degree
of belief that θ ∈ [ a, b] and the Bayesian prior has to model how θ is distributed in [ a, b], even
though this information was not provided.
The new idea to be explored is treating the sparsity prior information as it is, without
embellishment, and combining this with a known-to-be-valid IM via the stretching/contracting
argument illustrated above. Once again, random sets are the perfect tool to describe the sparsity
assumption. First, let C ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Next, write |C| for the cardinality of the finite set C and
define
[
Bc =
B̃C , c = 0, 1, . . . , n.
C :|C|=c

This is a set of n-vectors with exactly c non-zero entries, and a sparsity assumption could be
encoded by attaching weights β c to all such Bc ’s. Finally, define the sparsity-driven random set E
with (discrete) distribution
PE {E = Bc } = β c ,

c = 0, 1, . . . , n.

Note that, contrary to the Bayesian approach, this formulation only requires a discrete probability
distribution on the “complexity” c of the underlying θ vector, no prior specification for the
non-zero values in θ is needed.
Now, the construction of a prior-free known-to-be-valid IM is straightforward. An association
that relates the observable data, unknown parameters and auxiliary variables is Y = θ + U, where
U = (U1 , . . . , Un ) ∼ Nn (0, I ). To predict the n-dimensional auxiliary variable U we take

S = {(u1 , . . . , un ) : max(|u1 |, . . . , |un |) ≤ max(|Ũ1 |, . . . , |Ũn |)},

iid

Ũ1 , . . . , Ũn ∼ N(0, 1),

(6.10)

a random n-dimensional cube centered on the origin. In the C-step, the uncertainty about U, for
given data y, is propagated to the parameter θ, leading to Θy (S), a random n-dimensional cube
centered on y. Note that the sets Bc are origin-centered in a certain sense, so stretching the random
cube Θy (S) toward the origin to accommodate Bc is the only reasonable strategy.
A quick proof-of-concept example is in order. Following the setting in Martin and Ning
[2020] and Martin [2021b], consider that n = 200 and a complexity prior, described in Castillo
and van der Vaart [2012], is chosen to induce sparsity. Assume the first five means are relatively
large, namely, θ1 = . . . = θ5 = 7, the second five means are of intermediate magnitude, namely,
θ6 = . . . = θ10 = 2, θ11 will vary and the remaining θ12 = . . . = θ200 are 0. We want to know how
large does θ11 have to be in order for the marginal 95% plausibility interval for θ11 to attain the
95% nominal frequentist coverage probability. Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 6.3 show the Monte
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Figure 6.3 Panels (a) and (b): Plots of the coverage probability and mean length of the marginal plausibility intervals for θ11 , as a function of different true values of θ11 , based on the stretching/contraction IM
strategy. Panels (c) and (d): Plots, extracted from Martin [2021b], of the coverage probability and mean
length of the marginal credible intervals for θ11 , as a function of different true values of θ11 , based on
four methods.

After further developing the necessary intuition, mathematical formulation, and computational
tools in this sparse normal means model, the goal is to also apply the stretching/contraction IM
strategy to other structured, high-dimensional problems, such as linear regression [e.g., Martin
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et al., 2017], graphical models [e.g., Liu and Martin, 2019], etc.
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